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You Will Be Wearing Rainbows
When you wear jewelry set with TITANIA. After years of experiments, syn-
thetic Rutile is now available in facet cut brilliants. This magnificent substance
has been given the name of "TITANIA."

When viewed under proper lighting, round brilliants of TITANIA appear
to be polished bits of rainbows. Certain remarkable optical properties make
this extreme refraction of light possible.

SUBSTANCE

AMETHYST
EMERALD
RUBY, SAPPHIRE
DIAMOND
TITANIA

HERE ARE THE
INDEX OF

REFRACTION

1.544 - 1.553
1.564 - 1.590
1.760 - 1.768
2.417
2.605 - 2.901

FACTS
CHROMATIC
DISPERSION

.013

.014

.018

.063

.300 (APPROX.)

The ability of a gem to break up light into its component colors and produce
a rainbow effect is measured by its chromatic dispersion. Note that TITANIA
has 5—25 times more ability to produce this RAINBOW EFFECT than any of
the first five natural gems in the above list.

Everyone to whom you show this new jewelry will wish to purchase a ring
or pair of earrings. A free circular is available which gives you all the facts
about TITANIA JEWELRY. This circular outlines a discount plan that will per-
mit you to own one of these magnificent stones at no cost to yourself.

DEALERS INQUIRIES SOLICITED

AN ARTICLE TELLS THE STORY BEHIND THIS AMAZING DISCOVERY

The 1950 Revised Edition of Grieger's "Encyclopedia and
Super Catalog of the Lapidary and Jewelry Arts"

$1.00 Per Copy
This is a 192-page book 9"xl2" in size. There are at least 60 pages of in-

structive articles by authors of national fame. There are new articles by EMIL
KRONQUIST and LOUIS WIENER on jewelry making. The 15-page article
on jewelry casting by the LOST WAX METHOD using the new KERR HOBBY-
CRAFT CASTING UNIT is alone worth $1.00. "ROCK DETERMINATION
SIMPLIFIED" by Mr. E. V. Van Amringe with illustrations and charts helps
you to identify your field trip discoveries. Two excellent field trips are mapped.

Everything you need in MACHINERY, TOOLS, SUPPLIES and MATERIALS
is illustrated, described and priced for your convenience.

VISIT OUR SHOP AND SECURE YOUR COPY OF THIS UNIQUE BOOK
Sent Postpaid in U. S. A., its Territories and Canada for only S1.00.

READ THESE REMARKS BY THOSE WHO PURCHASED THE FIRST EDITION—"I would still
buy it at $3.00 to $5.00 as it contains as much if not more meaty information for the lapidary and
jeweler than any of the books on the market selling in that price range. " "It is better than most
lapidary handbooks." "It is the only satisfactory catalog of lapidary supplies and materials that
I have ever seen. It is superbly illustrated and superbly printed."

1633 EAST WALNUT STREET
. -. PASADENA 4, CALIFORNIA.

OFCN cm rntOAr'AHO JATURDAY. OMVY M O A M - V . J O P V -
MONDAY THRU TWUAJDAY OKU BY A m > N T M t N T ONIY
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DESERT CALENDAR
Sept. 30-Oct. 1—Desert Peaks section

of Sierra club will climb Pleasant
Mountain and Cerro Gordo peak
above Keeler, California.

Oct. 1—Official opening of winter
vacation season, Phoenix, Arizona.

Oct. 1—Santa Cruz County Fair and
Rodeo, Sonoita, Arizona.

Oct. 1-7—Annual Navajo Indian Fair,
Shiprock, New Mexico.

Oct. 1-8—Aspen week, "Aspencade"
tours into mountains around Taos,
New Mexico.

Oct. 4—Feast Day of St. Francis of
Assisi, patron Saint of Santa Fe.
Celebrated on eve of St. Francis,
Oct. 3, by procession from St.
Francis cathedral, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

Oct. 4—Annual feast day and dance,
Nambe pueblo, New Mexico.

Oct. 4 — Spanish-American fiesta,
Rancho de Taos, near Taos, New
Mexico.

Oct. 4-8—Eastern New Mexico State
Fair, Roswell.

Oct. 5-6-7 — Nevada State Medical
association annual conference, Las
Vegas.

Oct. 5-8—Graham County Fair, Saf-
ford, Arizona.

Oct. 6-8—Tri-State Fair and Sheriffs
Posse Rodeo, Deming, New Mex-
ico.

Oct. 6-8 — Cochise County Fair,
Douglas, Arizona.

Oct. 7-8—Mass field trip sponsored
by the Clark County Gem Col-
lectors, Las Vegas, Nevada. Camp
ground at Boulder Beach on shore
of Lake Mead.

Oct. 16-19—Southwestern Cattle Fes-
tival, Clovis, New Mexico.

Oct. 18-19—State Garden club gath-
ering, Roswell, New Mexico.

Oct. 18-23—Pima County Fair, Tuc-
son, Arizona.

Oct. 19-21 — Grand Chapter, Order
of Eastern Star, Roswell, New
Mexico.

Oct. 20-21—American Association of
University Women fall Workshop,
Prescott, Arizona.

Oct. 20-22—Gem and Mineral show
sponsored by San Gorgonio Min-
eral and Gem society, at Cherry
Festival building between Beau-
mont and Banning, California.

Oct. 20-22 — Annual Pioneer Days
celebration, pa rade , contests .
Twentynine Palms, California.

Oct. 21-22—Junior Rodeo, sponsored
by 20-30 club, Phoenix, Arizona.

Oct. 26-27 — Fifth annual Aviation
Conference, Tucson, Arizona.

Oct. 26-28 — Southwestern Medical
association conference, Phoenix,
Arizona.

Oct. 28-29 — Annual Papago Indian
Rodeo and Arts and Crafts exhi-
bition. Indian dances and games.
Sells, Arizona.

Oct. 31—Annual Mardi Gras, spon-
sored by Kiwanis club, Barstow,
California.
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The accompanying poem was suggested to June LeMert Paxton by this grave of an
old prospector in Joshua Tree National Monument. The headstone bears the legend

"John Lang, 1853-1926." Photo by Harry Vroman.

DESERT SHACK
By ADA GENEVIEVE MCCOLLUM

El Monte, California
There's a lonely road a' winding
Through a stretch of desert land,
Where the Joshua and Yuccas
Grow in the soft, brown sand.
Here the lazy turtle wanders,
And the Chipmunk scampers free,
Every desert creature is full of ecstacy.
There's a weather-beaten cabin
Built against a granite wall,
It's much too hot in summer.
And too cool in the fall.
The floors are warped and knotted
The door's always ajar,
But the tiny windows welcome
No matter who you are.
On the bunk's an old straw mattress,
No downy chicken's fluff.
If one's bones are sore and weary,
It's plenty soft enough.
There's a granite coffee pot
Sitting on the rusty stove,
And when there's coffee boiling
It's like a treasure trove.
A shiny car may pass the shack,
And people in it say—
"I'd hate to live way out here
It's such a long, long, way."
Yet many a weary prospector
Seeking the mother lode,
Has found a haven 'neath its roof,
Worth more to them than gold.

• • •

DESERT MESSAGE
By WILLOW WEBER

San Fernando, California
We span the mountains in our stride
Until the rosy sunset smiles
As evening hurries to her side,
Making fractions of the miles.

The wind is not so soon asleep;
Its fingers come to kiss our hair.
We stand with all of life to keep . . .
Feeding our dreams on desert air!

The desert eyes us like a sage.
And something there along its breeze
Is more than sand and space and age,
And something more than Joshua trees.

GHOST TOWN
By AMY CRUX SOUTHER

El Cajon, California
The ruthless heat of sun beat down
Upon the bleak deserted town,
Heat wavelets rose like straying ghosts,
Blown tumble-weeds were silent hosts.

The houses, fences, scaled bare
As tropic beam of sun shone there,
The shifting mounds of greying sand
Bred wierd moods on desert land.

We saw no frogs or lowly snail,
No bird on wing or feathered quail,
No hoot-owls' wistful crying sound,
No bark or cry of straying hound.

We felt the shock of parching thirst,
This bitter land was raw, accursed,
Its shapeless form was lax and dried,
A sullen spot where men had died.

The ancient graves held crumbling bones
With man's lost hopes and eerie moans,
Then strange low whispers left our breath,
We bade farewell to town of death.

OCTOBER GOLD
By RUBY CLEMENS SHAFT

Arlington, California
Fall, fall October leaves
Spill your gold upon the ground
For only fools gaze far to find
The wealth that's close around.

By TANYA SOUTH

Let your compassion deeply flow.
Give readily. And let the glow
Of sympathetic understanding

Be never ending.
A day, a year, a life-time passed
In serving eagerly, and giving—
And oh, what strength is not amassed
Through this right living!

By JUNE LEMERT PAXTON

At dawning, when the air is still
And the vastness void of sound,

The sun comes up on a lonely grave—
Six feet of sandy mound.

At noonday when the wind sweeps low
And moans through the chaparral,

It hints of hidden mysteries
And secrets it dare not tell!

When the rest of the world has gone to sleep
In the darkness of the night,

A coyote waits beskle that grave
And wails at a ghostly sprite.

But the pioneer kens neither sun nor wind
And smiles at the coyote's wail,

For he quenches his thirst in a fairer land
And plods a safer trail!

A DESERT SUNRISE
By FLORENCE A. MORRISON

Boulder City, Nevada
I walked out on the desert with my thoughts

confused in doubt.
The early morning sunrise woke the moun-

tains round about.
White clouds, like ostrich feathers, seemed

stationed in the blue;
The sunlight brushed their shadows with

gold and purple hue.

A useless slab of granite, thrown carelessly
away,

Served as a seat for resting while I watched
the break of day.

"Why was I born—what purpose?" From
my heart went up this cry;

"Why must my own salvation depend on
naught but—I?"

Then I looked full at the sunrise, and I
felt its golden glow.

In answer to my questions it seemed to
say, "You know—

You are a part of Nature; the image of
your God,

Of Love, The Great Creator—you were not
made of sod.

"You, given all dominion, must use your
Power of mind,

And work out your salvation from evil,
for man-kind.

All Nature stands before you—a grand and
glorious Law

Of harmony and Wisdom, Perfection with-
out flaw.

"It rests in mighty action, this Law of
Nature true;

And you must rest in knowing what God
has promised you.

Must seek the Fount of Wisdom, the un-
derstanding way,

That banishes the darkness, and lights Eter-
nal Day."

DESERT SUNRISE
By FAITH MURRAY NELSON

Taylor Ridge, Illinois
I like to stand upon a dune

And watch the sun come up.
The soul of beauty seems to hide

Within its golden cup.

The trailing sunbeams leave soft stains
Upon the blue gown of the sky,

Till morning zephyrs come along
And erase them with a sigh.
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During World War II one of the most important
mining operations in the western hemisphere was
in California's Borrego Badlands, where a special
type of calcite crystals were found for the making
of Polaroid gunsights. Here is told for the first time
the story of the discovery of the calcite deposits
and the circumstances which brought them into
production for war-time use.

Mining for
Gunsights . . .

By JOHN HILTON
Map by Norton Allen

7HE FIRST hint I had of calcite in Palm Wash area
was an idle statement by Ted Gordon of Mecca,
California. He said he had seen huge crystals of

iceland spar when he was prospecting for the lost Pegleg
mine many years ago. I suspected the crystals he described
were gypsum, not calcite. They sounded too big and it
seemed they were the wrong shape. Then, one day my
prospector friend Harry Heather came in with some huge
tabular plates of calcite from his diggings near Palm Wash.
1 knew at once that Ted had known more about minerals
than I had believed.

Harry and I tried to find a commercial market for
these wonderful plates of calcite but with little success.
All the instrument makers agreed that the material was
of excellent optical quality but they also were unanimous
in stating that the crystals were the wrong shape to have
any importance. We sold a few of the thicker plates by
cleaving them into pieces suitable for the manufacture of
Nicoll prisms, dichroscopes and other technical instru-
ments, but most of the material was too thin and we let
the matter drop.

Later I was prospecting in the area and found not
only plates but clusters and rosettes of fine calcite. They
made good sale and trading items. Occasionally I worked
some of the pockets, with little success. At different times
I filed claims with partners on different areas but finally
they all lapsed.

During one of these sporadic mining ventures, Harry
Heather came into our camp. He was very angry. He
had seen some of the crystals we were digging and thought
we were high-grading his claim. We told him that there
had never been a pick stuck in the ground when we started
our workings. He insisted that he had prospected the
whole area and located everything that showed calcite.
The argument grew hotter until we finally stopped to get
our breath. Then in the light of the campfire Harry
started drawing a map of his claims in the sand. He
hadn't gone far before I knew that we were leaving the
same camp in two very different directions. Our claims
were all on the west side of a very deep and forbidding
canyon and all of his were on the east side.

What had been a tense situation broke down into
laughter that echoed from the high sandstone walls
around us. Harry and I still get a laugh out of the situa-
tion when we meet and talk over old times.

The specimen market was soon glutted and about then
Polaroid was invented by Dr. Edwin H. Land of Cam-
bridge, Mass. This destroyed the market for optical cal-
cite so there was little use of mining more.

The crystals generally occurred in pockets. Ralph
Willard passes out a crystal group taken from a

pocket.

Some years passed and war clouds threatened and
then Pearl Harbor. When General George S. Patton
came to the desert to train troops I began helping unoffi-
cially as a civilian guide in the training area and in
showing new officer groups a series of colored slides I
had prepared to explain the character and nature of
deserts. General Patton had asked me to go with him to
North Africa and I had consented. He had written Wash-
ington to make the whole thing official when I received
a phone call from Cambridge, Mass.

The call was from Dr. Harry Berman of the depart-
ment of mineralogy of Harvard. He wanted to know if
I had any amount of the thin plates of calcite like the
ones I had sent him some years before. I said I had
about 50 pounds of clear material and could produce
much more. He told me to ship the crystals carefully
wrapped to Harvard by air express that same day and he
would be out on the next plane. He dared not explain
over the phone.

Ralph Willard was working for me at the time so I
told him that if he would go out and relocate the claim
which had lapsed for several years, I would take him in
partnership with a half interest. He went out the same
day in his old Ford and I packed and shipped the calcite
on hand.

The following day Dr. Berman arrived. He took me
to a quiet spot and handed me a small grey disk about an
inch and a quarter in diameter and three-sixteenths of an
inch thick. He told me to hold it close to my eye and
look at the sky.

O C T O B E R , 1 9 5 0 5



Jack Frost, one of the war-time operators of the
calcite mines, is shown in an open-cut working.

What I saw was a thing I found hard to believe. There
was a series of concentric rainbow colored rings but in-
stead of appearing to be there in the disk, they seemed to
be out in the sky about a mile away. He told me to hold
the center ring on a fixed target and move my head or eye
from side to side. I was amazed to see that the center of
the sight stayed right on the target and refused to obey
the normal laws of paralax.

"An inventor friend of mine by the name of Dr. Land
worked this out," he explained, "from one of the smaller
crystals you sent me three years ago. He noticed when
he looked at a piece of calcite through his polarizing
microscope with the prisms crossed, that the optical inter-
ference figure did not appear to move when he moved his
eye, yet the specks on the slide obeyed the normal laws
of optics. It is the simplest and most accurate sight ever
invented for close in moving objects like Stuka dive bomb-
ers and suicide Zeros. That's why we must have calcite
like this in great quantities and as soon as possible."

The very man who had ruined the market for optical
calcite was now asking for it, and our crystals discarded
by all the experts as being too thin, were just the right
shape and crystalized at exactly the right angle to fill the
need.

That afternoon I took Dr. Berman out to see the mine
and he set a tentative price of two dollars a pound. It
was agreed that the material was worth a great deal more
than this but we did not want to get rich out of the war.
We just wanted to help. We warned that the price might
have to go up to as high as five dollars per pound when
we got through the soft easy going and into harder sand-
stone. Dr. Berman agreed with us. What none of us
realized at the time was the difficulty of raising the price
of a war commodity once it has been established.

Dr. Berman went back to Harvard and we started
digging, sorting and wrapping calcite crystals. It was
tough work. We hauled all our water in five-gallon cans
and every time we chugged up Palm Wash to the camp
the sand became looser. This went on for some months.
The weather got hotter and the crystals fewer. I showed
a sight to General Patton. He felt as I did that this new
project had number one priority. So the plans for my

CALC/TE-DEPOSITS
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In Palm Wash, Borrego Badlands. It is believed that many native Washingtonia
palms grew along this water course in ancient times, but the underground water

supply is diminishing and the palms are slowly dying out.

trip to Africa were cancelled. I gave him the sample sight
and he accepted it as a pocket piece.

Crystals became scarcer and scarcer. Wires began
to pile up from Polaroid wanting more production. We
used the money we had made and dug into our own funds
but still we were running in the red. We wired that with
a raise of price to five dollars a pound, we could get

financial backing, buy portable drills, hire men and step
up production, but here both Polaroid and ourselves ran
into Washington red tape. A long investigation would be
necessary and this would take time.

In the meantime we kept digging and now and then
hit a good pocket but never enough to gain back our
losses. We lived like animals in a little cave high above
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Looking out of one of the mine workings. Most of the
mining was done in surface holes or open cuts to elim-

inate the danger of fumes from the gasoline drills.

our first camp and ate K rations donated by Patton's
outfit, because we were too tired to crawl down off the
cliff for wood to warm it up. We learned how little water
a man can work on if he doesn't wash for a week at a
time. We lost weight and morale in about equal propor-
tions. Still production was spotted and low.

Finally we got word that the company was going to
send out some engineers who would mine the calcite right.
We gladly sold the claims for a little more than we had
invested in the project and a guarantee of jobs on the
calcite mine for the duration at reasonable salaries.

After "Calcite Operators" arrived things began to
move. Machinery rolled in and a road was pushed along
the mesa to camp and on up to some of the workings. A
cook house was built on the sight of our old camp, tents
were erected. The United States Marines showed up
with a huge water truck and storage tanks. Showers were
installed where Ralph and I had counted water by the
cupful. Ration boards were finally made to see the light
and issue decent food, gasoline and lumber even if they
couldn't be told what it was for. Thirty men labored and
fought portable gasoline drills to dig on the seams we had
found and soon we had a prospecting crew of from three
to five out looking for other likely places to dig.

In the meantime the price of calcite shot up to ten
dollars per pound. As if this were not irony enough,
Ralph and I were sitting in the shade of a big rock eating
our lunch one day when I noticed a bush on a nearby
hill that seemed to be too green for the spot where it
grew. We had learned that this was sometimes an indica-
tion of a pocket which could catch and hold a little more
water than an ordinary crack in the rock. After lunch I
went over and dug up the bush with my prospector's
pick. Calcite crystals came out with the roots. By evening
Ralph was down neck deep in a hole handing out single
optical plates that weighed as much as ten pounds each.
That pocket produced more than 1200 pounds of optical
calcite.

The war ground on and so did the mining operation.
We knew the calcite was limited, for below the friable
layer of sandstone which carried our pockets was a very
hard tight layer where the seams which carried the solu-
tions narrowed down to inches instead of feet. We also
knew that the experts in the laboratory had found a syn-
thetic crystal which would take the place of calcite in the

Member of the marine detachment guarding the mine
holds a choice rosette of calcite crystals taken from the
workings. Many beautiful museum specimens went into

gunsights.

sight. It was only a matter of time till our material
wouldn't be needed.

The laboratory men solved their problems about the
same time that most of the available calcite was out, but
not until I had fallen from a cliff in prospecting and almost
lost the use of my arm. I worked on with the arm in a
sling for more than three months.

By the time the operation closed down, the camp
looked like a small town. We even had electric lights
and women cooks. We were glad to be out of the heat
and the dust and the roar of gasoline drills. Later the
mine was sold to two members of our prospecting crew,
Jack Frost and Bob Dye. They worked it for awhile
mostly for specimens but finally the claims lapsed and
the fine road washed out in a cloudburst.

Today the site of the once busy camp is as vacant as
it was the first time I saw it. Here and there sticking out
of the sand is a piece of board or a scrap of calcite crystal
to remind the visitor that this was once a busy spot.

Dr. Harry Berman lost his life while flying over
German-occupied France as a civilian expert in connec-
tion with the sight. Two of our marine guards who be-
moaned the fact that they were in the desert instead of
some cocoanut-fringed island finally made it but failed
to come back. One, Abe Abelt, liked the desert so much
that he came back after the war, married a local girl and
settled down in Coachella Valley.

A new road is being pushed through from Truckhaven
to Borrego and it crosses our old calcite road not far
from camp. The actual road to the mine is very rugged
now, but jeeps and high center cars can make it to a point
a few hundred yards below the old tool house. There is
still a great deal of scrap optical crystals in the dumps or
on our old sorting piles.

The more ambitious can visit dozens of our old
prospect holes and may still find pockets of good crystals.
Anyone with a fluorescent light can get plenty of brilliant
material on the dumps and in the cuts if they stay over-
night. Visitors after dark should watch out for two
things. There are some very deep unfenced shafts to look
out for and the scorpions sometimes found in this area
under rocks, fluoresce brighter than any of the crystals. It
is a good idea to nudge any small extra bright specimens
with your pick before you pick them up. If they crawl
away they're not crystals.
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Dr. Woodbury tattoos a number on the underside of a rattler, using an electric pen.
Assistant records the data, which will be referred to when—and if—the snake is

later captured for observation.

He Brands Snakes...
There are many superstitions

and misconceptions about
snakes in general and rattle-
snakes in particular—and not
very much exact information.
To remedy this situation, a Utah
university professor embarked
two decades ago upon an un-
usual project. He wanted to
find out how rattlesnakes grow,
develop and reproduce under
natural conditions. He had no
precedents to go by in his re-
search, so he worked out his
own techniques. How he car-
ries on his work and some of
the things he has found out
about these desert dwellers is
told here.

By OLIVE W. BURT
Photographs by Ray G. Jones

ABOUT the time that Uncle
Sam was starting his decennial
counting of noses, Dr. Angus M.

Woodbury of the University of Utah
was embarking upon his annual cen-
sus of the rattlesnakes in Tooele
County, Utah. And, while Uncle Sam
asked only such innocent questions
as how much you earn and how many
bathrooms your house boasts, Dr.
Woodbury insists on knowing just how
many inches each snake has grown,
how far it has traveled, and how many
new rattles each rattler has acquired
during the previous year.

Dr. Woodbury, head of the verte-
brate zoology department at the uni-
versity, has a tremendous urge to
know all about many kinds of crea-
tures. Since little actually was known
of the habits and growth of rattle-
snakes in their native habitat, Dr.
Woodbury set out to obtain accurate
data.

He decided that if he could find a
den of rattlers he could make close
observations of their habits and
growth. The idea of bird banding and
cattle branding, techniques with which
he was familiar, suggested that some
similar operation might be used to
identify snakes, so that their individual
changes could be recorded and studied.

When Dr. Woodbury first began this
project, more than 20 years ago, there
was nothing to guide him. No one
knew where to find a snake den, when
was the best time to study rattlers, or
how to go about the problem. Dr.
Woodbury had to evolve all the tech-
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This is snake country. In this cobblestone snake den in Tooele County, Utah,
rattlesnakes have been under scientific observation for the past 20 years. Snakes
captured one year are branded so they can be identified and checked in subsequent

years.

niques himself, and at first it was a
matter of trial and error — with too
great an error meaning a painful, if
not fatal, accident.

Catching the snakes was the first
problem to be considered. As a ranger
at Zion National Park years ago, Dr.
Woodbury at one time had attempted
to catch a huge rattler to show to
tourists. Being a man of determination,
he finally poked the reptile into a big
jar, but it was a long and frightening
process. He decided there were better
ways.

He learned that he could hold a
rattler's head down with a forked
stick, and then could grasp it around
the neck and hold it so that it could
not inflict harm. In fact, he became
so adept at this that he sometimes
demonstrated how the venom would
ooze from the fangs when the poison
glands were squeezed between thumb
and forefinger. He does not recom-

mend this to others! He uses a sort
of cane with a sliding leather collar,
his own invention, with which he can
hold the snake safely while he goes
about his work of measuring and ta-
tooing.

The first problem was to find a den
accessible enough for study. For six
years Dr. Woodbury searched and
queried. Finally a friend sent him
some snakes from a den near Vernal,
Utah. Dr. Woodbury visited it and
found hundreds of rattlers there, but
it was too far away from Salt Lake
City for him to make the trip regularly.

In April, 1940, one of his students
told him he had found a snake den in
Tooele County, only about 40 miles
from Salt Lake City. Dr. Woodbury
visited the place and found it to be a
cobblestone area left by springs that
once gushed forth near the shores of
ancient Lake Bonneville. The snakes
had selected this area, since they want
to go underground in winter but can-

not dig holes for themselves. The loose
rocks and the underground spring
channels afforded them exactly what
they needed.

Here was what Dr. Woodbury had
been hunting for. Here he could come
in the spring as the snakes were emerg-
ing and catch as many as he wanted.
He could brand them, record their
length, rattles, and sex, and let them
go. In the fall he could return and do
the same thing over again. In a num-
ber of years, he would know some-
thing, at least, about his charges.

How to brand rattlesnakes posed a
problem, solved by using an electric
pen with indelible ink, and inscribing
a number on the underside. A careful
record was kept in a huge ledger.

Dr. Woodbury made 13 trips to the
den that spring. He captured and
marked, measured and recorded data
on 323 snakes: three gopher snakes,
61 striped racers and 259 rattlers.

The next spring he captured 290
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Dr. Woodbury about to place a captured rattler in one
of the metal cages devised for carrying the snakes.
They are kept in these containers until data on the

reptile has been recorded and the snake branded.

Dr. Woodbury and assistant go over the cobblestones
pulling snakes from crevices. Note modified clinker
tongs with which the scientist can pick up snakes

without danger.

snakes, 79 of these being snakes he
had measured the previous spring.
Now, for the first time, Dr. Woodbury
had actual data on growth and devel-
opment of rattlers. Since that time, he
and his assistants have visited the den
each spring and fall, making several
trips each season.

Recently I accompanied Dr. Wood-
bury on a trip to the den and watched
with interest and amazement as he
calmly went to work. The cobblestone
area on the eastern slope of a hill
above the Great Salt Lake had been
fenced off with a heavy, fine meshed
wire fence through which not even a
small snake could wriggle. At certain
places along the fence were openings,
which apparently led into the enclo-
sure. This was a deceit — a lure.
Snakes trying to reenter the den were
caught in traps and held there until
they were released by the scientist or
one of his students.

Dr. Woodbury and his assistants
had large square metal cages for car-
rying the snakes. Stepping over the
fence into the den, they looked about
the cobblestones for snakes. As one
was spied, the grappling cane devised

by Dr. Woodbury was slipped over its
neck and it was lifted from its retreat
and placed in a cage. When all the
visible snakes had been captured, the
cages were taken out of the enclosure.

There, seated on an upended pail
and using his electric pen, Dr. Wood-
bury took each snake from its cage,
tattooed a number on it—if it had
none—or read the number if it had
already been registered. An assistant
found the corresponding number or
made a new entry. Then the snake
was measured, and its length, sex and
apparent age were recorded.

While the workers showed none of
the uneasiness I felt, they were careful
in handling the reptiles, and they wore
heavy shoes and gloves.

They took two measurements of
each snake each time it was captured:
the body length from snout to vent
and the total length. In order to get
the lengths as accurate as possible,
the snakes were stretched as they were
measured. The rattlers seemed supple
and stretched easily, but a heavy blow-
snake required all the strength of two
workers to extend it to its full length
while Dr. Woodbury measured it.

Dr. Woodbury explained that young
rattlers are born in the late summer
or fall and go through the first winter's
hibernation without much growth. They
are about 12 to 14 inches in length
when hatched, and have one button.
When a year old, a rattler is 20 to 23
inches long and has two or three rat-
tles and a button. A rattler acquires
two rattles a year, but often loses some
of these through the various accidents
of a snake's life.

Each rattle in the string is a little
different from the preceding one, fit-
ting into a sort of pattern. They are
dry and hard, and when a rattler is
coiled ready to strike, with his head
lifted and his black forked tongue
darting in and out and his tail erect
above his head, a nervous vibration
makes these overlapping scales strike
together, producing the ominous rattle
that is both a warning and a threat.

The popular belief that a rattler
grows one rattle each year is errone-
ous. Each rattle grows on the base of
the tail, and is loosened when the
snake molts its skin. A new one grows
underneath, and is added to the ac-
cumulated rattles when the snake molts
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again. As the rattlesnake molts twice
a year, two new rattles are acquired
each year, and a rattler's age is the
number of rattles he has, divided by
two—always allowing for some having
been lost. Rarely, if ever, do you find
a snake with its rattle quota intact.

According to Dr. Woodbury, a rat-
tlesnake becomes sexually mature at
about three years of age. The eggs de-
velop in the ovary during the summer
and fall, remain dormant during the
winter, and finish their development
the next spring. They generally leave
the ovary about June and are soon
fertilized, but are kept in the mother's
body until late summer or fall, while
the eggs are developing. They hatch
immediately upon being laid, so that
the young snakes are almost born alive.

Dr. Woodbury has found that it
takes two years to develop a set of
rattler's eggs and a brood of young.
After the eggs are hatched, the mother
pays no more attention to the young.
Tradition says she will swallow them
to protect them from danger, but Dr.
Woodbury says this is not so.

The scientist has developed a way
of counting the number of eggs held
in the mother's body. He holds the
abdomen between the thumb and
finger of each hand, with the two
thumbs about an inch apart. By care-
ful manipulation of the thumbs, the
eggs can be discovered and counted.
He finds from four to nine eggs, with
six or seven the usual number.

If it takes two years to produce a
batch of young, say six or seven, and
if snakes average 15 years of life, the
snake population would grow to tre-
mendous proportions if all the young
lived. However, many eggs fail to get
fertilized, and sometimes a female
skips a year or two without producing
a clutch of eggs. And many of the
young are killed. This is evident from
the fact that over a period of years,
the snake population remains about
the same, indicating that the young
just about replace the adults that die
off each season.

Already the data gathered at this
den in the semi-annual visits have
filled several large ledgers. It is studied
and correlated by Dr. Woodbury and
his students in an effort to give the
world some accurate information on
this reptile—one of the most dreaded
in the West.

Above—Ray Jones, the photog-
rapher, set one of his cameras on
a rock while he went to his car
for more film. When he returned
a female snake had sought refuge
in the dark space under the

bellows.
Below—A rattler's mouth. Note
the size of the two fangs compared

with a lead pencil.
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Gold Pockets in
the Santa Rosas

Henry Wilson, who has spent many years prospecting in the Bor-
rego desert of Southern California, believes there are pockets of gold
in the Santa Rosa Mountain range which lies to the north of Borrego
Spring. And if you will read this story you will understand why Henry
has continued his search for nearly 50 years.

By HENRY E. W. WILSON

Nicholas Schwartz, who found gold in
the Santa Rosa Mountains. He evi-
dently had been in that location for
many years, for a canyon in the south
slope of the range bears his name, or
part of it, being marked on the govern-
ment topographical map of that sec-
tion, surveyed in 1901, as Old Nicho-
las Canyon.

In 1903 John Collins and I travelled
down Rockhouse Canyon, and went
inside the stone house from which the
canyon takes its name. It was a one-
room cabin, good roof, door and win-
dow, and habitable. It had a fireplace
at one end, and shelves on each side,
and the only removable thing in the
place was a sack of salt on one of the
shelves.

There was no sign of Schwartz, or
any indication of anyone being in the
neighborhood. We had not heard of
Old Man Nicholas, and it was many
years later that I was told that he built
and occupied that cabin during his
years of prospecting.

PEOPLE acquainted, even
remotely, with the Santa Rosa
Mountain section of the Colo-

rado Desert, will doubt that there are
other things to look for, in that area,
besides the black gold nuggets that
Pegleg Smith found on the top of one
of three hills. For instance there are
pockets.

To begin with, I want it understood
that I do not guarantee the accuracy
of what I am about to relate, but set
forth the information as given to me,
and as these stories have never been
published before, to my knowledge, I
think they will prove of interest to
Desert Magazine readers.

J. Frank Dobie, in his preface to
Coronado's Children, set forth the fact
that he related the incidents in the
book, as they were told to him, and
that he was merely the re-teller, and
not the originator of any of the stories.
I am in the same position.

In the early part of the present cen-
tury, there was a prospector named

Henry Wilson, veteran prospector
of the Santa Rosa-Borrego coun-
try, whose home is now at Willits,

California.

It is reported that one day Nicholas
picked up a nugget of gold, and pro-
ceeded to dig down under where the
nugget lay. Before he finished, he took
out $18,000. He had discovered a
pocket.

He covered his hole in the ground,
and on top buried his pick and shovel.
Schwartz quit the state and went to
live in Chicago, where he died. Being
asked by his friends, whom he had
told about his gold strike, if he had
taken out all the gold there was in
sight, he replied: "No, I left more in
the hole than I took out of it." Further

These legends are seen on a huge boulder near the old rock house camp in
Rockhouse Canyon.
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explaining his reason for so doing, he
stated that he had not wanted the re-
sponsibility of more money than he
had taken out. Before he passed on
to other happy hunting grounds, he is
supposed to have made a map of the
place, marking the glory hole with an
"X."

In 1933 I spent two months in that
area hunting the Pegleg gold with a
man whom I will call Jack Carter.
Jack had been camped for a year near
Rockhouse Canyon. There he met a
man named Pomroy, who told Jack
about the Schwartz pocket of gold.

Pomroy further stated that he had
the map Schwartz had drawn in Chi-
cago, and held it for safe keeping in
a bank safety deposit box in Los
Angeles. Also that he had hired two
prospectors to help him locate the
spot, but that they had been unsuccess-
ful. He then offered Jack a 50 percent
interest if he would help him, which
Jack agreed to do.

They made a verbal contract, and
agreed to meet at a certain place in
the near future. Jack proceeded to
Los Angeles, got his car fixed up and
bought a stock of provisions, which

TRUE OR FALSE 'Here's more brain exercise for
Desert Magazine's True or
False fans. The answers to all

these questions have appeared in past issues of the magazine. If you
haven't been a regular reader of Desert try the test anyway. You will
gain some new information about the Great American Desert. From 12 to
14 is a good score for the average person, 15 to 17 is excellent, 18 or over
is exceptional. Answers are on page 36.

1—Wild camels are seen occasionally in the desert Southwest.
True False

2—Ubehebe crater in Death Valley is an active volcano.
True False

3—Organ Pipe cactus of southern Arizona derives its name from the
musical tones heard when the wind blows through its spines.
True False

4—White Sands National Monument is in Colorado.
True False

5—A "mud-saw" is a tool used primarily for cutting adobe blocks for
construction purposes. True False

6—Bisbee, Arizona, is a famous copper-mining town.
True False

7—Cahuilla Indians were using woven nets to fish in Salton Sea when
irrigation water from the Colorado river first reached Imperial
Valley in 1901. True False

8—John D. Lee, one of the alleged perpetrators of the Mountain Meadows
massacre, was never caught. True False

9—T. E. Lawrence's book Seven Pillars of Wisdom has a desert setting.
True False

10—Wild turkeys are still found in the White Mountains of Arizona.
True False

11—Ironwood trees derive their name from the hardness of their wood.
True False

12—The color of dumortierite, sometimes known as desert lapis, is blue.
True False

13—The old Mexican trail known as Camino del Diablo passed through
Tucson, Arizona. True False

14—Largest city in New Mexico is Santa Fe. True False
15—The Escalante River is a tributary of the Colorado.

True False
16—The Mexican name for the barrel cactus is bisnaga.

True False
17—An east and west line through Salt Lake City would pass north of

Reno, Nevada. True False
18—Goldfield's greatest mineral wealth came from the Comstock lode.

True False
19—Montezuma Well is a National Monument in Arizona.

True False
20—Seagulls live on the shores and islands of the Great Salt Lake.

True False
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was to be paid for jointly under the
agreement. Carter arrived at the ap-
pointed meeting place, and after a day
or two Pomroy joined him.

Jack asked to see the map, but Pom-
roy had not brought it, and the expe-
dition ended by Pomroy staking out a
claim which Jack assured him was not
in the right place. Later, when Pomroy
failed to reimburse Jack for half the
expense money, the latter took the mat-
ter to an attorney in Los Angeles, who
advised him that he had the legal right
to locate the place he believed the
pocket was in, and leave Pomroy's
name off the location notice.

Wishing to avoid trouble, Jack got
two friends to file on the ground he
staked out, record the claim and give
him a quit-claim deed. Jack then told
me that he did not know the exact
spot, but had a friend in Los Angeles
who operated a metal finding device
by which he hoped to locate the pick
and shovel, but that the friend had so
far been unable to leave the city.

Soon afterwards Jack Carter passed
on, and as far as I know, the pick and
shovel are still where Schwartz left
them.

Then there is the Buckley, or Butler
mine—I have heard it spoken of by
both names — which is on Coyote
Mountain, known locally as Butler
Mountain. Jack Carter told me about
this too.

It appears that in 1904 Jack visited
Clark Well at the base of the Santa
Rosas and found Fred Clark there
tending some cattle. Fred related that
Butler had come down the mountain,
and told him that he was sick, and
wanted to get to the hospital in San
Bernardino. Clark told him it was
impossible for him to leave the cattle,
and also that he had no transportation
other than a saddle horse, but invited
Butler to lie down on his bed in a
tent until later. Soon afterwards a
couple of young men from San Diego
arrived at the well driving the first
automobile to enter Borrego Valley.
Fred told them about Butler and they
talked with the sick man.

Butler told them he had a mine on
the mountain, that being sick he wanted
to go to the hospital, and felt his
chances of coming out were slim. He
said if the boys would take him, he
would give them a map, by which they
could find the mine, and if he didn't
return to it, the mine would be theirs.
They took him to the hospital where
he died. Fred told Jack further that
he had seen the boys later with the
map go up on the mountain, but that
they failed to find the mine.

A friend of mine looked for this mine,
with another man, and found rocks
laid on the ground in the shape of an
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All that remains today of the old rock house in Rockhouse Canyon. A nearby
spring has made this a rendezvous for gold-hunters for many years.

arrow, but as it pointed to a high cliff,
they gave up the search.

I do not know if the Butler mine is
a pocket, but as Butler had no method
of working a ledge, I have always be-
lieved it to be one.

The average prospector does not
seem to know much about gold pock-
ets. He is usually looking for ledges or
placer. The ledge prospector goes up
in the mountains and looks for con-
tacts, or two bodies of country rock,
with a ledge of quartz, or gold-bearing
strata, between them. Most gold mines
are on contacts, such as granite and
slate, granite and greenstone, etc.,
though gold has been found in slate,
and in El Dorado County, California,
at Grizzly Flats there is a well known
mine which has been a big producer,
and is located on a fissure vein in solid
granite.

The placer prospector digs to bed-
rock in a dry wash or gully, and sifts
his gravel generally in a dry-washer,
or if water is near, he may pan it out.
Neither the quartz nor the placer pros-
pector finds anything other than very
slight colors, which can be found al-
most anywhere on the desert, but not
rich enough to work.

On the first trip I took to the desert
in 1900, my partner and I found a
beautiful contact with a ledge of
quartz, about a foot wide. I believed
myself rich for several days, till the
returns came in from the assay office.
It had everything that a gold-bearing
ledge has, but no gold.

Jack Carter told me that an eminent
mining engineer and geologist in Los
Angeles informed him that there was
plenty of gold in the Borrego country
and adjoining mountains, but that it
was all in pockets, no ledges or placer.

At the turn of the century John
McCain, a cattle man living in Julian,
owned Borrego Springs, where he had
a three-room cabin. In 1893, he had a
partner named Frank. A steer was
missing from the herd one day, so
Frank climbed on his horse and fol-
lowed the steer's tracks which led him
up the valley now known as Clark Val-
ley, then called North Coyote. Frank
was a miner as well as a cattle man,
and some likely looking dirt attracted
his attention. Getting off his horse,
he gathered as much of the dirt as a
bandana handkerchief would hold and
knotting the ends, hung it over his
saddle horn. He found the missing

steer, and returned to camp. Two
days later he had occasion to go to
San Diego. He took his bandana full
of dirt with him. The assayer col-
lected his fee and handed Frank $5.00,
all out of the handkerchief.

I have panned that dirt twice and
got exactly nothing. Why? The only
logical answer is that Frank, in col-
lecting his dirt, picked up a nugget.
Where did the nugget come from?
From a pocket the same as the
Schwartz nugget did!

When the big Waterman mine near
Julian closed down in 1872, a man
who had been employed there started
to look for the Pegleg. He prospected
the desert for six years, and in 1878
picked up four nuggets of gold, vary-
ing in value from $2.50 to $10.00.
This man marked on the map of a
friend of mine, in Los Angeles, the
spot on which he found his nuggets.
My friend marked the spot on my
map. It was almost exactly the same
place where Frank made his discovery.

I am convinced these nuggets all
came from a nearby pocket. I have
spent many days looking for it without
success—but I believe it is still there.
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Boatman of Eldorado...
By GENE SEGERBLOM

, THE Colorado River's
been good to me," confirmed
Murl Emery who has spent 32

years in, on or about the Colorado. "I
was even a millionaire once for 48
hours.

"It was 1938," Emery continued.
"I had a boating concession on Lake
Mead. One day a couple of profes-
sional prospectors whom I had grub-
staked came into the boat dock with
a chunk of rock sparkling with gold
ore. I had it assayed. It ran $12,000
a ton."

The next day at dawn he took his
fastest speedboat up to the spot where
the prospectors had found the sample.
They scrambled up the side and on
the way up he found another big high-
grade ore specimen.

When they reached a spot nearly at
the top, the prospectors showed him
a beautiful sight—an exposed surface
of Ihe rich stuff 16 inches wide and
nine feet long between two boulders.
A quick calculation showed him that
at $12,000 a ton he was easily a mil-
lionaire.

Emery wasted no time getting an-
other sample back to Boulder City,
Nevada, to be assayed. It ran $11,500.
He bought powder and went back to
do a little blasting to see about the
vein.

If you want to know where
there's gold, guano or fish, just
ask Murl Emery. It is true,
Murl's gold mine pinched out
—but he still mines guano, and
his boats are used by thou-
sands of fishermen who go to
the C o l o r a d o River b e l o w
Hoover Dam for Rainbow trout.
Here is the story of a Nevada
river rat who has built a thriv-
ing business in Lake Mead
Recreational area.

"We blasted away and found it was
only a foot deep — just a surface
pocket. We just about clawed that
mountain down looking for an exten-
sion of the vein but that was all there
was—just 16 inches by one by nine
feet. In another quick calculation, I
could see that I wasn't a millionaire.

"It's the highest mountain you see
on the boat trip up Lake Mead into
Grand Canyon, with one side of it dug
away. That's my gold mine."

When word got out about Emery's
gold strike, every boat he had on the
lake was chartered by gold hunters.
One fellow even suggested that Emery
started the gold rush to get his boats
hired out. It did help business.

Today Emery's "gold mine" is a
fishing camp at Eldorado Canyon on
the Colorado River just below Hoover

Dam. There the best fish stories are
true and anglers consider it a para-
dise for trout.

He has rigged up a floating rearing
pond in the river. The minnows, sup-
plied by the Nevada State hatchery,
are held in the pond for 100 days.
When they are about two and a half
to five inches long, they are turned
into the river.

Only Rainbow trout are used as
they travel or scatter. These fish
grow about an inch a month for the
first year. Then the growth slows
down. Emery started operations in
1940 and last year was the best for
fish and anglers. He estimates there
has been a natural hatch of nearly 1,-
000,000 Rainbows besides the 850,-
000 planted by Nevada State and the
150,000 by the Federal Fish and
Wild Life Commission.

The largest Rainbow caught off the
camp was nine and a half pounds.
However with Davis Dam below back-
ing up a new lake they expect to be
catching 15-pound ones in five years.

Besides having boats for rent, fish-
ing rods and tackle, licenses and a
small cafe, Emery has a guide service.
The guides will help spot you where
the Rainbow are biting.

Emery's first experience on the Col-
orado was with his father, running a
ferry across the river at Searchlight in

The rugged terrain of the lower Colorado River makes
a beautiful background for trout fishing. Here Murl
Emery, owner of the fishing concession at Eldorado
Canyon, and Leonard Atkison, Boulder City business-
man, wait for a bite. The cliffs rising sharply out of the
water make it impossible to reach the river on the
Nevada side except at Eldorado Canyon. Photo by

William Belknap, Jr.

The road down to Eldorado Canyon fishing camp leads
through some of the most picturesque country in the
West. In the spring, the wild flowers bloom profusely
and the weird yuccas and Joshuas add their colorful
blossoms. The road is paved most of the way and kept
up by the National Park Service. The canyon lies inside
the Lake Mead Recreational area. Photo by Clifford

C. Segerblom.
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Leonard Atkison (left), Boulder City businessman, and Mud Emery (right),
owner and operator of the fishing camp at Eldorado Canyon, inspect their morn-
ing's catch of Rainbow trout. Emery can usually catch the limit in a couple of

hours. Photo by William Belknap, Jr.

1917. From there he turned to ex-
ploring the canyons of the Colorado
gorge by motor boat.

When Hoover Dam was under con-
struction Emery was busy hauling
dudes—a name he affectionately tacks
on anyone who wasn't born and reared
on the river—to Black and Boulder
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Canyons. Both canyons were being
surveyed and tested as possible dam-
sites.

King Gillette of the Blue Blades and
Henry Stetson of the Hats employed
Emery in 1922-23 to run them up and
down the river. At the time they were
considering construction of a private

dam 1,200 feet high in Boulder Can-
yon.

They were keen for the project but
the Reclamation Bureau also thought
it was a good idea and Uncle Sam took
over from Gillette and Stetson and
went to work on Hoover Dam.

Emery set up a little boat business
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Cleaning a half day's catch of Rainbow trout. Fishermen say they get best
results by casting or trolling in still water near sand bars. Photo by William

Belknap, Jr.

between the two proposed sites and
capitalized on the political stage. He
hauled politicians, engineers and dudes
between the two sights until 1929
when the government finally settled
on the Black Canyon site. Emery
moved to Hemingway Wash above the
site and stayed there through the con-
struction of the world's highest dam.

When Lake Mead started to fill up
behind the dam, Emery pulled his
movable dock back every day until
the water reached a more or less per-
manent height.

After the dam was finished and
things quieted down, Emery moved
down below the dam to his present
fishing camp at Eldorado Canyon.

Murl Emery and Superintendent George Baggley (right) of the Lake Mead
Recreational area stop in the cook shack for coffee after inspecting the

guano cave. Photo by Mark Swain.

Living on the banks of the river,
even today, is rugged. Summer tem-
peratures reach 118 degrees and the
desert wind sometimes sweeps up the
river like a gale. It takes a hardy soul
to stand it.

When Emery first got his concession
at Eldorado Canyon from the U. S.
Park Service, the road was just a cor-
rugated dirt trail from the old mining
camp of Nelson, Nevada. This year,
however, the Nevada State Highway
division will finish paving the last
three miles to make it a first class
road from Nelson to the river.

Emery's two children, Pat and Alice
Jane, were reared on the river bank.
Edith Emery, Murl's wife, lived on
the river's edge for 15 years until Pat
and Alice Jane reached high school
age. They attended grade school in
Nelson—Murl driving them and their
bicycles up in the morning. They
coasted the seven miles home at the
end of the day, wearing out plenty of
brakes.

"I had to go to Pittsburgh to get
Edith. The local girls didn't appreciate
the opportunity to live on the banks
of the muddy Colorado. But when you
offer a girl who's been reared in the
smog a chance to live in the fresh air
and sunshine even though the temper-
atures are high, she takes it."

Although Emery's million-dollar gold
mine never panned out, he does oper-
ate a paying mine. It is much more
unusual than gold. Years ago when he
first started making the boat trip up
into the Grand Canyon, he discovered
a cave high up on the rim of the
canyon.

When the waters of Lake Mead
brought the river level to within 2,000
feet of the cave's 10-by-3 0-foot en-
trance, he investigated it. A million
bats had been there first and left a
solid deposit of guano or bat dung on
the cave's floor. Guano is powerful
fertilizer.

He and his partner Walter Swartz
have rigged up an ingenious method
for getting it out of the cave and down
the mountain side to barges which
bring it to the boat dock on the lake.

In a year's time they haven't even
made a dent in the rich deposit. He
can keep "operation guano" going as
long as there's a need for fertilizer.

He won't make a fortune on the
mine but it pays for itself with a nice
bonus and gives Emery another rea-
son for keeping close to his favorite
spot.

If you can make a character out of
a solid Irishman, Emery probably can
qualify for the title. And if you want
to know where there's gold, guano or
fish, just ask Murl Emery.
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Forgotten Trail
of the Old West

During the half century when Apache
tribesmen were almost constantly on the war-
path for white scalps, frontiersmen and
traders enroute from Santa Fe, New Mexico,
to Los Angeles blazed a circuitous route to
the north through Utah. The old trail has not
been used for nearly 100 years, and no map
of the route was ever published. But Charles
Kelly, explorer and historian, has pieced to-
gether what information he has found in old
records—and here is the story, with as ac-
curate a map as it is possible to compile
today.

By CHARLES KELLY
Map by Norton Allen

IT CARSON and Lieut. George
D. Brewerton were riding east-
ward from Los Angeles over

the Old Spanish Trail with dispatches
from Col. John C. Fremont in the
spring of 1848 when they overtook a
caravan on its way back to Santa Fe
after a trading expedition to Los An-
geles. Brewerton's description of that
Mexican expedition is well worth quot-
ing. He wrote:

"Imagine upwards of 200 Mexicans
dressed in every variety of costume,
from the embroidered jacket of the
wealthy Californian, with its silver
bell-shaped buttons, to the scanty ha-
biliments of the skin-clad Indian, and
you may form some faint idea of their
dress. Their caballada contained not
only horses and mules, but here and
there a stray burro. . . . The line of
march of this strange cavalcade occu-
pied an extent of more than a mile.
. . . Many of these people had no fire-
arms, being provided only with the
short bow and arrows usually carried

by New Mexican herdsmen. Others
were armed with old English muskets
. . . which bid fair to do more damage
at the stock than at the muzzle (and)
old, worn out dragoon sabres, dull and
rusty, at best a most useless arm in
contending with an enemy . . . worth-
less even at close quarters."

A few days later, as Carson and
Brewerton approached the future site
of Parowan, Utah, they met Wakara
(Walker), chief of all the Utah Indi-
ans, who was camped on the trail near
where it entered the Wasatch Moun-
tains, to collect toll from trading cara-
vans. Being a good business man this
famous chief realized it was much
more profitable to collect toll from
the traders than to kill them and take
their goods, thus stopping all traffic
through his country. Such tolls had
made him rich. He also did a good
business in selling Indian children
captured from weaker tribes to the
traders, which were disposed of in
Santa Fe at a profit.

Spanish and Mexican traders had
been using this trail between Santa Fe
and Los Angeles for 18 years, and in
such numbers that it had become a
wide, well worn road. It was well
known to every western trapper and
explorer. Since 1830 it had been the
only road between California and New
Mexico, and the most important com-
mercial highway in the Southwest. Yet
not one traveler over this route ever
kept a day-by-day journal of his ex-
periences to guide modern researchers.
Although it was the earliest trail used
by white men in Utah, it was the last
to be definitely located.

Spanish expeditions from Santa Fe
had explored as far north as the mouth
of Gunnison River (Grand Junction,
Colorado) previous to 1776. In the
latter year Father Escalante attempted
to continue a route from that place to
Monterey, California, and his party
was the first group of white men to
enter Utah. His route was through the
Uintah Basin in northeastern Utah to
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Howard Blackburn, a pioneer of 1879, points out the Old Spanish Trail just
west of Fremont, Utah. He remembered when it was a well beaten road.
At the base of this ridge Fremont cached his goods in the winter of 1853.

Utah Lake, then south to Lee's Ferry,
northeast to Crossing of the Fathers
where he crossed Colorado River and
finally back to Santa Fe. It is not
known when his trail was first used
by traders, but annual caravans were
being sent to Utah Lake before the
year 1813.

In 1830 William Wolf skill and a
group of ten trappers from Santa Fe
decided to continue this trail into
California, as Escalante had planned.
Eliminating the long northern detour
through Uintah Basin, they crossed
Green River at what is now the town
of Greenriver, Utah, worked their way
through the Wasatch Mountains to
what is now Parowan, passed down
Santa Clara river, crossed the desert
to Las Vegas, Nevada, and so into
California. Beginning in 1831 their
trail was used annually by trading ex-
peditions until it became a well beaten
road, continuing in use until 1852.

During the last thirty years I have
traced out all early trails through Utah,
from Escalante in 1776 to the Donner
party in 1846, guided by journals and
records which made determination of
their routes reasonably certain; but
the Old Spanish Trail remained more
or less a mystery. It is mentioned in
numerous journals of early travelers

but no day-by-day record could be
found to furnish detailed information.
From Parowan, Utah, to San Bernar-
dino, California, it was accurately de-
scribed by Fremont and followed in
general by modern highways; but
through the mountainous country be-
tween Greenriver and Parowan its
route was unknown.

In the winter of 1853 John Charles
Fremont made a journey through Utah
to explore a route for a railroad. His
tragic experiences were recorded by
S. N. Carvalho, photographer for the
expedition, in a book called Perilous
Adventures in the Far West. Due to
deep snow, frigid weather, starvation
rations and loss of equipment, Car-
valho failed to give details of his route,
and omitted any mention of the Old
Spanish Trail. Fremont's notes were
lost; in any case he wished to convey
the impression that he was exploring a
new route.

Earlier that same year Lieut. Gun-
nison had brought the first wagons to
Utah over the Old Spanish Trail, and
Carvalho speaks of following Gunni-
son's wagon tracks until they were
buried in deep snow. Fremont also
had as guides two Mexicans who had
often traveled the old trail with cara-
vans: When caught in the snow with-

out food supplies, they naturally
guided the expedition over the easiest
trail, one they knew well, rather than
an unknown route arbitrarily selected
by Fremont, as has been supposed.
But just where it passed through the
mountains was a mystery.

About three years ago I was talking
with the late Howard Blackburn in
Loa, Utah, about pioneer days. He
was 8 years old when his family
founded that town. While describing
the country as he remembered it in
1879 he said:

"When I first came here a wide,
well beaten Indian trail came out of
the mountains from the north and
passed just west of town. It was as
plain as any modern road, visible for
miles in either direction. Indians were
still using it then. After they left we
used it to trail cattle into the moun-
tains to Fish Lake and on north. It
continued south through Grass Valley
to Antimony and beyond. I have
traveled it hundreds of times with
cattle."

It occurred to me that this broad
"Indian Trail" seen by Blackburn
must certainly be the Old Spanish
Trail, since due to the geography of
the country it had to pass somewhere
in that vicinity. The proof came a
short time later when I found an old
journal written by George Washington
Bean, another pioneer of Wayne
County, Utah.

After crossing a high mountain in
deep snow, Fremont had been com-
pelled to cache all of his goods so the
pack animals could be eaten to prevent
starvation. The location of that cache
could not be determined from Car-
valho's record. But Bean's journal
stated that after Fremont left Utah,
one of his Mexican guides took Chief
Wakara's brother back to lift the
cache, which was found "near the pres-
ent town of Fremont."

The old trail pointed out by Black-
burn passed just west of Fremont (5
miles north of Loa), and the circum-
stances of finding Fremont's cache
there explained its name, the origin
of which had been forgotten. Realiz-
ing that it was certainly the Old Span-
ish Trail I persuaded Blackburn to
accompany me over part of it, still
plainly visible where it comes down a
steep hogback into the valley. He also
told me just where it passed through
the mountains and described relics of
a battle or massacre he had seen in
early days at Seven Mile Creek, prob-
ably the same one seen by Brewerton
in 1848.

On one of our expeditions to hunt
Indian petroglyphs, Frank Beckwith
and I had been directed to Braffet
Canyon, near Paragonah, Utah. While
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photographing these we were amazed
to discover, carved on a rock, a cross
with the initials "A. W. L. B." and
the date 1831. Searching further we
found other initials with the same date
and on a large boulder the word
"GOLD" cut in reversed lettering.
This spot was a beautiful campsite,
with good grass and water, just south
of where the old trail came out of the
mountains above Little Salt Lake.
There is no written history of this
party of 1831 and none of the initials
can be identified. The whole canyon,
we learned later, had been dug up in
a search for the gold supposed to have
been buried there.

On another expedition of the same
kind Frank and I were searching for
petroglyphs on the walls of Santa Clara
Canyon, south of Mountain Meadows
and west of St. George, when we
found the name "Louis Rivard" cut
in old style lettering, without date. We
knew the Old Spanish Trai l ran
through that canyon and suspected
Rivard to have been one of the French
trappers who passed that way between
Santa Fe and Los Angeles; but there
was no record of such a man in trap-
per journals. Eventually we found his
name listed on two different payrolls.
First, he appeared with the Astorians
outbound from St. Louis, who spent
the winter of 1810-11 on Nishnabotny
River. During that winter he deserted
with Caleb Greenwood, another trap-
per, and may have gone to Santa Fe.
Later his name occurs as a member of
Capt. Stansbury's expedition of 1849-
50, which made the first survey of
Great Salt Lake. Just when he cut his
name in Santa Clara Canyon is not
known.

With such bits of information it is
now possible to identify most of the
Old Spanish Trail through Utah, al-
though certain parts of it are still a
mystery. There were several variants
of the route, due to conditions of
weather, water and grass. Some old
maps show a "winter route" which
crossed Colorado River just below its
junction with the Green and continued
west through a broken country now
known as Wayne Wonderland, a sec-
tion where it would have been im-
possible to travel in summer due to
lack of water. In May, 1949, Dr. A.
L. Inglesby visited "Spanish Bottoms"
where the trail crossed and observed
large stone slabs laid up as steps
where the trail left the river on the
west side, thus proving the old maps
correct.

However, the principal trail can now
be identified with reasonable certainty
from Greenriver, Utah, to the mouth
of Santa Clara Canyon. From the
Green River crossing it went west
across a desert to the head of San

$. N. Carvalho, from a photograph made
late in life. (Courtesy (.lain* Carvalho,

Hermosa Beach, Calif!)
5. N. Carvalho, artist with Fremont's expedition of 1<S53, who wrote a book
describing his experiences on the Old Spanish Trail. Photo from Robert

Taft's "Photography and the American Scene."

Rafael River, then south and southwest
past the sites of Castle Dale and
Emery; followed along the east base
of Thousand Lake Mountain to a
creek and up that stream to the sum-
mit near the head of Salina Canyon;
then across the mountain and down
the south slope to the present site of
Fremont, passing just east of Fish
Lake. Continuing west of Loa it
passed down Grass Valley to present
Antimony, then turned west through
Kingston Canyon to Junction. Then
it turned south following what is now

U.S. 89 to within 10 miles of Pan-
guitch, when it went west across Bear
Valley (where one of Fremont's men
died of starvation) and emerged on
U.S. 91 a few miles north of Para-
gonah. It then went south through
Parowan, past Little Salt Lake to En-
terprise, through Mountain Meadows
and down Santa Clara Canyon to
Virgin River.

Inscriptions found along this old
trail have been very helpful in deter-
mining the route, but they are too rare.
More may be found by careful search.
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Dim inscriptions in Braffet Canyon near Paragonah, Utah, left here by
unidentified travelers in 1831.

In general the whole route may be
followed closely in a car, although
parts of it are mere sheep trails.

It is to be hoped that this old trail,
so important in the early history of
the Southwest, will some day be care-
fully traced all the way through and
adequately descr ibed and pho to -
graphed. Over it, at one time or an-
other, passed most of the men whose
names are famous in the West's early
history: Father Escalante and Wil-
liam Wolfskill, the pioneers; Kit Car-
son with dispatches for the president;

Fremont on various exploring expedi-
tions; Pegleg Smith, Joe Walker and
Chief Wakara on horse stealing expe-
ditions to California; Antoine Robi-
doux, trapper and trader; Miles Good-
year, to stock the first ranch in Utah;
Marcus Whitman on his "ride to save
Oregon"; Antoine Leroux, trapper and
guide; Lieut. Gunnison with the first
wagons; and many others whose names
are familiar to students of western
history. Although it was the first trail
into Utah, the Old Spanish Trail re-
mains, strangely enough, still the least
known.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ON
RESERVATIONS EXPANDED

Reestablishment and conservation of
game and fish resources on Indian
reservations to provide food and sport
for the tribesmen and also a source of
income from sale of hunting and fish-
ing privileges is the object of an ex-
panded program announced by In-
terior Secretary Oscar L. Chapman.

Among projects in the arid South-
west are:

Reestablishment of the once im-
portant wild fowl nesting area in and
around Burford Lake on the Jicarilla
Apache reservation in New Mexico.
This area is on the central north-south
flyway of migratory waterfowl.

Predator and rodent control on In-
dian lands in the Southwest.

A fish hatchery at Fort Apache res-
ervation in northern Arizona, to stock
reservation streams. On this reserva-
tion wild turkeys are also being pro-
tected.

• • •
TRENCH-DIGGING OPERATIONS
UNCOVER ANCIENT ARTIFACTS

Ancient tribesmen found Safford,
Arizona, to their liking. Further evi-
dence of prehistoric dwellers was un-
covered recently when a trench was
being dug for a sewer line.

One large piece of pottery was iden-
tified by Ray D. Crandall, Safford,
close student of early Southwestern
life, as being of advanced pueblo cul-
ture. He cleaned the urn, found in it
the bones of an adult who had evi-
dently been cremated. The artifacts, it
is believed, date back as far as the
thirteenth century.

/ . Roderic Korns standing in faint traces of the Old Spanish Trail still visible north
of Enterprise, Utah.
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Recently scientists were
amazed to learn that the tiny
shrew has extended its range to
the Huachuca Mountains of
southern Arizona — an area
where it previously was un-
known. Here is the story of a
tiny animal which spends most
of its life eating.

Mighty Mite

•By VINITA BLEDSOE

7HE SHARP bite of little teeth on my thumb upset
the long-held opinion of scientists. There I stood
with a bleeding hand, looking at a ferocious, furry

midget which according to authorities did not live in my
part of the country. But I was painfully aware that the
Huachuca Mountains in southern Arizona, just north of
the Mexican border, should be added to the range of the
shrew. There are 66 varieties of shrews, not counting
Shakespeare's kind, and it was my luck to be bitten by
the 67th.

A shrew might easily be taken for a heroic mouse
with the heart of a lion. Since my unfortunate introduc-
tion to the voracious little animals, I have made the
acquaintance of many and have acquired some admira-
tion for these smallest of mammals.

Their length ranges from two and a quarter inches to
six, including the tail. The color varies a little with season,
but is of a dusky shade. The pelage is like velvet, can be
stroked backward or forward with equal ease, and is thick
and luxuriant. The shrew has heavy glossy whiskers and
sharp pointed teeth which have a reddish brown color.
These teeth have an incisive bite but are not suitable for
gnawing. Being mostly underground animals, shrews,
unlike mice, cannot climb. The most distinctive fact about
these tiny creatures is that they are the smallest known
animal which suckles its young, and most of the species
have only four mammae.

And what a voice my shrew has! It practices vibrant
trills, high pitched and birdlike. It will answer a human
whistle, wiggling its nose, chippering and squeaking with
a sound pleasing as a canary's song. Sometimes for a full
minute the wee animal will hold its nose elevated, mouth
open and throat working like a bird's. But beware of its
displeasure. When angry, its lips draw back exposing its
sharp teeth and the head swings to and fro as it emits a
peculiar song-like clatter consisting of a series of rapidly
repeated chirps pitched on a high key, varied every few
seconds with a long-drawn rasping note on a lower key.
During these antics my shrew assumes a fiendish note and
expresses all the anger, envy and hate in its little heart.

The greatest wonder is the appetite of these diminutive
creatures. It is said that they eat twice their weight every
24 hours.

Shrews are classed as insectivores, but they will attack
and eat anything and everything within reach including
birds and animals twice their size. They are even canni-

Photograph by Karl H. Maslowski, courtesy of Woody Goodpaster.

balistic on occasion. One shrew ate his fellow—meat,
bones and all—then used the turned-out skin as a sleep-
ing bag in which it comfortably snuggled for the night.

There is nothing palatable about these furry little
balls. Cats don't like them, and neither does anything
else except on occasion a voracious owl. The reason: a
musky odor which emanates from scent glands. Relatively
safe from enemies except for those animals which have
enough sporting blood to hunt for fun, the shrews are free
to forage for food which they must have approximately
every two hours, or die. This constant drive for sustenance
appears favorable in the natural scheme of life. Man in
a million years has undergone many physical changes.
Powerful and aggressive creatures throughout the ages
have completely disappeared, while the little shrew hasn't
changed since the time of the Miocene deposits dating
back some 15 million years. Rapid breeding and a short
life span have not proved to be a handicap.

Shrews do get around. The most recent reports from
naturalists are that they are found only in the San Fran-
cisco Mountains of northern Arizona, and in the Chiri-
oahuas of the south. But even while facts and figures are
being compiled, the tiny mammals show up elsewhere.
From the nearest point where they have been previously
seen to our Huachucas is 80 miles, quite a distance for
the legs of two-inch creatures to travel. And my shrew is
not alone in our vicinity. Woodrow Goodpaster, a natural-
ist working for the University of Illinois and the Museum
of Natural History of Cincinnati, caught some specimens
and a near-by rancher trapping gophers got two shrews.
Occasionally one gets ground under the wheels of a car
on our highways.

There are four general classifications of the species
found in the United States. They are long-tailed shrews
(genus Sorex); small shrews (genus Microsorex); short-
tailed shrews (Blarina and Notiosores); and swimming
shrews (Neosorex and Atophyrax).

I have yet to learn what kind of a shrew we have in
our part of the country but the tenacious little things have
wandered in to roam in our game preserve with the mighty
buffaloes. Here we see the largest and smallest mammals
of the United States.

Museum Established in Huachucas . . .
More and more wildlife specimens are being added to

the collection on display in the new Cochise County
Museum, established this past summer with the aim of
preserving at least one good specimen of each rare species
of wildlife found in the Huachuca Mountains. The Hua-
chucas are the habitat of many rare birds, mammals and
reptiles, many of them unclassified. Mrs. F. C. (Vinita)
Bledsoe is president of the organization. Weldon F.
Heald, author, is treasurer.
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Winnemucca, Nevada . . .
Threat of war and stockpiling of

vital minerals for national defense is
partly responsible for revival of min-
ing activity in northern Pershing
County, Humboldt County and west-
ern Elko County — in line with re-
ported increased activity over the state.
The Nevada-Massachusetts Tungsten
mine at Tungsten in Pershing County
and the Getchell mine in Humboldt
are the two major producers in the
Winnemucca trade area. Activity has
started in the National district, the
Midas area and the Red Butte area.
Other mines operating are the Pansy
Lee, the El Dorado, the Austin-Jumbo
property, the Dutch Flat Mining Com-
pany and the Ogee-Pinson property.
In Lander County the Natomas prop-
erty is operating in large production.
Other properties are operating in
Spaulding Canyon, Leonard Creek and
Willow Creek.

A part of the new activity is due to
development of recovery methods
which make mining profitable on prop-
erties which formerly did not pay.—
Humboldt Star.

• • •
Trona, California . . .

A long-time desert prospector, Zirist
Rizir, has proposed to his congress-
man legislation which Rizir believes
will solve the problem of maintaining
mining claim monuments and will sim-
plify the cumbersome claim recording
system. His plan is to erect a 2x6-inch
plank at least three feet above the
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ground at the discovery monument.
Numbers at least two inches tall would
be filled in opposite "B" for book and
"P" for page in the recording register.
Letters should be visible for 50 feet.
There would be a penalty for failure
to keep the sign legible.—Trona Ar-
gonaut.

Austin, Nevada . . .
Action by the senate finance com-

mittee in voting to table the bill extend-
ing free trade on copper has been
hailed by Senator George W. Malone
as "a great victory which will mean
reopening of many copper deposits in
America." He declared tabling of the
bill "should mean the end of tamper-
ing with the tariff on copper." Effect
of the action is that the two cents per
pound tariff will be collected on for-
eign copper sold in this country, retro-
active to midnight, June 30. The bill
being considered would have author-
ized another extension of the 1934
Trade Agreement Act.—Reese River
Reveille.

Tonopah, Nevada . . .
Values of more than $94 per ton in

lead-silver and gold content were re-
alized from a recent shipment of 16
tons of ore from the Klondike mine—
known as the original Klondike —
which is being mined under lease by
David F. Harris and son Allen in Es-
meralda county 15 miles south of
Tonopah. The mine is owned by
Harry McNamara, Tonopah. Harris
reports the ore body is increasing
steadily in size and values. He and his
son are doing all the mining, truck
their ore to a San Francisco smelter.
Ore with low lead content but carrying
good silver values is sorted from the
vein material and shipped to McGill
at Ely where only gold and silver val-
ues are recovered from custom ore
shipments.—Tonopah Times-Bonanza.

Moab, Utah . . .
Control of vast uranium properties

has been acquired by Consolidated
Uranium Mines, Inc., a Nevada cor-
poration, in a series of recent trans-
actions. It took under long-time lease
with option to purchase substantially
all of the Temple mining district and
also acquired control of the Dry Val-
ley properties south of Moab, formerly
owned by Vanadium Corporation of
America. The Nevada Corporation
plans vast exploration and develop-
ment, including drilling of 10,000 feet
of test holes in virgin areas adjoining
developed areas.—Mining Record.

Farmington, New Mexico . . .
A new oil strike in the booming San

Juan basin 45 miles southeast of
Farmington in rough mesa country
has brought in a well which will be
"at least a 100-barrel producer," ac-
cording to Tom Bolack, vice-chairman
of the San Juan basin operators com-
mittee. The new producer is the No.
1 Scott Federal test well drilled by
Thomas D. Doswell and Todd M.
Pettigrew of Dallas, Texas. It extends
the proven area in the basin by many
miles.—Mining Record.

• • •
Fallon, Nevada . . .

Fred Olzog, veteran prospector, be-
lieves he has hit it rich after 40 years
of prospecting in northern Nevada. He
is exploring an outcrop containing gold
ore assaying $49 to $82 a ton. His
claim is two miles from the Summit
King mine. The deposit has not been
developed enough to definitely estab-
lish its extent.—Los Angeles Times.

• • •
Carson City, Nevada . . .

The over-all outlook for mining is
steadily improving, in the opinion of
State Mine Inspector Arthur E. Ber-
nard. He made the statement follow-
ing an inspection trip through Eureka,
White Pine, Lincoln and Clark Coun-
ties. He listed among new or re-opened
operations:

Consolidated Coppermines Corpor-
ation has engaged the Isabel Construc-
tion Company of Reno to strip and
mine by open pit methods about 3,-
000,000 tons of copper ore at Kim-
berly, Nevada. At Eureka the Eureka
Corporation has started repairing the
Fad shaft preparatory to a full devel-
opment program. The Victoria Lease
of the Anaconda Copper Mining Com-
pany in the Boone Springs area is re-
suming operations. Greatest optimism,
the inspector reported, centers around
oil developments in the White Pine-
Eureka Counties district. — Eureka
Sentinel.

• • •
Winnemucca, Nevada . . .

Mining operations at the Grey Eagle
mine, early-day producer of lead-silver
and zinc, have been resumed since the
property was acquired by Tonopah,
Nevada, mining men and California
interests. It is located near Beowawe
in northern Lander County. Besides
trucking a large tonnage of dump ma-
terial to the Tenabo mill 12 miles
away, underground mining operations
have started.—Humboldt Star.

• • •
Trona, California . . .

Discovery of a 10-foot layer of
chalk-clay of high quality, with about
100 tons in sight has been reported
at Zirist mine No. 25. Owner is Zirist
Rizir. He says the chalk tests about
85 percent lime.—Trona Argonaut.
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The jackrabbit homes teaders had no
church, but when Easter came they arranged
an impromptu sunrise service on the summit
of one of their rocky hills—and here is the
story of one of the most memorable events in
Catherine Venn's diary of her life on the desert.

By CATHERINE VENN

UT ON the desert on my five-acre jackrabbit home-
stead, my concept of time soon changed from what
it had been when I was a city dweller. In the city,

time was calculated in terms of speed and motion only to
provide more time for more speed and motion. But on
the desert, where time and space stretch out to infinity,
one's concept of time is more apt to be reckoned astro-
nomically.

That's how I began neglecting Little Ben for Old Sol.
At first I would set the little clock's alarm for 7:00 every
morning. Then Little Ben would screech his defiance into
the timeless silence of the desert, sounding as wanton as a
puppy-dog barking at the moon. His frustration was short-
lived, however, for one day I discarded clock time at
Rock Hill and let Little Ben tick himself out.

It was easy to manage without a timepiece, with faith-
ful Old Sol to turn to. And what more beautiful alarm
clock could one have than the sun's first rays striking the
western peaks, illuminating them in opalescent splendor,
while a lovely echo from Khayyam's Persian desert recants:

"Awake! for morning in the Bowl of Night
Has flung the Stone that puts the Stars to Flight
And Lo! the Hunter of the East has caught
The Sultan's Turret in a Noose of Light."

To watch this Hunter of the East ride up each morn-
ing, flinging a Noose of Light around each peak, the
tallest first, and capture the desert in a warm embrace,
always gives me a resurgence of strength and courage. No
wonder, I thought, that sunrise is symbolic of resurrection,
and that desert Easter sunrise services are so popular.
With the approach of Easter I was looking forward to
attending my first desert sunrise service. Little did I
know that my initiation into the pitfalls of soft sand would
lead to a sunrise service that will live on in memory long
after all the others are forgotten.

Two weeks before Easter Sunday, in backing out the
car to go for water, the upper crust of sand gave way on
my tire-packed driveway, causing the rear wheels to sink
into the soft sand. I speeded up the motor, expecting to
pull out in one forward lunge. But the car resisted as
though it had the roots of a smoke tree. Again I charged
full speed ahead. The wheels sank deeper. I tried full
speed in reverse. The wheels spun madly, churning sand
to the hub caps, and the car listed badly.

There was nothing to do but go for my shovel. How
glad I was that it was only a few yards away. I must
always leave it out, I decided, for folks who might be in
a similar predicament. Surely, they would be so grateful

Where the homesteaders gather for their Easter service.

Diary of a Jackrabbit Homesteader. . .
that they would return it. And they always have. Rock
Hill has never had a vandal, but rather, has been en-
riched by those who have come in my absence. And I
am sure that those who have found Rock Hill have left
enriched and blest by the Good Spirit that inhabits and
watches over it.

The shovel seemed as heavy as my spirits. And with
every shovelful I took out two more filled in. Oh no! 1
would never be so foolish as to get stuck in sand. I was
eating words with sand. The desert mocked. Would I
ever graduate from the tenderfoot class! But I persisted
at the back-breaking labor until exhausted. I wasn't sure
if the buzzing noise was coming from my head or from
a motor.

It was the welcome approach of a car driven by a man
accompanied by a woman and child. They stopped, and
with scarcely a word the man was bending his back over
my shovel. He began giving me a gentle lecture on the
art and technique of extricating a car from sand. "It's
like drowning," he said, "don't get panic-stricken and start
threshing around or you'll sink."

He was a college professor and had a jackrabbit home-
stead up near that of the Good Samaritan who had helped
me save my roof in a wild gale. He and his wife told me
they had built their own road the previous summer, clear-
ing brush and stones, hauling down clay soil from the
hills and water up from the canyon stream. "It was labor
of the hardest kind," his wife said. "And we had to do it
during summer vacation. We worked early and late to
avoid the sun's heat, but you have no idea the satisfaction
we had from building the road ourselves. Far more than
if we had hired it done, and the cost would have been
prohibitive." They had built their own road to their own
haven of happiness—a haven where they slept out under
the stars and called many by name. Here on holidays and
vacations they shared an outdoor life from campstove
flapjacks to the evening campfire.

While we were building a bed of sticks and stones
under my jacked-up car, who came along but my roof-
saver with her husband and 17-year-old son. These fam-
ilies were acquainted, and it took the aid of the men and
the jeep to get me out of the hole I was in, I had done
such a thorough job of it. "What you really need," one
of them suggested, "is a semi-circular drive to your door
so you won't have to keep backing out to the roadway."
And thanks to their kindness and labors I had my drive-
way that afternoon. The boy hauled in water in a leaky
tank that served as a road sprinkler and the jeep im-
provised for a steam roller.

You can't stop neighbors like that. They don't suggest
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something and go on their way or ask if they can be of
help—they go into action. The spirit of neighborliness
that exists on the desert is something I can't recall without
a lump coming up in my throat.

The young man's mother invited me to supper. I was
to come in time to watch the sun set from their hilltop.
The hill is a miniature set down on the hump between two
narrow canyons. The view was magnificent. The western
sky glowed like a burning hearth casting shadows and
light to play hide-and-seek in the crevices of the low
surrounding hills. It turned our snow-capped peak into
a fire-opal. As the molten ball of crimson-gold went down
behind the paling crest, the young man at our side raised
the bugle he had brought for his evening ritual and sounded
evening taps.

It touched something in us. His mother remarked,
"Wouldn't it be heavenly to have a sunrise service here
on Easter." "With a bugle herald to the sun," I chimed.

We decided to ask our scattered neighbors to join us
in impromptu services and to enlist whatever talent there
was among us. I asked my closest neighbors to suggest
someone who would be most qualified to give the Easter
message. The person they suggested turned out to be the
chance stranger who had instructed me in desert botany.
They also suggested that his brother read the resurrection
story from the Gospels, and said they would rather have
Easter from our hills than any place in the world.

These neighbors own a quarter-section on which they
have built a veritable stone castle that looks as if it were
hewn right out of the rocks. Theirs is the largest house in
the area and mine is the smallest. But desert neighbors,
I have found, judge you by deeper values than the num-
ber of bathrooms in your house. I shall never forget my
terror in that first windstorm before the cabana was
anchored, and how I took refuge in my car for two suc-
cessive nights. And then I was discovered by this good
neighbor who sensed my fears. She literally gathered me
up and took me home with her. I returned before night-
fall determined to brave the wind if it arose again. They
admired me for it. They knew and I knew that I had to
be able to take it—that the desert will not compromise
with weaklings.

To invite other neighbors I drove up a steep road of
hairpin turns to a high ledge of rocks that looked out on
a commanding view. Here city socialites with a passion
for the desert have built a clever retreat. From their
eagle's nest they can see across to my cabin. They wor-
ried about me and at various times suggested devious
methods of lady-in-distress signals which I have never
had to employ.

From here I visited a seasoned old desert rat in his
shack. He cooked, drank and ate out of tin cans, slept
with his boots on and wore woolen underwear the year
round. "Keeps the body cooler in summer and warmer
in winter," he informed me, and added that it was the
Gospel truth. No sunrise services for him on Easter. He
worshipped God every mornin' in the sunrise. "And I
been resurrected, myself," he boasted. "Come out here
to die, and now I'm so tough even the Divil won't have
me." I eyed his collection of snake skins and rattlers.
"Don't worry none," he said, "Snakes don't go fer wim-
min." I looked dubious. He only nodded wisely.

We posted an invitation to our services at the village
postoffice. The response was as warm as the sunshine.
We were rewarded in the talent of a church soloist and
the glorious voice of a young man student. The neighbor
who suggested the services enlisted her sister's contralto
and her brother-in-law's violin, and we in turn prevailed
upon her accordian. Young folks volunteered to stake
out directional signs.

In the dark pre-dawn of Easter morning I joined the

first vanguard that drove up our meandering section road.
We stopped at the escarpment that girds the hills, then
picked our way by flashlight across the narrow creek-bed
where young folks guided us up the hump of the canyon
divide to the short, steep ascent which led to the promon-
tory and the new white cross.

Up there in the silence of space waiting for the world
to awaken, we could hear the morning stars sing together
and feel the order behind the universe. The headlights of
the cars, wending their way up the rise of the bajada,
shone like fascinating rivulets of light through the black-
ness. The flashlights of the climbers made bright flecks
up the trail.

As daylight crept into the hills our little company
became discernible. Hiking garbs contrasted with Easter
finery, due later in church. Fur coats rubbed elbows with
leather jackets. And high heels and boots picked their
way together up the stony path narrowly missing the
thorns of bisnaga and beavertail dewy-fresh in their rebirth
of translucent new bloom.

A few folks had camped out all night in the sandy
washes, and others had come up from a fashionable spa
in the region. Those who could not climb sat in parked
cars on the hill directly across, while still others crossed
the creek-bed and sat around on the large rocks at the
foot of the promontory.

Through the soft morning mist that hung in suspen-
sion over the mysterious sands, we watched the first faint
glow in the east color sand, sky and hills in the ever-
changing pastels of desert dawn. Cloud streamers caught
the first roseate tints. The mist lifted to reveal the blue
eastern hills in their tracings of burnished gold against the
brightening horizon. In the suspense of the last moments
before the first tip of blinding brilliance, it was as if the
earth paused on its axis before the impact of the power
and glory of a desert sunrise. Our little company stood
enraptured. The young bugler's herald to the sun called
us back to earth.

We raised our voices to the spirit of the Risen Christ,
and responded to the inspiration of the Lord's Prayer in
a young man's song. The resurrection story from the
Gospels, read with rare artistry, brought inspiration and
comfort in its message of the triumph of life over death.
And we were moved by a little girl's unfaltering: " . . . he
leadeth me beside the still waters."

The miracle of the resurrection process taking place
under our very feet was beautifully portrayed in the Easter
message picturing the delicate little flowers of exquisite
pattern and hue that were bursting forth from their sepul-
chre of sand. A symbol of imperishable life and beauty
that survives despite all ravages. And yonder was a rock
split by a little tree whose miraculous life force, springing
from a microscopic seed buried beneath it, had the power,
vigor and tenacity to burst through in its courageous desire
for growth.

And, as if in benediction to our worship, a canyon
wren throated its unforgettable, dulcet-sweet descending
scale. Spontaneous, simple, unrehearsed, with every face
reflecting the beauty and inspiration of so sublime an
experience.

It was the socialite who uttered, "This is the most gor-
geous cathedral I ever hope to worship in." Yes, I get a
lump in my throat when I think of that Easter morn, and
all the folks and neighbors who came together in the
desert dawn, and have never really been apart since we
heard the morning stars sing a prelude to the sunrise. No
wonder all the great religions were born and cradled on
the desert.

The fifth instalment of Catherine Venn's diary will
be in next month's Desert.
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Wildflowers in Nevada . . .

Boulder City, Nevada
Desert:

On the first of February we had a
good rain in southern Nevada. But
from that time until July 5 not a drop
of water fell and I never saw this re-
gion as destitute of wildflowers as dur-
ing the early summer.

Then on July 5 a good old-fashioned
thunderstorm struck here and by the
10th of August three more had fol-
lowed. Today, in the middle of Aug-
ust, the desert from the Colorado river
to the foothills looks like the spring
flower display. Goldfields are growing
in great patches and the star thistle is
more plentiful than I have ever seen
it. 1 have never seen anything like it
in southern Nevada before.

DORA TUCKER
• • •

36 Rattles and a Button . . .
Hot Springs, New Mexico

Desert:
I stopped at a filling station here to-

day and a boy, Leo Brock, showed me
the rattles of a snake he said was seven
feet long when killed. There were 36
rattles and a button. Said it was killed
on the mesa between this town and
Elephant Butte Dam several days ago.

I killed many rattlers and sidewind-
ers when building railroads in the West
in the '80s, but never one with half
this many rattles. I think it is a rec-
ord.

JOHN G. SPIELMAN, C.E.
• • •

They'll Jump for Five Months . . .
Alamos, Sonora, Mexico

Desert:
No doubt many of your readers have

heard of the Frank Byerly school for
under-privileged children near Nava-
joa, Sonora. Ed. Ainsworth wrote a
very sympathetic story about the school
for the Los Angeles Times issue of
June 18.

Some of these children have been
gathering Mexican Jumping Beans as
a means of helping needy Mexican
children to enter the school.

And now we have the problem of
finding a market for the beans. They
are good jumpers—and will keep it
up for five months. Any orders may
be sent to me—$1.00 for 100 beans,
$5.00 for 1000, postpaid — and the
money will go for the benefit of the
youngsters.

We'll all appreciate any reference
to our problem in your fine publication.

ALBERTO MAAS
Alamos,
Sonora, Mexico

BERT LOPER

In Memory of Bert Loper.

Memorial to a River Rat . . .
Greenriver, Utah

Desert:
A shaft for Bert Loper, grand old

man of the Colorado, who lost his life
in the Grand Canyon on July 8, 1949,
when his boat capsized, was unveiled
at Greenriver July 30.

Hundreds were in attendance when
Mr. Loper's widow unveiled the im-
pressive eight-foot granite monument.
A nephew, Blaine T. Busenbark of
Salt Lake City, acknowledged the
monument for the family.

Speakers on the occasion included
John Stark of Ogden, grand master of
Utah Free and Accepted Masons; Ly-
man Pederson, Boy Scout of Salt Lake
City; Don Harris for the River Rats,
and Edwin Eshleman for the Spanish
American war veterans. Five repre-
sentatives from E. A. Wedgwood
Camp, United Spanish War Veterans
of Salt Lake City, of which Mr. Loper
had been a member, were present.

Don Harris told of the watery grave
which claimed the river man, near his
80th birthday, after half a hundred
successful trips.

He said a rock cairn had been built
around the oars of Loper's boat at a
point north of a lone cedar tree on the
Colorado River about 16 miles below
where his boat had capsized.

Insignia of the Boy Scouts, Masons
and Spanish American War Veterans
appear at the top of the Greenriver
monument with the following inscrip-
tion carved in the granite:

Bert Loper, Pioneer, Soldier,
Prospector, River Guide.

Born July 31,1869 at Bowling
Green Missouri

Lost July 8,1949 in the Vastness
of the Grand Canyon

The Land of the Blue Horizons
And the Silent Desert Mesas
That He Loved So Well
Below the crossed oars at the base

of the monument are the words:

/ belong to the Wondrous West and
the West Belongs to Me.

JOHN P. SIMONSON

Getting Rid of the 'Spines . . .
Fullerton, California

Desert:
Some months ago you wrote an

article about trying to see if that bar-
rel cactus had enough fluid to sustain
life. You told about the difficulty in
cutting off the spines. I would have
supposed that almost anyone would
know they can be burned off almost
instantly by a lighted match or two.
When people graft cacti they burn the
spines off.

CHAS. S. KNOWLTON
• • a

Hand-Outs for the Miners . . .
Somewhere in Nevada

Desert:
I have been reading with both inter-

est and disappointment about the ef-
forts of the senators from Nevada and
other western states to get a bill
through congress subsidizing the small
mine owners.

I am one of the little fellows in
mining. Have been at it all my life,
prospecting when I had a grub stake
and working as a mucker or what-
ever I could get when I ran out of
money. Now I have a caretaker's job
at a mine which has been closed down
because of the low price of gold.

For most of us mining has never
been very profitable. But we could
come and go as we liked and some-
how we've always gotten enough to
eat. I don't like this idea that people
have to be subsidized to make a living.
Seems to me we are getting so many
of our people on subsidies of various
kinds I am worried about the future.
It has long been the policy of Uncle
Sam to subsidize shipping, and the
manufacturing industry through pro-
tective tariffs. But now the farmers
are getting to depend on the govern-
ment, and the bankers and home-
builders.

I have been sorta hoping that min-
ing would remain in the field of free
enterprise, without any socialist ic
strings tied to it, for the road to social-
ism is paved with subsidies. People
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MardKock Shorty

The big city motorist shivered
as he walked from his car to the
porch of Inferno Store, turning
up his collar against the biting
early-winter gale that was whip-
ping down from the Panamints
across the floor of Death Valley.
Hard Rock Shorty left his warm
chair inside and met the tender-
foot at the door, invited him in
to "git th' chill outta yore bones."

"I certainly didn't expect this
kind of weather on the desert,"
the visitor commented, "is this
usual for this time of year?"

"Wai, no, it ain't exactly
usual," Hard Rock answered,
"but now and again we do git a
spell o' right smart cool weather
when them north winds come
down off'n th' range. But it
never lasts more'n two, three
days at a time."

Shorty settled back in his com-
fortable old chair and waved the
motorist to a seat.

"I've seen quite a few cold
snaps right here," Shorty re-
sumed, "but they ain't none of
'em could come up to the spell

we had the fust winter Pisgah
Bill prospected up on Eight Ball
crick. That was durn near too
much for Bill. If he coulda got
outta his cabin where we wuz
holed up, he woulda gone back
to Alaska in the dead o' winter.

"How cold did it git? We
never did rightly know, cuz durin'
the fust night after it turned real
cold the mercury shrunk up so
small it plumb disappeared from
the thermometer. And there we
wuz, stranded. We huddled
'round Bill's old cook stove day
and night — one sleepin' while
t'other fed mesquite wood into
th' stove. We had tuh melt ice
tuh git a drink. We durn near
starved, cuz even the flapjacks
froze hard before we cud git 'em
from the fryin' pan to our mouths.

"What's that? No, it didn't
warm up much in the daytime.
In fact, some days the maximum
was even lower than the mini-
mum. Our biggest trouble was
gittin' out to drag in some more
wood, cuz most o' th' time we
didn't dare set foot outside the
door and we didn't have no ther-
mometer tuh tell when it warmed
up a little."

Hard Rock shook his head
gently as he appeared to recall
the experience. He roused as the
visitor repeated a question.

"How did we know when we
cud go out, yuh ask? Wai, every
hour we'd stick a crowbar out
the chimney—and effen it didn't
freeze the end off, we'd go out."

lose part of their freedom when they
start taking hand-outs from Uncle
Sam.

ED. HAVERSALT

ANNOUNCING .
A NEW EDITION OF

OK

The first edition of this amazing book was published in 1940.
Within a few months the initial printing of 1000 copies was
gone. And now a second edition—limited to 2000 books—
will be ready for mailing on October 20.

Here is the story of a young man who traveled the desert wilderness trails alone—
in quest of adventure and beauty. In 1934 Everett Ruess left Escalante. Utah, for a two-
month exploring trip in the canyon country along the Colorado—a trip from which he
never returned. "On Desert Trails" is the story of his life among the Indians and in the
canyons, as told by his letters to family and friends. Illustrated with pictures and
Everett's block prints, for he was an artist of talent.

Orders may be placed now for the new edition. $2.75 plus 8c tax in California.

Palm Desert, California

During her 25 years as a newspaper
woman, Olive W. Burt, whose story of
the scientist who brands snakes was
written for this issue of Desert Maga-
zine, has covered a wide range of as-
signments for newspapers and maga-
zines. Since 1947 she has been editor
of the Deseret News Colorgravure
Sunday Magazine at Salt Lake City.

Mrs. Burt is the wife of Clinton R.
Burt of Salt Lake. They have three
grown children, a daughter in the Car-
oline Islands with her navy doctor
husband, another daughter in the
American embassy in Bolivia, and a
son in law school at the University of
Utah.

While she has raised her family and
kept an 8-room house, Mrs. Burt, in
addition to a 40-hour-a-week news-
paper job has written seven juvenile
books and numerous articles, fiction
and verse for such magazines as True
Story, Woman's Day, Parents and
American Magazine. Her eighth book,
Canyon Treasure, dealing with a boy's
adventures in uranium prospecting in
the Colorado Plateau area, was due to
be off the press of Bobbs-Merrill early
in September. Another teen-age book,
Jed Smith, is due for publication early
next spring.

Before this issue of Desert is off the
press Mrs. Burt is scheduled to be on
her way to South America to gather
material for more books and articles.

• • •
Norton Allen, the artist who has

been drawing Desert Magazine's
monthly maps since this publication
was started in November, 1937, has
been in Utah this summer seeking new
fields for archeological research. Nor-
ton has been an amateur archeologist
for many years and has an unusually
fine collection of artifacts gathered
from all over the Southwest.

• • •
John Hilton, artist-author who re-

lates his experiences in mining calcite
crystals for use in the making of pola-
roid gunsights in the last war, for
Desert readers this month, has been
spending the summer at Alamos, So-
nora, Mexico, dividing his time be-
tween painting and mining amethyst
crystals from a newly-discovered de-
posit.
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ARIZONA
Papago Tribesmen Ask Aid . . .

WASHINGTON —Papago Indians
of southern Arizona have asked con-
gress to authorize a $23,000,000 re-
habilitation program designed to help
members of the tribe "afflicted with
the evils of extreme poverty." Tribal
Council Chairman Thomas Segundo
appeared before the house public lands
committee with the plea.

Papago reservation land is so poor,
Segundo told the law makers, that it
takes a square mile of range land to
support three cows. There are 7000
Papagos, only about 40 percent of
them speak English, he said. Only 20
percent can read and write. A devel-
opment program to restore the land's
fertility and expand educational fa-
cilities is sought.—Tucson Daily Citi-
zen.

• • •
Winter May Be Critical . . .

NAVAJO RESERVATION —
Full economic impact of the drouth
which last winter and this summer
plagued the vast Arizona and New
Mexico Navajo Indian reservation is
expected to be felt this fall and winter.
Because of poor range conditions the
lamb crop is far below normal, and
in addition ewes are expected to go
into winter in poor condition. If the
winter is severe, ewe loss may be high.

Recent rains took the edge off the
drouth, but more precipitation is
needed if there is to be fall forage.
Catastrophe was averted during the
summer by the government's action in
hauling water to dried-up watering
places and natural water holes, but
the sheep still had little feed. — Gal-
lup Independent.

• • •
Indian Village in Winslow . . .

WINSLOW — Plans for Winslow's
proposed Kachina Indian Village

, . . OH. t&e 'Decent
have progressed to the point of in-
corporation and it is hoped that be-
fore long actual construction of the
village can commence. Patterned
after a Hopi pueblo, the village will
include shops where Indian rug wea-
vers, silversmiths and other craftsmen
and artists can work and display their
wares.

Nightly Indian dances and rituals
will be performed in the plaza of the
village. Aim of the project is to offer
a tourist attraction, and to make it
possible for motorists to see authentic
Indians, Indian crafts and customs
without making the trip over difficult
roads to the Navajo and Hopi reser-
vations. — Scenic Southwest.

• • •
History of Ancient Man . . .

TUCSON—Ten thousand years of
man's existence in northern America
is traced in a newly-published book,
Ventana Cave, by Dr. Emil W. Haury,
University of Arizona professor of
anthropology and director of the Ari-
zona state museum. The book covers
the story of Ventana Cave, located on
the Papago Indian reservation south-
west of Tucson. The cave is believed
to have been used by man for more
than 10,000 years—ending with recent
occupation by the Papago tribesmen
who claim the region as their tradi-
tional home.

The cave is a spacious shelter carved
by nature out of the rugged volcanic
formations of the Castle Mountains in
the arid region of southern Arizona.
—Tucson Daily Citizen.

Try Bouse, Arizona
For Arthritis, Asthma, Tuberculosis. Cheap
building sites. Plenty of water. Mining,
Farming, Business Opportunities.

All letters answered.
BOUSE CITIZENS ASSOCIATION

Cliiiord A. Martin. Chm.
P. O. Box 305 Bouse. Ariiona

SAN FRANCISCO
SINGLE... $2.50 TO $3.50

Y / DOUBLE . . . $4.00 TO $6.00

TELEVISION IN GUEST ROOMS

GEARY NEAR POWELL • IDEAL LOCATION

"CITY OF LOS ANGELES"
Fast 39% hour schedule (the fast-
est existing schedule between Los
Angeles and Chicago) plus smooth
Diesel power and modern, stream-
lined equipment all add up to a trip
you'll enjoy—and long remember!

Wide choice of Pullman accom-
modations; reserved seat Coaches,
too, with special Cafe Lounge Car
for Coach passengers.

STEAK-UNION
PACIFIC STYLE!

like, charcoal

S

75 Ticket Offices in Southern
California to Serve You

UNION PACIFIC
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THE D€S€RT TRADING POST
Classified Advertising in This Section Costs 8c a Word, 11.00 Minimum Per Issue

INDIAN GOODS
WE SEARCH UNCEASINGLY for old and rare

Indian Artifacts, but seldom accumulate a
large assortment. Collectors seem as eager to
possess them as their original owners. To
those who like real Indian things, a hearty
welcome. You too may find here something
you have long desired. We are continually
increasing our stock with the finest in Navajo
rugs, Indian baskets, and hand-made Jewelry-
Daniels Trading Post, 401 W. Foothill Blvd.
Foatana, Calif.

FOUR VERY FINE ancient Indian Arrowheads,
$1.00; 4 tiny perfect bird arrowheads, $1.00;
1 ancient stone tomahawk, $1.00; 2 flint skin-
ning knives, $1.00; 1 large flint hoe, $1.00; 2
spearheads, $1.00; 10 arrowheads from 10
states, $1.00; 20 damaged arrowheads, $1.00;
10 fish sealers, $1.00; 10 hide scrapers $1.00;
4 perfect saw edged arrowheads, $1.00. The
above 11 offers $10.00, postpaid. List Free.
Lears, Glenwood, Arkansas.

BOOKS — MAGAZINES
BOOKFINDERS—Scarce, out of print, unusual

books quickly supplied. Send wants. Clifton,
Box 1377d, Beverly Hills, California.

MANUAL OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD
METHODS—a guide for students of prehis-
tory. Gives aims and methods for excavation
and recording of archaeological remains.
Edited by R. F. Heizer, Director of University
of California Archaeological Survey. Illus-
trated, spiral bound, 1st edition—$1.25; re-
vised edition $2.00. Cross-ruled Field Note-
book—30c. Order from THE NATIONAL
PRESS, Millbrae, Calif. (Californians add
sales tax.)

EARTHWORM BREEDING. Valuable bulletins
on successful methods mailed free. Earthmaa-
ter Publications, Dept. 11, Sun Valley, Calif.

BOOKCOLLECTORS: Send for list of rare and
old books for sale on the West. M. V. Denny,
615 Oswego St., Ann Arbor, Mich.

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS for all publica-
tions at publisher's prices. Courteous, prompt
service. F. G. Voltmer, 10211 Seabury Lane,
Los Angeles 24, Calif.

BACK ISSUES: of Desert Magazines by the year
or single issues. Edna Malott, 5023 Meridian
St., Los Angeles 42, Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS
GHOST TOWN ITEMS: Sun-colored glass, ame-

thyst to royal purple, gold scales, gold pans,
limited odd items from camps of the 60's.
Write your interest, Box 64-D, Smith, Nevada.

OLD WESTERN outlaw photos, $1.00. 20 dif-
ferent Old West, Pioneer, etc., photos, $1.00.
10 different battle of Wounded Knee 50c.
5 different Lincoln 25c. Lists 5c. Vernon Lem-
ley Store, 302 Dallas Avc, Mena, Arkansas.

SILVERY DESERT HOLLY PLANTS. One dollar
each postpaid. Greasewood Greenhouses, RFD,
Barstow, California.

COLOR SLIDES—Travel, Nature, Geology, etc.
Free list (with sample 30c, three for dollar).
Kelly D. Chod», Box 5, Los Alamos, New
Mexico.

KODACHROME SLIDES on approval of all
Western National Parks, also Banff, Jasper
Canada and Mexico. Douglas Whiteside, Yo-
semite, California.

"GOLD PANNING FOR PROFIT." Healthy out-
door hobby. Beginners big illustrated instruc-
tion book—$1.00. Miners' gold pans, $2.00.
Prospectors' powerful magnifying glass, $1.00.
Package black sand and real gold, $1.00.
Desert Jim, 627 Lillian, Stockton, California.

LADY GODIVA "The World's Finest Beautifier."
For women who wish to become beautiful, for
women who wish to remain beautiful. An
outstanding desert cream. For information,
write or call Lola Barnes, 963 No. Oakland,
Pasadena 6, Calif, or phone SYcamore 4-2378.

FRED AND JESSIE PORTER welcome you to
SHOOT!!! your pictures of "Ghost Town of
Calico" and mountains in miniature, at the
"POW-WOW" Trading Post, Hiway 91, Yermo,
Calif. The hub of Rock-hounds of Paradise.
Crystals, cutting material in rough or slabbed.
Uranium, highly fluorescent, and specimens.
Miniature cactus, gifts and souvenirs.

PREPAID DESERT HONEY, five pounds $1.50,
additional can $1.20; 60 lbs. $12.00, additional
can $10.50. G. C. Christensen, Box 266, Mara-
thon, Texas.

SHORT COURSE for persons interested in be-
ginning the study of Mineralogy. $1.00. Bob
Barnes, 2726 Jefferson Park Ave., Charlottes-
ville, Va.

LUCKY RING—Indian Medicine Man, Sterling
Silver. $3.00 postpaid including Federal Ex-
cise Tax. If not satisfied, return in 5 days
for refund. Send ring size. COWBOY JEW-
ELER Dept. B., P. O. Box 2417, Phoenix,
Arizona.

CARLSBAD CAVERN IN COLOR! 35MM. Koda-
chrome slides taken by controlled flash to
show each formation at its best in brilliant
color. These are new! Send 50 cents for
sample slide and large photograph showing
views offered. Robert Nymeyer, 811 West
Greene, Carlsbad, N. Mex.

PANNING GOLD — Another hobby for Rock
Hounds and Desert Roamers. A new booklet,
"What the Beginner Needs to Know," 36 pages
of instructions; also catalogue of mining books
and prospectors supplies, maps of where to go
and blueprints of hand machines you can
build. Mailed postpaid 25c, coin or stamps.
Old Prospector, Box 729, Lodi, California.

PROSPECTORS AND ROCKHOUNDS WANTED.
To Join the newly incorporated United Pros-
pectors Organization. If you are experienced
or beginners the articles in our magazine are
bound to help you enjoy your hobby and the
outdoors. Send your name for our new bro-
chure and literature. United Prospectors, Box
729 Lodi, California.

REAL ESTATE
OCOTILLO DESERT RESORT: lots, acreage, in

a mountain and desert area on railroad and
Highway 80. Lots with an abundance of soft,
pure water $250. Business opportunities. Send
for circular. Acre, partly furnished hollow
tile dwelling 62'x24', new rock building 45'xl8\
good well, trees, poultry pens, at Coyote Wells
railroad station and Highway 80. $12,000, terms.
1!4 acre choice land at Descanso on corner of
oiled St. 3 partly furnished cottages, large
rock building suitable for business, 1 fireplace,
hot water, electric ranges. $10,000, Easy
terms. ALPINE: Victoria Heights view home
sites. 1 acre or more with water to irrigate
garden and trees Best climate in U. S, ac-
cording to government report. $850 per acre,
terms. John C. Chalupnik, Ocotille, via Plas-
ter City, California.

SUN LODGE—$8975.00. NEW 3 room modern
home complete with Range and Refrigerator.
Adjoins Shadow Mountain Club at Palm Des-
ert. This may be the answer for your desert
home. May be rented for top rates if some
income is desired. CARL HENDERSON —
Pioneer Realtor, Box 201, Palm Desert 762251

WELL ESTABLISHED BUSINESS on major U.
S. Highway No. 6 comprising the south en-
trance to scenic Red Rock Canyon, a rock
hound's paradise and major tourist attraction.
Large native stone building, 2000 sq. ft., 2
cabins completed, 5 under construction. Ser-
vice station, cafe, and gift shop. Must be
seen to be appreciated or write to Red Rock
Lodge, Box 66, Cantil, California, for further
information.

YOUR DESERT HOME—5 acres, only $1000.
Easy terms. Where there's Peace and Quiet
—no fog—no smog. R. H. McDonald, Box 21
Desert Hot Springs, Calif.

WIFE OF RECALLED RESERVIST sacrificing
Lapidary Gem Shop. Large stock specimens,
cutting material, machinery, fixtures. New
Bldg. 30x35 with living quarters. 5 acres Hy
60 & 70, 2 miles west Salome. Would sell real
estate separately. Bertha Wellborn, Desert
Gem Shop, Salome, Ariz.

FOR SALE — Historic old 14-room one-story
hotel with two apartments and large store.
Hotel now operating. Part of famous Rand
mining district. Fabulous income. Severe
illness forces owner to sell at extreme sacri-
fice of $15,000 full price. For further infor-
mation or appointment to inspect phone Hud-
son 27425 or write B. J. Ryan. 1258 N. La
Brea avenue. Hoiiywood. California.

CALIFORNIA
Early-Day Indian Agent Dies . . .

BANNING—Death came August 14
to Miss Clara B. True, Indian agent in
the San Gorgonio pass and desert area
from 1908 to 1910, at the home of
her sister in Shawnee, Oklahoma. Miss
True received her appointment from
Theodore Roosevelt during his term
as president. She lived on the Mor-
ongo reservation, and was in charge of
five reservations: Morongo, Mission
Creek, Soboba, Twentynine Palms and
Palm Springs. She was a personal
friend of the late Nellie Coffman, Palm
Springs pioneer who died recently.—
Banning Record.

Minimum Date Price Set . . .
INDIO — Leading date growers of

Coachella Valley have agreed upon a
minimum price of 14 cents a pound
for both Deglet Noor and soft dates,
and have appealed to all producers to
not sell under the 14-cent price. Last
year growers barely made expenses,
many lost money. Those with a good
direct-mail market made a profit. With
operating costs up this season, it will
take a return of more than 12 cents a
pound for the grower to break even,
it is claimed. An estimated 33,000,000
pounds of dates are on Coachella Val-
ley palms this fall. If the 14-cent price
holds, the crop will gross olose to
$11,000,000 for growers.—Indio Date
Palm.

Eager for Return to Desert . . .
RANDSBURG — George Benko,

widely known desert prospector and
miner who settled in Homewood Can-
yon a few years ago (Desert, June,
'50), was taken to Weimar Joint San-
atorium, Weimar, California, when he
fell ill this summer. Bert Wegman,
Randsburg, visited Benko recently and
reported he was greatly improved —
and eager to get back to the desert—
Trona Argonaut.

Pioneer Days Celebration . . .
TWENTYNINE PALMS — The

dates of October 20, 21 and 22 —
Friday, Saturday and Sunday—have
been set for the Twentynine Palms
annual Pioneer Days celebration, it is
announced by Phil Phillips, general
chairman. The colorful parade will be
held at 2:00 p.m. on Saturday.

Argus to Get Postoffice . . .
TRONA — Argus, the town which

has grown up almost within a stone's
throw of the Searles Valley city of
Trona, was scheduled to have its own
postoffice before end of September.
The postoffice was to be located in
Simpson's store. Official approval was
granted by postoffice officials in mid-
summer.—Trona Argonaut.
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Courthouse for Desert Area . . .
INDIO — Riverside County super-

visors, despite some opposition, have
voted to keep in their budget $50,000
to start construction of a branch court-
house for Coachella Valley and the
desert area of Riverside county. The
branch will serve Coachella and Palo
Verde valleys and the desert communi-
ties which lie between the San Jacinto
and San Bernardino Mountains and
the Colorado River. Some residents of
Riverside County have to drive 150
miles to the present courthouse at
Riverside.—Desert Barnacle.

• • •
Another Product from Dry Lake . . .

TRONA — Pelletized potash has
been added to the long list of products
made by the American Potash &
Chemical Corporation from brine
pumped from deep beneath the surface
of dry Searles Lake. The potash in its
new form is used in mixed fertilizers
and is also suitable for direct applica-
tion to the soil.—Trona Argonaut.

• • •
More Trout for Fishermen. . . .

BISHOP—Construction of the Fish
Springs rearing ponds this fall is ap-
parently assured with allocation by the
State Wildlife Restoration board of
$352,000 for the project and opening
of bids September 26. Aim is to raise
fingerling trout in time for 1951 plant-
ing. It is hoped the ponds will be
turning out catchable-size trout in
1951.—Inyo Independent.

• • •
More Cloud Seeding Planned . . .

BANNING—The San Jacinto and
San Bernardino Mountains, which
border the Colorado desert on either
side of San Gorgonio pass, will have
more rainfall this winter if proposed
artificial rain-making efforts are suc-
cessful. The cloud seeding which is
expected to increase precipitation dur-
ing the rainy season will be carried
out between November 1 and next
April 15 over both the San Bernardino
and San Jacinto Mountains. The San
Bernardinos are principal watershed
of the Santa Ana River, while the San
Jacintos give rise to the San Jacinto
River.—Banning Record.

• • •
NEVADA

Prospector Finds Historic Papers . . .
TONOPAH — Historic letters and

documents dating back to 1823 were
recently discovered by R. W. Thaler,
veteran prospector known as the
"Gumshoe Kid," in an ancient stone
cabin at Dead Horse Wells in the
northeast corner of Nye County about
18 miles south of the one-time boom
town of Rawhide. The cabin is be-
lieved to have been built by General
Fremont on one of his exploration
trips.

O C T O B E R , 1950

The letters and documents were
found by Thaler in a metal box se-
creted behind stones near the fireplace
at one end of the cabin. The letters
are easily legible, penmanship is beau-
tiful. One government document con-
cerning a land grant in Ohio was signed
by President James K. Polk. The
papers are being donated to the Ne-
vada Historical society in Reno.

Remarkable thing about the story
is that in 1907—43 years ago—when
Thaler was prospecting the region just
before the Rawhide boom, he used the
old cabin as headquarters for more
than two months. The cabin was well
known to other prospectors, and was
used by many as a stopping place. Yet
none of them ever noticed anything out
of the ordinary in arrangement of the
stones about the fireplace.—Tonopah
Times-Bonanza.

• • •
Brush Controlled by Spraying . . .

WINNEMUCCA—Experiments on
control and eradication of sagebrush
and greasewood by spraying with
chemicals indicate this may be a prac-
tical means of putting thousands of
acres of land back into grazing. Ex-
perimental plots sprayed in 1949 were
recently checked in Humboldt County.
A year after the spraying, sagebrush
showed virtually 100 percent kill. The
greasewood kill was about 85 percent.
On big sagebrush 60 gallons of the
chemical solution were used per acre.
Cost of the material was slightly less
than $3.00 per acre. Per-acre costs
can be reduced, it is believed. As a
result of over-grazing and other causes
thousands of acres of land over the
Southwest have gone to brush in re-
cent years, it is hoped much of it can
be reclaimed.—Humboldt Star.

TURKEY RANCH SALE
Forty acres, five-room furnished house,

family orchard, equipment for 1200 birds,
successful for past ten years, operator de-
ceased. In Lucerne Valley, elevation 3300
ft., dry air, isolated from others, mountain
spring water.

Also three furnished houses to rent for
additional income. Total $20,000, Vz cash.

Owner—Lucerne Valley
B bar B RANCH • BOX Y

"EVERYTHING FOR THE HIKER"

SLEEPING BAGS
AIR MATTRESSES

SMALL TENTS
and many other items

VAN DEGRIFT'S HIKE HUT
717 West Seventh Street

LOS ANGELES 14. CALIFORNIA

A LUXURY CLIMATE
. . . at lowest cost — "RANCHITOS" In
desert foothills, el. 3,000 ft. overlooking
beautiful valley and village. Ideal A l l
YEAR — no fog, no smog, dry, clear In-
vigorating. Just for health and happiness,
or modest income with light work. BIG
wide acre and 2 a. parcels, lncl. WATER,
elec, gas, from $850, terms. (No advance.)

WEITE for maps, snaps, prices, discounts.

C. CLARKE BATTELLE, Bex DS, LUCERNE
VALLEY, San Bernardino Co., Calif.

ASK YOUR CONTRACTOR ABOUT "PRECISION BUILT"

RED CINDER BLOCKS

Homes of Distinction
are built with

You'll have year
around comfort

with

"Precision Built"
RED CINDER OR
PUMICE BLOCKS

PLANS AVAILABLE
DESERT CINDER BLOCKS FOR

DESERT HOMES

Transit Mixed Concrete Co.
3464 E. Foothill Blvd., Pasadena 8
RYAN 1-6329 or Corona Phone 1340
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Nevada May Try Rain-Making . . .
ELY—Success of experiments con-

ducted during the past three years in
New Mexico has led to plans for in-
creasing the precipitation in White
Pine County. Membership of the
Stockmen's association was asked to
approve a program for scientific rain-
making exper iments commencing
about mid-August. The project would
call for distribution of probably 20
smoke generators over an area of
about 50 miles in all directions from
Ely. The generators contain silver io-

Calif. Ore. Wash. Ida.

COUNTY MAPS
for Travelers, Homeseekers, Prospectors

List and prices on request FREE

WORLD'S MINERALS
2417 San Pablo Ave. Oakland 12, Calif.

MAPS MAdison 6-7681
Plan your hikes and trips with Topographic
Maps. Many new ones. Blackburn's Rand
McNally and Metsker's County Maps. Brans-
ford's Oil Field Maps.

PHOTOSTATING OF LEGAL PAPERS

Southern California Blue Print Co.
114Vi West 3rd St.. Los Angeles. California

REAL VALUES!
Snowflake Obsidian, 75c lb.: Star Agates,
fluorescent $1.00 lb.; Petrified Wood, strong
in Carnotite, $1.00 lb.; Petrified Wood, fine
putting material, $1.00 lb.; Blue Banded,
Grape, Barite, Pigeon Blood Agates, finest
cutting material, $1.00 lb.; Fine Dinosaur
Bone, $1.00 to $4.00 lb.; many-colored Lime
Onyx for book ends, 50c lb.; Selenite Crys-
tals, clearest known, all sizes, 40c lb.; Sep-
trian nodules, all sizes, 25c lb; Utah Picture
Rock, 7c per in., rough 25c lb. Green Tec-
tites, gems from falling Meteorites, 75c, $1.00
and $1.50 each. All slabbed stuff 30c to 60c
per inch. Cash with order, you pay postage
please.

HUBERT'S ROCK SHOP
Local Rooks and Minerals, Springdale, Utah

TRAVEL MAPS FOR
QUICK REFERENCE

Every month Desert Magazine
carries two or three maps especi-
ally drawn for readers who come
to the desert for recreation or field
trips.

These maps are best retained
for permanent reference by filing
your copy of Desert Magazine
each month in one of the loose-
leaf binders supplied by the
magazine publishers.

Covered with imitation leather
and gold embossed, each binder
holds 12 copies. They are easy
to insert and they lay flat when
open.

MAILED POSTPAID FOR
$1.50

THE ITlfiGfiZinE

PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA

dide impregnated coke, which gives off
millions of nuclei when burned. These
rise into cloud formations and if con-
ditions are favorable for precipitation,
the amount of rainfall is increased.—
Humboldt Star.

• • •
Lynx Makes Home in Mine . . .

BATTLE MOUNTAIN — A large
lynx cat has found a home to his lik-
ing in the Silver Fox mine near Midas,
according to L. V. Pangburn, operator
of the mine. The cat goes down a
ladder of a 40-foot incline shaft and
through a drift into a large stope, the
main room of his made-to-order home.

Pangburn does not dispute posses-
sion with the lynx. He works the prop-
erty through another entrance.—Battle
Mountain Scout.

• • •
New Water Finder Described . . .

LAS VEGAS—A new scientific in-
strument which assertedly can aid
greatly in locating underground water-
bearing gravel was described here by
Roland H. Wiley, gubernatorial can-
didate, who proposes that the instru-
ment could be obtained by the state
and loaned to communities in need of
more water. The instrument, he said,
could help not only municipalities in
need of domestic water, but could also
be of help to ranchers and homestead-
ers and would stimulate development
of Nevada's fertile valleys where under-
ground water is the source for irriga-
tion. — Mineral County Independent-
News.

• • •
Historic Courthouse Causes Debate

PIOCHE—Whether or not Lincoln
County's historic old "million-dollar"
courthouse will be restored and kept
in Pioche as a museum or historic
shrine, or be moved to Las Vegas as
part of the frontier village adjoining
the Hotel Last Frontier, is a question
still to be answered. No decision was
reached at a recent public meeting
called by the board of county com-
missioners. Meantime, an effort will
be made to ascertain definitely whether
or not funds for the building's restora-
tion can be raised by public subscrip-
tions.—Caliente Herald.

Tub Canyon Guest Ranch
BORREGO VALLEY

OPENING
October 15th, 1950

GUEST ACCOMMODATIONS
DESERT HOME SITES

please write for reservations and
information to:

Noel and Ruth B. Crickmer
Borrego Star Route

Julian P.O.. California
—no telephone—

Railroad Won't Stay Dead . . .
RENO—They just can't bury Ne-

vada's historic Virginia & Truckee
railroad. Retired in June after 81
years of service dating back to the
roaring days of the Comstock, the
V & T is slated to come out of retire-
ment to star in a motion picture, "Roar
of the Rails." Columbia studios plans
to film a story of pioneer railroading
in the '90s.—Battle Mountain Scout.

• • •
NEW MEXICO

Taos Newspaper 115 Years Old . . .
TAOS—El Crepusculo de la Liber-

tad, founded in 1835 by Padre Mar-
tinez and which claims to have been
the first newspaper printed west of the
Mississippi, in August celebrated its
115th anniversary. It was taken over
in 1948 by its present management,
which restored the old name of El
Crepusculo to the historic weekly.
Within the past year El Crepusculo
took over the former Taos Star, and
is now the only newspaper in Taos
County.—El Crepusculo.

• • •
Mountain Lion Cubs for Sale . . .

SANTA FE—Unless they've already
been snapped up by some cat lover
who wants an over-size pet, the game
and fish department of New Mexico
has two mountain lion cubs for sale.
The six-week-old cubs were captured
when their mother was killed by Barty
Henderson, state hunter, on the Blue-
bird mesa of Santa Fe National Forest,
near Cuba. Henderson went on the
lion hunt after reports that lions were
killing deer and livestock in the area.
—Gallup Independent.

• • •
Kit Carson Park Fund Asked . . .

TAOS—If a bill now being prepared
is approved when presented at next
session of the state legislature in Janu-
ary, there will be a fund of $250,000
for purchase and development of a Kit
Carson Memorial park in Taos—home
of the famed Indian scout and trapper.
The bill is being drafted by the assist-
ant state attorney general. Establish-
ment of the park has long been sought
by those interested in creating a shrine
to memory of Kit Carson.—El Crepus-
culo.

• • •
Explorer May Be Honored . . .

WASHINGTON—Jim White, said
to have made the first extensive ex-
ploration of Carlsbad Caverns in 1901,
will be honored by a plaque or marker
at the cavern if a bill now before con-
gress becomes law. According to In-
terior Secretary Oscar Chapman,
White was responsible for bringing to
the attention of the public, scientific
groups and the federal government
the importance and significance of the
area.—Gallup Independent.
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Best Flying Saucer Story . . .
AZTEC — A newspaper editor in

New Mexico, source of many flying
saucer stories, finally decided he
would go out among his Navajo
friends, who live in the open and fre-
quently sleep under the stars, and ask
them if they had ever seen any flying
saucers. He explained to the tribesmen
all about the objects so many white
men had claimed to have seen. The
Indians shook their heads. It was clear
their opinion of the white man's sanity
had been given another jolt. Finally
the Navajo sense of humor broke
through. Said a listener: "White man
getting so crazy he see lots of things,
maybe he see pretty soon cup riding
around in saucer."—Aztec Independ-
ent Review.

• • •

Tribesmen Sue Government . . .
WASHINGTON—A suit has been

filed by the Navajo Indian tribe against
the U. S. government asking $3,126,-
456 for helium deposits in the Rattle-
snake field on tribal land in New
Mexico. The suit claims the govern-
ment paid the tribe only $147,799 for
the helium when the government took
over in 1945 and capped the helium
in the ground. The Rattlesnake field
deposit is said to be the richest in the
world. Congress in 1947 approved
legislation setting aside the helium and
allowed three years for the tribe to
present a claim to the Court of Claims
if the tribe considered the payment it
has already received was less than fair
and reasonable. — Aztec Independent
Review.

Three proposed lake projects in
Otero County are expected to receive
the backing of Ray Bell, chief field
warden of the State Game Department,
who met recently with the Otero
County Game Conservation Associa-
tion at Alamogordo. Proposed loca-
tions are in La Luz Canyon, at the
artesian well near White Sands and
on the Sacramento River near the
head springs.—Alamogordo News.

• • •
UTAH

Centennial Celebration . . .

PAROWAN—It was a cold winter
day in 1851 when a little band of pio-
neers under the leadership of Apostle
George A. Smith arrived in a Utah val-
ley that looked good to them. They
founded Parowan City 100 years ago,
and their arrival on January 13, 1851,
is to be celebrated in January of next
year. The city council is already mak-
ing plans for the event. The Daughters
of Utah Pioneers and the newly organ-
ized Sons of Utah Pioneers will help.—
Iron County Record.

We'll bet that your car will last longer,
give you most trouble-free miles when you

protect the engine with Mobiloil. And
you'll agree, won't you, that the greater

economy which comes from years of
satisfactory service is mighty important

right nov*. These three simple facts
explain why Mobiloil gives such sure

protection—wears so long itself:

• It retains its protective, power-sealing
body regardless of how hot or cold

your engine runs.

• It helps keep engines clean, free of dirt
and sludge that cause wear.

• It protects bearings and cylinder walls
against acid action.

FOR PROTECTION WITH ECONOMY

-CHANGE TO MOBILOIL

© 1950, GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION,
converting nature's gift to better living.

O C T O B E R , 1 9 5 0 35



Plea for Historic Markings . . .
CEDAR CITY — The marking of

historic trails can bring enriching ex-
periences to travelers who visit the

Printing for
Desert Customers

We specialize in the distinc-
tive type of printing desired
by those who have guest
ranches, art shops and manu-
facturing industries in the
Southwest . . . and also for
businessmen in all lines who
want good printing for a mod-
erate price.

Ask us for samples and prices
on

• Brochures
• Catalogs
• Letterheads
• Envelopes
• Statements
• Invoices
• Mail Order Forms
• Announcements
• Invitations
• Business Cards
• Manifold Forms

YOU GET THE BENEFIT OF
OUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Desert magazine Press

puiras
For the Desert Southwest

Palm Desert, California

Southwest, in the opinion of Dr. How-
ard R. Driggs, president of the Ameri-
can Pioneer Trails Association. He
voiced a plea for historic markers in
a talk before the Spanish Trail Asso-
ciation in Cedar City. He praised the
local group for its plan to mark the
Old Spanish Trail {Desert, Oct. '50)
this fall on the 100th anniversary of
discontinuation of the trail. It is pro-
posed to mark the entire trail from
Santa Fe to Los Angeles this year.—
Iron County Record.

• • •
Head of Church Council Dies . . .

SALT LAKE CITY — George F.
Richards, 89, oldest general authority
of the Latter-Day Saints (Mormon)
church, died August 8 here. He was
president of the church's Council of
Twelve Apostles, had been a member
of the council since 1906. He became
president in 1945. His son, Legrand
Richards, is presiding bishop of the
L.D.S. church.—Salt Lake Tribune.

• • •
New Geology Book Available . . .

CEDAR CITY—A new book, The
Geology of Eastern Iron County, Utah,
which covers the geology of the Na-
tional Parks of southern Utah, is now
available from the University of Utah,
it is announced by Dr. Arthur L Craw-
ford, director of the Utah Geological
and Mineralogical Survey. The book
was written by Dr. Herbert E. Greg-
ory, now 81 years old and known as
"the grand old geologist of southern
Utah." There are 53 illustrations and
a 36x42-inch geological map insert in
the book.—Iron County Record.

Headquarters for
Repairs & Sales all

makes. Collimator
alignment.

BINOCULAR
INSTRUMENT CO.

536 S. Rill St.
TUcker 1624

Los Angeles 13, Cat.

About one of the most charming regions in the Southwest . . .

THIS IS NEW MEXICO
Edited by George Fitzpatrick

Three distinct cultures—Indian, Spanish and Anglo-American—
have been combined to make New Mexico a land of never-ending
surprises and enchantment for the visitor of today. In this book the
work of 48 writers, including such names as J. Frank Dobie, Ernie Pyle,
Stanley Vestal and Dr. Ross Calvin, has been brought together to
form an intimate picture of the history, the landscape and the people
of this colorful part of the United States.

Here are stories of New Mexico's Indians, pioneers, artists, architec-
ture — its ranches, mountains and recreational facilities. A book every
traveling American should read.

$3.00 postpaid to you
(California buyers add 3% tax)

DESERT CRAFTS SHOP Palm Desert, California

Working Toward Independence . . .
VERNAL — Striving toward the

economic independence which all tribes
long for, the Ute Indians on the Uin-
tah-Ouray reservation last year took
in more than $1,000,000 in a wide
range of business activities. Organized
into a corporation, the Indians are al-
ready largely independent of the U. S.
Indian bureau.

Approximately half of their income
came from cattle and sheep, trapping
beaver, cutting mine props and leas-
ing scattered tracts. The other half
came from rentals and royalties paid
by oil companies drilling on the mil-
lion-acre reservation.

Only about 200 of the 1588 tribes-
men are receiving welfare aid, and
most of these are aged and blind or
dependent children.—Vernal Express.

• • •
Fish Planting in Utah . . .

CEDAR CITY—Attempting to im-
prove Utah's position as a sport fish-
ing region, the state game department
during the 1950 season planted at least
two million legal-sized fish in streams
and lakes. A planting of exotic white
bass is also planned in the Uba Dam
reservoir of central Utah. Two hun-
dred pair will be hauled in a tank
truck from Iowa.—Iron County Rec-
ord.

TRUE OR FALSE ANSWERS

Questions are on page 14.
1—False. The last of the camels

brought to the United States in
the 'fifties died many years ago.

2—False. Ubehebe crater has not
been active in modern times.

3—False. Organ Pipe gets its name
from the flute-like stems of the
cactus.

4—False. White Sands National
Monument is in New Mexico.

5—False. A "mud-saw" is used by
lapidaries to cut stones.

6—True.
7—False. Salton Sea was not formed

until the Colorado river flowed
into it in 1905-6-7.

8—False. John D. Lee was caught
and executed for his part in the
Mountain Meadows massacre.

9—True.
10—True.
11—True.
12—True.
13—False. Camino del Diablo trail

is along the Arizona-Mexico
boundary.

14—False. Largest New Mexico city
is Albuquerque.

15—True.
16—True.
17—True.
18—False. The Comstock lode was

at Virginia City.
19_True.
20—True.
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Gems
CLARK COUNTY COLLECTORS
TO HOST MASS FIELD TRIP

A mass field trip that will probably be
the largest event of its kind ever staged,
and to which all gem, mineral and lapidary
clubs of Southern California, Nevada and
Utah have been invited, is to be sponsored
by the Clark County (Nevada) Gem Col-
lectors October 7 and 8 in the Lake Mead
Recreational Area.

It will be an overnight camp and field
trip. Campground will be at Boulder Beach
on the shore of Lake Mead, about five miles
from Boulder City. For those who do not
wish to camp, accommodations are avail-
able in motor courts and motels at Boulder
City, near Boulder Beach and in the Las
Vegas vicinity.

Main field trip will be on Saturday, Oc-
tober 7, when the hobbyists will be led to
an agate area near Lake Mead. There will
be another trip Sunday morning for those
who care to stay over and take the trip,
according to Paul O. Drury, publicity di-
rector for the Clark County Gem Collect-
ors.

Drury reported in September that com-
munications received from clubs invited
indicate that more than 1000 rockhounds
will gather for the unprecedented mass field
trip—making it the largest event of its kind
ever staged.

JADE FROM FAMED* STATUE
SOLD TO SOCIETY MEMBERS

Pieces of jade from the famed statue
"Thunder," purchased from the sculptor,
Donald Hord, was offered for sale to mem-
bers of the San Diego Lapidary society at
their August meeting. The jade is in slabs
and small pieces. Each member is allowed
to buy only two pieces. Each piece is being
registered as a collector's item, so that its
authenticity cannot be questioned. Each
piece has already been catalogued by weight
and the exact outline drawn.

The spinach green jade boulder from
which "Thunder" was sculptored was found
near Lander, Wyoming, by Marcia Bran-
ham. Hord bought his 460-pound piece
from Dr. Chang Wen Ti, Los Angeles. The
completed sculpture is 20 inches high, 16
inches long, weighs 104 pounds. Sculptor
Hord and his assistant, Homer Dana,
worked for 15 months, six hours a day, five
days a week, to complete the statue. The
pieces of jade from the statue are highly
valued by lapidarists.

• • •
Dopping and finishing of cabochons took

up the time at the regular August meeting
of the Pasadena, California, Lapidary so-
ciety, at Las Casitas del Arroyo, 177 South
Arroyo boulevard, Pasadena. Prior to the
regular meeting the Faceteers met at 7:30.

WANT *JO,OOO?
Earn the govern- Super Sensitive P. R. I.
men! bonui. Locale r r | rCD rDIINTPR
Uranium wilh a totlBtK CUUN I tit

Find gold, silver, and other valuable ,
ores with a P.R.I. Treasure Locator. World's |
finest instruments. FREE catalog.

PHECr"1"'.PUmiOM INSTRUMENTS, InC. Dealer Inquiries
5478D WiTshire Blvd. i"»i'ed

Los Angeles 36, California

Minerals
FIELD TRIP NETS RARE
FIND FOR ROCKHOUND

San Fernando Valley Mineral and Gem
society's July field trip to Horse Canyon
was a real success for Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
G. Chapman, Jr., Glendale, California. Their
find of small highly agatized bones has been
identified by the Los Angeles County Mu-
seum paleontologist as pieces of the leg
bone of a prehistoric sheep-sized camel.
Chapman is to lead a museum party to the
location in a search for the skull or teeth,
which are important for exact identification.

Horse Canyon lies in the shadow of
Cache Peak, which marks the southern end
of the Sierra Nevadas and the northeast
extension of the Tehachapi range. It is a
broad open canyon, officially called Cache
Canyon, but known to gemologists all over
the world as Horse Canyon. The gems are
known as Horse Canyon moss agates.

RUTILE (Titania)
Pacific Gem Cutters is first to offer you this
most amazing gem cut in our own plant, at
these Low Prices.
Small stones can be had in pairs for earrings
Vi to 1 carat sizes at $10.00 carat
1 carat sizes and up at $ 7.50 carat
Each stone guaranteed to be first quality.
Brilliant cut stones from Linde Air Products
boules, facet for facet to duplicate the bril-
liant diamond cut. These synthetic balls of
fire have a double refractive index and

exceed the diamond in brilliance.
PACIFIC GEM CUTTERS

LAPIDARY AND STONE SUPPLY
Phone MA 8835—Judson Rives Building

424 South Broadway, Los Angeles 13, Calif.

DONA ANA COUNTY CLUB
HAS ACTIVE SUMMER

Fragments of turquoise left by those who
mined in the old ghost towns of the Tyrone
area in New Mexico were sought by mem-
bers of the Dona Ana County Rockhound
club on a two-day field trip August 26 and
27. Guests from the El Paso, Texas, society
swelled the number. The trip was carefully
guided, for there are many trails over the
mountains around Tyrone, and it is easy to
get on the wrong trail.

An interesting summer picnic-meeting
featured a talk by Theron Trumbo on "the
rockhounds of 800 years ago." Trumbo has
made an extensive study of Southwest In-
dian ruins. September meeting was also an
outdoor affair, in the back yard of a
member's home.

O'BRIENS' . . .
IN HOLLYWOOD

offer a fine selection of faceting and cabo-
chon rough at reasonable prices. We alio
do custom slabbing and cuttint. Why not
drop in on your next visit to Hollywood?

O'BRIEN LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT CO.

111G N. Wilcox Ave. Hollywood 38, Calif.

Phone Gladstone 5424

We have 500 lbs. of Famous
REDONDO BEACH

MOONSTONE AGATES
collected 20 years ago. Send $1.25 for
one overweight pound, postpaid to you,
(No wet feet either).

ROUGH BLACK STAR SAPPHIRES still
available. $1.80 on stick, ready to cut.
We handle Dixon jewelry tools, Highland
Park Lapidary Equipment.
Try one of our sintered diamond core drills,
sizes from 2 to 3V2-mm., $4.50. You will
never go back to grit drilling.
Handmade and cast jewelry of every de-
scription by experienced jewelers.

S-T GEM SHOP
7010 Foothill Boulevard

Tujunga California

i.
Ifou've Seen Jloa6i«if 'pon.f

Petrified Wood, Moss Agate, Chrysocolla
Turquoise, lade and Jasper Jewelry

HAND MADE IN STERLING SILVER

Bracelets, Rings, Necklaces, Earrings
and Brooches

SPECIALLY SELECTED STONES WITH
CHOICE COLORS AND PICTURES

Write for Folder With Prices

ELLIOTT'S GEM SHOP
235 East Seaside Blvd. LONG BEACH 2, CALIF.

Across from West End of Municipal
Auditorium Grounds

Hours 10 A. M. to 9 P. M. Daily Except Monday
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G E M M A R T A D V E R T I S I N G R A T E

8c a Word . . . Minimum $1.00

AMONG THE

ROCK HUNTERS
IF YOU ARE A EOCKHOUND you need the

Lapidary Journal. Tells how to cut and polish
rocks, gives news of all mineral-gem groups.
Tells how to make jewelry, carries ads of
dealers in supplies, equipment, gems, minerals
from all over the world. Well illustrated,
beautifully printed. Subscription $2.00 a year
—back numbers 50c. Sample Copy 25c if you
have never subscribed or been sampled.
LELANDE QUICK, Editor, P. O. Box 1228,
Hollywood 28, California.

OREGONITE SPECIMENS for sale by owner
of only known deposit. $1.50 each. Orders
not accompanied by remittance mailed C.O.D.
BARNES JEWELRY, 515 H. Street, Grants
Pass, Oregon.

BLACK ONYX blanks 25c each. Red Onyx
blanks 35c each. Green Onyx blanks 35c
each. Prompt service given to mail order
jobs. All kinds of fine cutting. Juchem Bros.,
315 W. 5th St., Los Angeles 13, Calif.

HUTILE, brilliant cut, at a new low price. Com-
plete stock of all gem stones. Complete pro-
fessional lapidary service. Ace Lapidary, Box
67, Jamaica, New York.

FIFTY MINERAL SPECIMENS, %-in. or over,
boxed, identified, described, mounted. Post-
paid $4.00. Old Prospector, Box 729 Lodi,
California.

f
JEWELRY MOUNTINGS

COMPLETE LINE-LOW WHOLESALE PRICES
GOLD-GOLD FILLED-SILVER-PLATE

FOR AGATE-TURQUOISE-PLASTIC-ETC.
FREE: CATALOGUE

W. 715 RIVERSIDE * SPOKANE, WASH.
ADDRESS REPLY T O DESK DB

BUILD TOUR OWN

GEIGER COUNTER! [ ^
It's EASY lo build your own Seorchmos-
ter Geiger Counter with this COMPLETE X 3
kit. Contains everything you need! S r U
Headset, tubes, batteries, mefol cose. X ^ 3 *
Fully guaranteed! Sensitive lo both beta 1
and gamma radiation! Illus, instructions.
FREE radioactive specimen.

SCIENCE KITS LTD.
5514-W Mallyw«*ri l>*4. • H«llyw«*4 21, (>lif.|

Write for
FREE

literature

FINE GEMS. MINERAL
SPECIMENS AND CUTTING

MATERIALS

4 INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS
No. 1—For $5.00! ! 4 WONDERFUL IRIS
AGATE SLABS AND 1 OF CARNELIAN
FROM WORLD FAMOUS MEXICAN FIELDS.
No. 2—For $10.00 (Total of 17 items) 3 Slabs
Texas Agate—Plume, Moss and Fortifica-
tion; ap. 15 carats Tourmaline Pencils
(Madagascar); ap. 15 cts. Precious Topaz for
cabs (Brazil); ap. 10 cts. Moonstone (Ceylon);
1 oz. Ariz. Turquois; 1 lb. misc. Texas and
Mexican Agate; 1 Citrine or Smoky Quartz
for faceting (Brazil); 1 Black Sapphire Crys-
tal; 1 slab Desert Scenic Stone; 1 Bloodstone
or Black Jade ringstone blank; 1 interesting
Quartz Crystal group; 1 Zircon; 1 slab Petri-
fied Palmwood for jet black cabs; 1 Tiger-
eye Cat's-eye ringstone; and, while it lasts,
ap. >/2 oz. Aust. Opal. (Will substitute fine
Iris slab should Opal be exhausted when
order rec'd.)
No. 3—For $8.00 (Total of 10 items) 1 bril-
liant cut Amethyst ap. 2 cts.; 2 gem Zircons;
1 green Jade ringstone; 1 Tiger-eye Cat's-eye
cab; 1 slab Iris Agate; 2 finely cut 5 pointed
Brazilian Crystal Stars drilled for earscrews,
pendants or other jewelry; 1 gem scenic
Agate ringstone, and 1 slab of Moss Agate.
No. 4—For $10.00! ! Assortment of 15 lbs. of
mixed Iris, Plume, Moss and Fortification
Agate from Mexico, Texas and New Mexico.

Please include postage. Satisfaction guar-
anteed or money promptly refunded.

SOUTHERN GEM & MINERAL Co.
1601 North Stanton Street

EL PASO. TEXAS

ROCK HUNTING is still good in our yard.
Nice specimens as low as 25c lb. We added
a new number, highly colored glass in chunks,
all colors, reds, blue, yellow, many other
shades. Nice for gardens, cutting, etc., looks
like Obsidian in beautiful colors. We also
have Chrysocolla, Malachite, Texas Plume
and a nice assortment of Agate, Carnelian,
Mosses, Banded, etc. See our Golden or Honey
Onyx. Nice for spheres, book ends, etc., at
25c lb. Geo. C. Curtis, The Agate Man, 645
1st St. Hermosa Beach, Calif.

MINERAL SPECIMENS and cutting material of
all kinds. Gold and Silver jewelry made to
order. Your stones or ours. 5 lbs. good cutting
material $4.00. J. L. James, Box 117, Carson
City, Nevada.

TRAVELS IN WONDERLAND CAPTURED! All
the gorgeous colors and natural beauty in
the world's finest agates. You'll be thrilled;
enchanted. Truly breathtaking! 2x2 Color
slides of Mexico Iris; Priday Plume; Texas
Plume; Oregon Sagenite; Texas Sagenite;
Montana, Oregon and Texas scenics. Set of
six slides only $1.95, any assortment. Guar-
anteed to please. Visit. Tons of agate for
10c lb. Dealerships open. Dave Harris, 2401
Pittsburgh, El Paso, Texas.

ROCK COLLECTORS ATTENTION! I've sold
you rocks for 25 years — Free rocks to all
customers—This year you will get a big sur-
prise at the Trailer Rock Store. Look for
me in your town. The Rockologist (Chucka-
walla Slim) Box 181, Cathedral City, Calif.

ATTENTION ROCK COLLECTORS. It will pay
you to visit the Ken-Dor Rock Roost. We buy,
sell, or exchange mineral specimens. Visitors
are always welcome. Ken-Dor Rock Roost,
419 S. Franklin, Modesto, California.

$5.00 BRINGS YOU a selection of beautiful spe-
cimens that you will be proud to show. Ask
for list of many mineral, rock, fluorescent
and cutting specimens. Many new and inter-
esting crystal groups. Jack The Rock Hound,
P. O. Box 86, Carbondale, Colorado.

RADIOACTIVE ORE COLLECTION. Six won-
derful specimens of Euxenite & Monazite,
Autunite, Uranophane, Carnotite, Samaraskite
and Lambertite in neat redwood chest, only
$2.00 Postpaid! Supply limited—Order now!
URANIUM PROSPECTORS, Box 604, Stockton,
California.

PERIDOTS—August Birthstone from San Car-
los reservation sent to Germany, cut and
polished, then returned. Clear yellow green,lk to 2V2 Cts. $3.50 per Ct. Price includes
taxes. LUTHER L. MARTIN, Box 1884, Globe,
Arizona.

BARGAIN OFFER No. 5—1 slab Golden Bra-
zilian Tiger Eye; 4 petrified wood chips for
cabs; 1 slab with black plume in clear agate;
1 slab California moss Jasper; 2 Apache Tears
for cabs; 1 Chocolate Mountain nodule; 1 slab
Blue Brazilian Tiger Eye; 1 cab size piece
Australian Fire Opal; 1 rough piece Texas
moss agate; 3 small Sweetwater agates for
cabs; 2 Pyrope Garnets, will facet; 1 slab Aus-
tralian Boulder Fire Opal. All for $3.15.
Money order payable to H. A. IVERS, West
Coast Mineral Co., 1400 Hacienda Blvd., La
Habra Heights, La Habra, California.

GEM CUTTERS and Rockhounds Headquarters.
White House Hotel, Globe, Arizona. Rocky
Sweetland, Manager.

LET'S HUNT FOR HERKIMER DIAMONDS.
The first booklet written exclusively on "Her-
kimer Diamonds." Tells how and where to
find these beautiful gems. 14 attractive pic-
tures and the out-of-print geological map
needed. Pocketsize—take it along and find
your own "Diamonds" free. The instructions
and tips given can be used to find any gem
stones plus gold and silver. Hurry—first edi-
tion limited. $1.00 postpaid. CLAUDE B.
SMITH, Box 291, Geneva, N. Y.

MINERAL SPECIMENS, slabs or material by
the pound for cutting and polishing, RX
Units, Carborundum wheels Cerium Oxide.
Mountings. Approval selection sent upon re-
quest. You are welcome. A. L. Jarvis, Route
2, Box 125, Watsonville, California, on Salinas
Highway.

MINERAL SETS: 24 Colorful Minerals (iden-
tified) in lxl compartments, $3.00 postpaid.
PROSPECTOR'S SET—50 minerals (identi-
fied) in lxl compartments in cloth reinforced,
sturdy cartons, $5.00 postpaid. ELLIOTT
GEM SHOP, 235 East Seaside Blvd. Long
Beach 2, California.

BANNING GEM EXPOSITION
DATES ARE APPROACHING

Main interest of the San Gorgonio Min-
eral and Gem society, Banning, California,
is centered on the Banning Gem exposition
which is scheduled for October 20, 21 and
22. The rock and gem show will be in the
Cherry Festival building half-way between
Banning and Beaumont on Highway 99.
Full cooperation of all members was en-
listed at August meeting of the society.
Clubs from many parts of southern Cali-
fornia are expected to display exhibits at
the show.

Hundreds of grab bags have been pre-
pared containing many fine specimens and
desert cutting material. Competitive classi-
fications include fossils, gem and crystal
collections and all phases of lapidary work.
Jim Adrian is exhibition chairman, Hattie
Black is society secretary.

• • •
An unusual field trip was sponsored by

the El Paso, Texas, Mineral and Gem so-
ciety in August. It was a five-day unhur-
ried trip to Springerville, Arizona, via Hot
Springs, Socorro, Magdalena, Quemado,
Pie Town and Datil through the Cibola
National Forest. The return was through
Alpine, Silver City and Deming, New Mex-
ico. Stops were made wherever gravel beds,
mines or beautiful scenery were found. Fine
agates, petrified wood and many other
mineral specimens were collected.

• • •
Members of the San Diego, California,

Lapidary society chose Labor Day week-
end for a field trip to Horse Canyon—
where the famed Horse Canyon agate is
found. It was an over-night trip, and the
rockhounds discovered they had to dig for
specimens. The society's August "field trip"
was a potluck dinner at the regular meeting-
place, the old chamber of commerce build-
ing in San Diego's Old Town. Members
attending were given credit for a field trip.

• • •
The Whittier Gem and Mineral society,

one of Southern California's newer clubs,
will hold its first annual show October 21
and 22 at the York Field clubhouse, on the
Santa Fe Springs road one mile south of
Whittier boulevard.

• • •
Zelma I. Thieme, president of the Del-

vers Gem and Mineral society. Downey,
California, reports that on a recent trip to
San Francisco he was surprised to learn
that jade is a musical stone. True jade has,
he says, an incomparable tonal beauty when
properly suspended and struck gently.

• • •
It is possible to lap out saw marks on a

stationary lap, according to T. V. Little of
Shafter, California. He suggests a smooth
piece of cast iron 12 or more inches across,
but it should not be polished. Apply silicon
carbide grit of about 150 grade and add
water as needed. Move the stone on the
lap with a circular motion, being careful
to not get too near the edge. Saw marks
can be removed more quickly than on a
drum sander, it is claimed.

• • •
The San Gabriel Valley, California, Lapi-

dary society chose August for a family pic-
nic and get-together, and for the August
field trip members attended the show put
on by the Orange Coast Mineral and Lapi-
dary society at the Orange County fair.
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SEQUOIA MINERAL SOCIETY
ANNOUNCES FIRST SHOW

A potluck picnic in the Dinuba, Cali-
fornia, City park was the August meeting
for the Sequoia Mineral society. It was
"copper month," and there were fine dis-
plays of both gem and mineral specimens.
At the July meeting the society decided to
stage its first annual gem show November
18 and 19 instead of merely having an ex-
hibit at the Fresno fair. The show will be
in the Home Economics building at the
Fresno, California, fairgrounds.

• a •
Roy Kuntz, rockhound, archeologist and

veteran hiker, was elected president of the
Yavapai Gem and Mineral society at the
annual meeting held in August at St. Luke's
parish hall, Prescott, Arizona. He succeeds
Ernest E. Michael. Mrs. Michael was sec-
retary-treasurer. Other officers: Jeanne
Stolte, secretary-treasurer; Ray Shire, re-
elected vice president. The new officers
were installed at the society's meeting Sep-
tember 5.

• • •
A lecture on the art of making mono-

lithic rings was enjoyed by members of the
San Antonio, Texas, Rock and Lapidary
society at their July meeting. Dave Penny-
cuff was the speaker. He showed several
finger rings which were cut from solid jade
and agate, and explained how he accom-
plished the work—which he did without
modern lapidary equipment. For monolithic
rings, he said, it is necessary to select ma-
terial which is tough and won't splinter and
which will take a high polish.

• • •
Members of the Wasatch Gem society,

Salt Lake City, held their August meeting
in the beautiful yard of the William Lang-
ton home with President Edward Dowse
presiding. After a business meeting, Mr.
Langton showed colored pictures of little-
known Utah scenery and unusual rock for-
mations.

• • •
A special "Field Trip Night" is planned

by the Southwest Mineralogists, Inc., Los
Angeles, on October 9.

FOURTH ANNUAL SHOW
DATES SET NOVEMBER 4-5

Dates for the fourth annual gem and
mineral show of the Orange Belt Mineral-
ogical society, San Bernardino County, Cali-
fornia, will be November 4 and 5, it is an-
nounced. General chairman is Marion L.
Moberly, Riverside. Display space will be
in the industrial building of the National
Orange Show. Seven thousand people saw
last year's show.

• • •
Catalina marble was collected in quan-

tities when members of the Delvers Gem
and Mineral society, Downey, California,
went on a field trip to the beach at Corona
del Mar. Some of the rockhounds chipped
away at boulders in an effort to remove
fossilized bone which was discovered. Sev-
eral good specimens were obtained. August
field trip of the society was to Tick Canyon,
where excellent quality jaspagate and agate
were found. Digging was required to find
specimens.

• • •
Members of the Santa Monica, California,

Gemological society enjoyed—vicariously—

Agate Jewelry
Wholesale

Rings — Pendants — Tie Chains
Brooches — Ear Rings

Bracelets — Matched Sets
Ask for price list No. 1.

Blank Mountings
Rings — Ear Wires — Tie Chains

Cuii Links — Neck Chains
Bezel — devices — Shanks

Solder — Findings
Ask lor price list No. 2

O. R. JUNKINS & SON
440 N.W. Beach St.
Newport, Oregon

HILLQUIST GEM-MASTER
SAWS! GRINDS!*
SANDS! BUFFS!

Everything in-
cluded except

motor. Uses all
Hillquist acces-
sories. Ideal for

beginners. Only
$42.50 complete.

HILLQUIST DRUM SANDERS
The most popular drum "
Sander made. Patented
"quick-lock' screw makes
It easy to change sanding •
cloth. Two sizes (2"x7"-$6) V
(3"x7"-$7) . State size arbor.N

Cut Faster—Last Longer—Cost
0 Less. Available in all sizes.
•You' l l swear by 'em, not at 'em!

BEFORE you wyMiy
LAPlVKRy EQU/PMENT-

Sft

HILLQUIST SLABBING SAWS
12" bench model, $65.
16" floor model, $97.50
20" floor model, $140.
Real rockhounds saws
favored for their big
capacity and lifetime
construction. "Magic-
Brain" automatic feed
for above $46.35.

a three-month field trip when they watched
colored slides at their August meeting with
narration by A. C. Ostergard. He is past
president of the Mineralogical Society of
Southern California. Mineral specimens
collected on the trip were on display at the
meeting. August field trip of the society
was an easy one—a picnic in North Holly-
wood Park.

HILLQUIST TRIM SAW • • • • • • • • • •
The "Cadillac" of trim saws. Exclu-

sive "up-and-down"
\arbor. "No-splash"

plastic guards.
Precision rock

clamp and guide.
Complete with 8 "

blade, $57.50 *

HILLQUIST FACETING ATTACHMENT

CATALOG
PACKED full.OF HELPfUL IAPIDARY

INFORMATION - SEHD NOW TO-

LAPIDARY E

Af iine precision instrument. Only
$29.00. For Hillquist
Compact Lap Unit or

for any other
lap by using

Adapter Socket
at $2. No belter

faceter made.

HILLQUIST COMPLETE FACETER
Only $62.50 complete with 3
index plates. You can cut any

faceted form quickly and
easily. The equal

of f aceters
costing twice

the price.

HILLQUIST GEM DRILL-HOLE SAW
Drills finest holes
at high
speed and saws
discs up to IV2".
Exclusive ramrod
action prevents
core plugging.
Fully automatic. $68.80

HILLQUIST LAPIDARY ARBOR
Big! Rugged! Fast! Quiet! Takes
2 " x l 2 " wheels. Valuable for pro-
fessionals or anyone wanting fast,
smooth grinding.arboronly$53.50

HILLQUIST COMPACT LAP UNIT
Bigger than the Gem-Master. Handles
up to a 10" saw. Saws, grinds,
sands, polishes, laps, facets,
cuts spheres — does every
thing and does it better.
Thouands in use.
Everything inclu<
except motor
at$110

ALTA INDUSTRIES
Lapidary Equipment

Manufacture and Design
16-18 inch power feed slabbing saw
Belt ganders, including ball bearing
Drill press
Grinding arbor and trim saw

Send postal for free literature
ALTA INDUSTRIES

915 E. Washington St., Fasadena 6, Calif.

HOW! YOU CAN
CHECK FLUORESCENCE
IN THE FIELD

has its own patented dark
chamber, an exclusive

feature. You can check
specimen finds right on the
spot. Portable—weighs less

than 2 pounds complete. Inter-
changeable heads for long-
and short-wave operation.

Self-energized from two
flashlight batteries. Mercury

discharge tubes have no ballasts,
starters, nor filaments to fail.

At your dealers, or
write for detailed data.

Fluoretor in sturdy box,
six different specimen
holders, choice of long-
er short-wave

$49.50
Interchangeable head for other wavelength, $20.00.

For your exhibits, 115-v 60-cycle a-c power supply only
(all heads interchangeable) $10.00.

a professional instrument from:

V P. O. Box G522
Menlo Park, California
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SEE IN ACTION
Great Western Saw — Covington Blades and
Lap Units — MDB Faceting Head and Trim
Saw — Poly Arbors — Presto-O-Lite and

Supplies for Jewelry Making

ORANGE COAST GEM CRAFTS
(Kay and "Barney" Barnes)

1106 Coast Boulevard. Corona del Mar. Calif.

FAMOUS TEXAS PLUMES
Pick up your own for 25c a lb., or choose
from my tables. Red plume and many
other types of agate. 17 miles south of
Alpine. Road paved. Price list on request.
Orders filled promptly. Postage please.

Get acquainted offer—8 lb. mixture post-
paid, $5.00. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

WOODWARD RANCH
Box 453 Alpine, Texas

OfrcU - THexic*
10 Small Fire Pieces, average Vi"... $1.00
5 Larger pieces, average 3A" 1.00
5 Still larger, 1" or over 2.00
1 Vial Clear Fire Opal 1.50
1 Larger vial 3.00
1 Vial rough Cherry Opals 0.35
1 Vial rough Honey Opals 0.35
1 Vial rough Water Clear Opals 0.35

10 Pieces Cherry & Honey Opals in
Matrix 1.50

$11.05

Entire Selection — $10.00 postpaid

Although these are sold chiefly as cabinet
specimens and have plenty of fire, many
of them will work up into nice cabochons.

Money Cheerfully Refunded if Not
Entirely Satisfactory

Mexican Agate Slabs on Approval

RALPH E. MUELLER & SON
307 Admiral Blvd. Kansas City 6, Mo.

MINER ALIGHT
Model SL Ultra-Violet Lamps

• Vivid fluorescence • Much lower
prices • Weight 16 ounces • Stream-
lined • Short Wave • Long Ware
• 110-Volt • Battery
After two years of research, the
finest Mlneralights ever produced,
are now here—at unbelievably low
prices.
See these two great Ultra-Violet
lamps at your dealer's . . .

MODEL SL 2537—Short Wave
MODEL SL 3660—Long Wave

A complete line of modernized, light
weight, low-priced field accessories is
also available. Write for cataloe SL 2.

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC.
SOUTH PASADENA, CALIF.

Some Dealerships still available

NEW OFFICERS INSTALLED
BY GLENDALE SOCIETY

Now heading the Glendale, California,
Lapidary and Gem society is a new slate
of officers installed during the summer.
Officers are: Mrs. Orma Foote, president;
Wencil Seastrom, first vice president; Earl
Endell, .second vice president; Mrs. Lou-
ella Miller, secretary; Frank Overton, treas-
urer.

President during the preceding year was
Henry Hodge, who led the society through
a very active season which ended with the
organization in a sound financial position.

• • •
With next year's California Federation

convention scheduled to be in Oakland, the
Mineral and Gem Society of Castro Valley
is planning to enter an exhibit in the com-
petition. Decision to do so was made at
August meeting of the society. At the meet-
ing Dr. Arthur B. Emmes discussed uranium
and other radioactive minerals. Using speci-

ALPHA

COUNTER

RADIOACTIVE ORE DETECTOR
This newly developed nuclear instrument is
a practical tool for the prospector, assayer
and physicist. It is an optical instrument
which gives a clear, distinct visual statis-
tical count of alpha particles (rays) from any
source. Complete with carrying case, quench-
er, radio-active samples and instructions on
its use. Mail your order today—only $5.00
complete. In Calif, add 3% sales tax.
Send 10c to cover cost of mailing for large—
17"x22M—characteristics chart of important
uranium and thorium ores of the world, and
where they are now found.

uclear Division D-31
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JUNIOR

GEM
CUTTER

A Complete Lapidary Shop
Only $37.50

• Ideal for apartment house dwell-
ers.

• Polish rocks into beautiful gems.
• Anyone can learn.
• Instructions included.

« Write for Free Catalog •

ALLEN LAPIDARY EQUIPMENT
COMPANY

3632 W. Slauson Ave.. Los Angelas 43. Cal.
Phone Axminister 2-6206

mens submitted by members, he demon-
strated use of a Geiger counter. August
field trip was to Golden Gate park, San
Francisco, where members viewed the min-
eral collection of William Pitts, on display
in the Academy of Sciences, and the Haps-
burg art collection at the DeYoung Mu-

Pictures taken on a trip to Mexico City
were shown at September meeting of the
Kern County Mineral society, and displays
to be arranged for the Kern County, Cali-
fornia, fair were discussed. Members also
talked about the mass field trip to Lake
Mead which is being sponsored October 7
and 8 by the Clark County Gem Collectors,
Nevada. August meeting of the Kern
County group was a potluck dinner at the
country home of a member couple.

• • •
August was a busy month for the Long

Beach Mineralogical society. August 9 was
regular meeting, with slides and a talk on
a boat trip through Grand Canyon spon-
sored by the California Institute of Tech-
nology. August 23 was board meeting night,
and on August 27 members and their fam-
ilies and guests enjoyed the society's annual
picnic. Some members have indicated they
may join the mass field trip being sponsored
by the Clark County Gem Collectors, Las
Vegas, Nevada, on October 7 and 8.

• • •
A visit to the San Andreas fault area in

Cajon Pass and the Wrightwood and Big
Pines regions of California made an inter-
esting field trip in July for the Pomona
Valley Mineral club. Many stops were made
along the actual fault line and George
Bellamin, instructor at Los Angeles City
College, described and explained peculi-
arities of the fault area. In August the club
held its annual summer picnic in San Dimas
park, where members took time for an
exchange of mineral specimens.

• • •
Members of the Tacoma, Washington,

Agate club gathered for a potluck picnic
which was their August meeting, but in
September they went indoors again and
met at St. Johns parish house, regular meet-
ing place.

• • •
Third annual Lapidary and Gem exhibit

of the Hollywood Lapidary society is to be
held October 28 and 29 at Plummer Park,
7377 Santa Monica boulevard, Hollywood,
California, it is announced.

• • •
Devil's Canyon in San Bernardino County

was site of the July meeting for the Orange
Belt Mineralogical society, California. In
September members enjoyed a picnic and
rock auction at Sylvan park, Redlands.

The Great Western
Saw of Saws

Smooth Cutting and Blade saving

Saw for the Hobbyists who

Delight in Slabbing.

Come in for demonstrations

COMPTON ROCK SHOP
1409 SOUTH LONG BEACH BLVD.

COMPTON. CALIFORNIA
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AMATEUR OEM CUTTER
By LELANDE QUICK, Editor of The Lapidary Journal-

Several annual fall gem and mineral
shows are in the offing. The first annual
show of the Compton Gem & Mineral Club
comes September 30 and October 1 at the
Civic Center Auditorium in Compton, Cali-
fornia. This is followed by the annual show
of the San Diego Mineral & Gem Society
on October 14-15 at Recital Hall in Balboa
Park. Then comes another first show by
the San Gorgonio Mineral .& Gem Society
October 20, 21, and 22 at the Cherry Fes-
tival building, midway between Beaumont
and Banning, California. This is followed
the next weekend by the third annual show
of the Hollywood Lapidary Society to be
held October 28 and 29 at Plummer Park
Recreation hall, 7377 Santa Monica Boule-
vard, Los Angeles. November 4 and 5 the
Orange Belt Mineralogical Society will hold
its annual show in the National Orange
Show building at San Bernardino. Then
comes the first annual show of the Sequoia
Mineral Society to be held November 18
and 19 at the Home Economics building on
the Fresno fairgrounds at Fresno.

Three of these shows are given by experi-
enced hands at the show business and three
of them are the first shows of their societies.
We wish them well for we know that noth-
ing holds a society together like work in a
common effort. We express the hope that
they accomplish the things they are evi-
dently planned for—the education of the
non-collecting public in what the members
have gathered together. But education can-
not be accomplished without information.
The public wants to know what they are
looking at but they don't want exhibits so
cluttered with strange names and terms (too
often misspelled) that the exhibits lose their
effectiveness.

Perhaps a letter recently received from
Alice Walters of Ramona, California, may
be of interest to the committees planning
these shows. Mrs. Walters writes: "I re-
cently went with a group to see the Hobby
Show in Los Angeles. I hoped to see a good
lapidary and mineral display. In one way
I was pleased because what there was, was
of fine quality, but in several ways it was
a great disappointment. May I tell you sev-
eral things that occurred to me as 1 looked
and listened to the comments? One: Prac-
tically no labels. While I stood there a lady
commented to me: "Such a beautiful slab.
Do you know what it is?' I told her and
then she asked where it came from. I also
was able to give her that information. A
tiny card placed at its base would have
been most helpful to those who admired
but were too shy to ask.

"Two: At least three groups were heard
to say (on looking at the faceted stones),
'my, how real they look. How can they
make such good imitations!' Now that isn't
fair to the lapidary craftsman. I know all
my beloved quartz minerals were repre-
sented, including clear, smoky, citrine and
amethyst, besides aquamarine, etc. But
right across the center of the display was
a row of the synthetic rutiles and they
heard the man say they were synthetic so
assumed that all the stones were synthetic
or, as they understood, imitations. A few
labels would have done a silent but efficient
job of educating the interested but still
quite ignorant public.

"Let's break down this idea that 'labels
spoil the effect.' Good clear concise little
cards, giving the name of the specimen and

locality where found, would interest visitors,
especially if they saw their state represented.

"And about synthetics: I don't know
how the majority of lapidaries feel but to
me it would seem more in keeping with
the educational theme to keep them in
separate displays from genuine stones and
so label them, as well as labeling the real
stones genuine."

We heartily agree with our correspondent.
However the shows of recent years have
usually been adequately labeled. The thing
that burns us is the horrible misspelling.
The terms and names are really difficult
even for well educated people who are
often stumped by rhodochrosite and chry-
socolla. Location names like Lavic and
Nipomo are frequently misspelled. But we
think the prize in wrong spelling should go
to a jeweler we visited recently, and not to
any society show. This jeweler had a min-
eral display for his customers' interest.
Practically every label was wrong but when
we came to a benitoite specimen labeled
"Baneedow White" we asked for baking
soda.

In the case of the Hobby Show exhibit
there was a genuine excuse. This display
was gotten together on 24 hours notice.
Several good specimens were selected from
the collections of many members of two
societies and hastily put in the cases. There
was no time to prepare labels but the so-
cieties had someone there at every hour
the show was open for 10 days to offer
advice on the displays. That was a heroic
job that deserves more applause than would
the labeling.

We still believe a case of cabochons with
every one labeled often looks like the
stadium two hours after the game—messy
and cluttered. The best solution to this we
believe is to have each cabochon represented
by a tiny, unobtrusive printed number. Each
guest should be given a printed program as
they register and then when they see a
pretty purple stone labeled No. 43 they
consult their program and see that it is
amethyst, that it is found in most western
states but that the cut specimen they are
looking at probably came from Brazil,
where the best material is now found. The
San Jose Lapidary Society was the first to
follow out this idea and it has been very
successful and appreciated where it has
been used. The expense of printing such
a program can easily be covered by a few
ads from local business houses. This idea
also gives the exhibiting society an oppor-
tunity to do a little propagandizing by tell-
ing who and what they are, where and
when they meet and what they do besides
showing stones. The best way to get the
numbers is to have several people cut the
numbers from old calendars and the page
numbers from old magazines.

And we hope that all the societies exhib-
iting in the fall will follow the idea origin-
ated by the Glendale Lapidary & Gem
Society. Have a big table with some per-
sonable and well informed member behind
it to answer questions. Have the table
loaded with all kinds of rocks and a sign
that invites people to handle them all they
wish and ask as many questions as they
wish. If they find a rock they like let them
put their name on it and then if they are
present to claim it when the show closes

let them have it. That's educational!

NEW CATALOGS AVAILABLE
If you want Choice Cutting Material, Fine &
Rare Minerals, Geiger Counters, Miner-
alights, Books, Trim Saws, Fluorescents,
Ores, Gems, Ring Mounts, or advice, write
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PALM DESERT CALIFORNIA T H I R T E E N T H V O L U M E INDEX
NOVEMBER, 1949
TO OCTOBER, 1950

Abajo Mountains, Utah
Nov 49 p25, Feb 50 pl5

Abelt, Abe Oct50p8
Adams, Aries Jun 50 p20, Jul 50 p4
Afton Canyon, Calif Nov 49 p35
Agate Hill, Utah Jul50p9
Aguereberry, Pete Nov 49 p8
Aguereberry Point Nov 49 p8
Alcalde, New Mexico Apr50p8
Aleson, Harry

Jan 50 pl4, Mar 50 p23, Sep 50 pp5-12
Allen, Mrs. Jennings Sep50p7
Allen, Norton (Close-ups) May 50 p27

Oct 50 p30
Allied Artists of Palm Springs....Apr 50 p24
Allison, Chester May 50 p8
Alvey, Edson Sep 50 p8
Alvord, Charles Jun 50 pp5, 6
Alvord Mountains, Calif Jun 50 p5
Amargosa River Feb 50 p23
Amateur Gem Cutter,

by Lelande Quick Each issue
Amboy, Calif Nov 49 pl5
Amboy Crater Nov 49 pl7
American Potash and Chemical

Corporation Aug 50 pl5
Anderson, A. J Aug5Opl8
Anderson, Helen Ashley, Author of—

Tribesmen of Tuzigoot Jun50pl6
Ants Dec 49 plO
Anza, Juan Bautista de

Mar 50 pi 1, Jul 50 pp29, 30
Anza's Trail Jul 5Op31
Archeology

Nov 49 pp21-25, Jun 50 pl6, Sep 50 p21
Artifacts Nov 49 p21, Mar 50 pl8

Jul 50 p7, Sep 50 pp23, 24
Atomic Energy Commission. Feb 50 ppl2,16

B
Bagdad, Calif Nov. 49 pl5
Baggley, Supt. George Feb5Opp5-ll
Bahmeier, H. F May50p6
Baja California May 50 p9
Baker, George Aug 50 pl8
Baker, Maggie May 50pl7
Baker, Riley May 50 pl7
Ball, Elmer Aug 50 p29
Balls' Freighters Aug 50 p28
Beal, Mary Jun 50 p6
Beal, Mary, Author of—

Lupine Once Had a Bad
Reputation Feb 50 p39

Dignity and Elegance Among the
Rocks Mar 50 p27

Crimson Splashes on the
Desert Apr 50 pl7

Daisy of the Panamints Jun 50 p30
They Perfume the Night Aug 50 p20

Bean, George Washington Oct 50 p20
Beard, John and Steve Jan 50 p27
Bear's Ears, Utah (Landmark)..Nov 49 p23
Beckler, Marion, Author of—

When Stage Coaches Came to
Valtecito Jan 50 pi 1

He Could Crack a Bull-Whip.Aug 50 p27
Beckler, Marion (Close-ups) Jan5Op38
Beckwith, Frank Dec 49 p4, Jun 50 pl2

Oct 50 pp21,22
Beef Basin, Utah Nov49p21
BeH, Helen Drusilla Apr 50 p22
Benko, George ..Jun 50 ppl3-15, Oct 5Op32
Bennett, Asabel Jun 50 p6
Berman, Dr. Harry Oct 50 pp5, 6, 8
Bielawski, C Jan 50 p8, Feb 50 pl9
Bierman, Miss Agnes Sep 50 p24
Bighorn sheep Mar 50 p31
Bill Williams River Feb50pl7
Birch, James E Jan 50 pi 1
Blackburn, Howard Oct 50 p20
Black Canyon Oct50ppl7, 18

Black Mountains Feb 50 p20, May 50 p6
Blake, William Phipps Mar 50 pi 1
Bledsoe, Vinita, Author of—

They Bring 'em Back Stuffed.Apr 50 p27
Mighty Mite of the Huachucas Oct 50 p23

Bledsoe, Vinita (Close-ups) Apr50pl5
Blon, John L. Von, Author of—

Lost Gold of Salt Spring Feb 50 p23
Blon, John L. Von (Close-ups) ..Feb 50 p30
Bluff, Utah Mar 50 pl5
Bolton, Dr. Herbert Eugene

Jul 50 p27, Aug 50 p8

Book Reviews—
Amsden, Charles Avery,
Navaho Weaving Nov 49 p47
Arizona Pioneer's Historical Society,
Campaigns in the West May 50 p47
Babington, Dr. S. H., Navajos,
Gods, and Tom-Toms Jul 50 p47
Beebe and Clegg, Legends of
the Comstock Lode Oct 50 p47
Bell, Helen Drusilla,
The Master Passes By Aug 50 p47
Brew, Montgomery, Smith and Ewing,
Franciscan A watovi Feb 50 p47
Bolton, Herbert E., Coronado,
Knight of the Pueblos Jun 50 p47
Colton, Harold S.,
Hopi Katchina Dolls Mar 50 p47
Corle, Edwin, El Camino Real Feb 50 p47
Dale, Edward Everett,
Indians of the Southwest May 50 p47
Douglas, Jack, Panning Gold..Aug 50 p47
Eyre, Alice, The Famous Fremonts
and Their America Apr50p47
Galloway, John D., The First
Transcontinental Railroad Aug 50 p47
Graham, R. B. Cunninghame,
The Horses of the Conquest....Dec 49 p44
Hassell, Sandy,
Handbook on Navajos Jan 50 p47
Haynes, Elsie,
Meet the Giant Cactus May 50 p47
Heald, Weldon, Scenic Guide
to California May 50 p47
Howell, E. L., Little Chapters about
San Juan Capistrano Mission. Apr 50 p47
Hungerford, Edward, Wells Fargo—
Advancing the American
Frontier Nov 49 p47
Leighton and Kluckhohn,
The Navajo Apr 50 p47
Children of the People Apr 50 p47
Lewis, Warren F., The Jayhawkers"
Oath and Other Sketches Jan 50 p47
Manly, William L..
Death Valley in '49 Jan 50 p47
Manter, Ethel,
Rocket of the Comstock Jul 50 p47
McNickle, D'Arcy,
They Came Here First Jul 50 p47
Naturegraph company. Illustrated
Key to Lizards, Snakes and
Turtles of the West May 50 p47
New Mexico Magazine,
Pictorial New Mexico Mar 50 p47
Nordyke, Lewis, Cattle Empire,
Fabulous Story of the 3,000,-
000 Acre XIT Feb50p47
O'Kane, Walter Collins,
Sun in the Sky Jun 50 p47
Paden, Irene D.,
Prairie Schooner Detours Feb 50 p47
Putnam, George Palmer,
Up in Our Country Oct50p47
Thompson, Brian, Narrow Gauge
Railways in America Mar 50 p47
Tireman, Loyd, 3-Toes May 50 p47
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission,
Prospecting for Uranium Dec 49 p45
Utah Historical Society's 16th and
17th Volume, Exploration of the
Colorado River Dec 49 p44

Borrego Spr'ngs, Calif Oct50ppl3-15
Borrego Valley, Calif Oct50ppl3-15
Botany—

Boojum tree Jan 50 p21
Figwort fimily Apr50pl7
Goatnut tree Jan50p22
Night-blooming cereus Aug 50 p20
Paint-brush Apr 50 pl7
Panamint daisy Jun5Op3O
Saguaro cactus Jan 50 p23, Jun 50p21
Sunflowers Mar 50 p27

Boulder Be; ch Feb50p7
Boulder Canyon May50p8

Oct50ppl7, 18
Boulder City, Nevada Feb 50 pi 1

Oct 50 pl6
Box Canyon, Mecca Hills, Calif. Apr. 50 pl9
Bradshaw stage road May50pl7
Bradt, George M., Author of—

Its Tiny Fangs are Harmless....May 50 plO
Marauder with a Ringtail Jun50p24
Streamlined for Speed Jul50pl4
Furred Denizens of the Desert Aug 50 p23
They Prefer to Glide Away....Sep 5Op28

Bradt, George M., (Close-ups).May 50p27
Bramlette, T. J Sep50p24
Brewerton, Lt. George D Oct50ppl9, 20
Breyfogle, Anton Feb 50 p26
Brickell, Dr. John Mar 50 p27
Bright, Everett Jun50pl7
Brodie, Alexander O Jan50p34
Brooks, Charlie May50pl6
Bryce National Park Apr5Op38
Buff, Conrad Jun 50 p27
Buff, Mary Jun 50 p28
Bullhead, Arizona May50p8
Bullion Mountain, Calif Aug 50 p9
Burt, Olive, Author of—

He Brands Snakes Oct 50 p9
Burt, Olive W. (Close-ups) Oct50p29
Butler, Jim Feb 50 p27
Butterfield, John Jan5Opl3
Butterfield Stage Route May50pl7

c
Cacomistle Jun 50p24
Cacti—

Bisnaga Dec 49 p36, Jun 50 p20
Jul 50 pp6-8, Oct 50 p29

Buckhorn Jul 50 p6
Prickly pear Jun50p21

Calvario procession and
Crucifixion ceremony Apr 50 p5

Camel herd Mar50pl2
Camel-horse Dec 49 p34
Camino del Diablo Jun50p21
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. W. H...Sep 50 p23
Camp cooking Nov49p21
Camping and facilities .Nov 49 p5, Feb 50 p7
Canon de las Palmas, Baja Calif..Jul 50 p4
Capitol Reef National Monument

Dsc 49 p5. Mar 50 pl5, Jun 50 pl2
Carrizo Creek, Calif Mar50pl2
Carvalho, S. N Oct 50 pp20-22
Carson, Kit Jun 50 p9, Oct 50 pp 19, 22
Casa Grande National Monument

Dec 49 p26
Castillejo, Domingo Apr 50 pl7
Castillo, Juan Dec49p23
Cataract Canyon, Utah Nov 49 p40
Cathedral Valley, Utah Dec 49 p5
Cato, Charlie and Owen Feb5Opl5
Cato, Quintus JuHOplO
Cavalcade of Imperial Valley....Mar 50 p34
Caywood, Louis R Jun50pl8
Chaco Canyon National Monument

Nov. 49 p39
Chandler, Dr. A. J Jul50p34
Chase, J. Smeaton.. Apr50pl9
Chiricahua Mountains May 50 p 14

Oct 50 p23
Chocolate Mountains.Jan 50 p9, May 50 pl8
Cisco, Utah Jul50pl0
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Clarkdale, Arizona Jun50pl9
Clark, Fred Oct50pl4
Cliff Dwellings, Moqui Houses....Sep 50 p7
Coconino County, Arizona Jul 50 p22
Coffman, Mrs. Nellie Aug5Op37
Colbath, Alex and Mayme Mar 50 p5
Collins, John Oct50pl3
Colorado Desert ....Mar 50 pi 1, Mar 50 p26
Colorado National Monument....Apr 50p 11
Colorado River Jan 50 p5, Mar 50 pl5,

May 50 pp5-8, Jul 50 p9, Sep 50 pp5-12
Oct50ppl6-18

Condon, John Apr50pl0
Coronado, Francisco Vasquez de

Jan 50 p6, Jul 50 p29
Cottonwood Canyon, Death Valley

Dec 49 pl4
Coulter, Dr. Thomas Feb 50 p39
Couts, Col. Cave J Jan50pl l
Coyote Mountain, Calif Oct50pl4
Crook, General Aug50p28
Cutak, Ladislaus Jun50p20

D

Dandy Crossing, Utah Mar50pl5
Dark Canyon, Utah Nov 49 p22
Date Creek Reservation Aug 50 p27
Davis, Arthur Powell May 50 p8
Davis Canyon Sep50p5
Davis Creek Sep 50 pp7, 11
Davis Dam May5Opp5-8
Davis, Dick Aug50pl0
Day, Harriet Jul 50 p23
Dead Mountains, Nevada May 50 p6
Dean, Harold May 50 p8
Death Valley ....Nov 49 p8, Dec 49 ppl3, 27

Feb 50 p23, Jun 50 pp5, 30
Death Valley National Monument

Feb 50 p8
Death Valley Pageant.Nov 49 p4, Dec 49 p8
Deer Nov 49 plO
Demara, Manuel Jul 49 p4
Denning, Frank Feb 50 p26
Desert Botanical Gardens Jun 50 p20
Desert Holly Dec 49 pi4, Feb 50 p8
Dickinson, Alf Jul 50 p23
Dickson Pass, Utah Nov 49 p25
Dinner Stage Station Jan 50 p30
Dinosaur Ridge, Colo Apr 50 pl2
Dixon, Edith Jun50p28
Dobie, J. Frank Oct50pl3
Dolbear, Clinton E Aug50pl6
Dolores River Jul 50 p9
Doyle, R. E Jan 50 pi 1
Dry Fork Canyon, Utah Jun50pl2
Dunlap, Camp Robert H Apr50pl6
Dye, Bob Oct 50 p8
Dyer, W. W Mar50pl8

E

Easter Pageant, Mecca, Calif Apr 50 p22
Easter Sunrise Services Oct 50 pp27, 28
Egbert, Adrian Feb 50 p26
Egloffstein, F. W Jan 50 p8, Feb 50 p20
Ehrenberg, Arizona Aug 50 p27
Eldorado Canyon Oct50ppl6-18
Elko County, Nevada Jan 50 p30
Elk Ridge, Utah Nov 49 p22
Ely, Nevada Jan50pl5
Emery, Edith Oct50pl8
Emery, Murl Oct50ppl6-18
Engelmann, Henrv May 50 p22
Escalante, Fr. Silvestre Sep 50 p6

Oct 50 pp 19, 20, 22
Escalante River, Utah Sep 50 pp5-12
Escalante, Utah Sep 50 pp6, 7
Explorer's Pass Jan 50 p8

F

Fable Valley, Utah Nov 49 p22
Fages, Don Pedro Jan 50 pi 1
Fallon, Nevada May 50 p20
Farrell, Milt Jul5Op23
Fishing Feb 50 p7, May 50 p8

Oct50ppl6-18

Fish Lake Valley Sep50ppl4-16
Flagellentes, ancient religious order

Apr 50 p8
Font, Fr. Pedro Jul 50 p30
Ford, Ed May 50 p36
Ford, Walter, Author of—

Painted Canyon in Mecca Hills Apr 50 pl9
Fort Misery, Ariz Dec49p31
Fort Yuma Feb 50 pl8, Mar 50 pl2
Fossils Nov 49 p38, Feb 50 pl6

Mar5Opl2,Apr5OpplO-15
Franciscan Fathers Apr 50 p5
Fremont, John C Feb 50 p26, Jun 50 p9

Oct50ppl9-22
Fremont, Utah Oct 50 p20
Frost, Jack Oct 50 p8
Fruita, Colorado Apr50pl0
Funeral Range Dec49pl4

G
Gadsden, James Mar50pl2
Gallent, George Feb50pl5
Game Reserve—Lake Mead area..Feb 50 p8
Garces, Fr. Francisco Jul 50 p30
Gatlin, Walter Jun 50 p20, Jul 50 p5
Gem and mineral collecting, areas—

California, Bagdad, Mojave desert
Nov 49 pl6

California, Borrego Badlands....Oct 50 p5
California, Rockhound Rise Aug 50 p9
Colorado, Dinosaur Ridge Apr50pl0
Nevada, Ely Jan5Opl5
Nevada, Fish Lake Valley Sep5Opl5
Nevada, Lake Lahonton May50pl9
Oregon, Southern, Sunstone area

Dec 49 p9
Utah, Agate Hill Jul 50 p9
Utah, White Canyon Mar50pl4

Gem and mineral collecting, specimens—
Agate Dec49p6, Apr50pl0, May 50p21
Basalt Dec 49 pl4
Carnelian Apr 50 plO
Alladinate Apr 50 p30
Carnotite Feb 50 pl2
Chalcedony Nov 49 pl5, Apr 50 pl4

May 50 p21, Jun 50 plO, Aug 50 pl2
Chrysotile Aug 50 p31
Gneiss May 50 p6
Hanksite Aug 50 pl9
Hyalite Opal Nov 49 p5
Jadeite May 50 p43, Sep 50 p44
Jasper Nov 49 pl5, Dec 49 p6

Apr 50 pl3, Jun 50 plO, Jul50 p9
Obsidian Nov 49 pl3, Sep 50 p23
Opal ..Feb 50 p21, Apr 50 plO, Sep 50 pl5
Petrified Wood Mar50pl7
Quartz Feb 50 p21
Rhyolite • Jan 5Opl7
Rutile Dec 49 p36
Selenite Crystals Dec49p6
Sunstone Dec 49 p9
Turquoise Jun 50 pl7

George, Leslie Sep 50 p6
Ghost Towns—

Ballarat, Calif Nov 49 p5
Panamint, Calif Nov 49 p5
Silver Reef. Utah Mar50p4
Tuscarora, Nevada Jan 50 p27
White Hills, Arizona Feb50pl0

Gibson, Fred Jan50p21
Gilbert, Hope, Author of—

He Followed the Trails of the
Desert Padres Jul 50 p27

Gillette, King Oct50pl7
Glen Canyon Sep 50 pp5, 11
Golden, Steve Feb50p27
Goodpaster, Woody Apr 50 p27, Oct 50 p23
Gooseberry Ranger Station,

Utah Nov 49 p24
Gordon, Ted Oct 50 p5
Goulding, Harry Mar50p24
Grand Canyon ....Nov 49 p31, Feb 50 pp5-8

Feb 50 pl7, May 50 p8, Oct 50 pl8
Grand Junction, Colo...Apr 50 plO, Jul 50 p9
Grand Valley, Colo Apr50pl0

Grand Wash Jun5Opl2
Greene, Art Sep5Op5
Gregory, Herbert Sep50ppl0, 11
Guadalupe Canyon, Lower Calif...Jun 50 p4
Guano Oct 50 ppl6, 18
Gulf of California Jun 50 p34
Gulf of Calif., inundating Salton Sink

Jun50p46
Gunnison, Lt Oct 50 p20
Gypsum Canyon, Utah Nov 49 p22

H .

Haines, Cliff Jul 50 p21
Halliday, Melvin Jul 50 p23
Hard Rock Shorty of Death Valley

Each Issue
Harris, Don Sep50pl2
Harris, Shorty Nov 49 p8
Harris Wash Sep50pp6, 7
Harrington, M. R Sep 50 p22
Harrington, M. R., Author of—

Pinto Man at Little Lake Sep 50 p22
Harrington, Mark R. (Close-ups)

Aug 50 p30
Hart, John Jan50pl4
Haury, Dr. Emil W Oct50p31
Haworth, Al, Author of—

He Explored the Unknown Colorado
Jan 50 p5, Feb 50 pl7

Liquid Wealth from a Desert
Dry Lake Aug5Opl5

Haworth, Al (Close-ups) Jan5Op38
Headgate Rock Dam May 50 p7
Heald, Weldon F., Author of—

Gamble that Paid Off in
Contentment Sep 50 pl9

Heald, Weldon F. (Close-ups) ....Sep 50 p34
Heather, Harry Oct 50 p5
Henderson, Cyria Sep 50 pp5, 7
Henderson, Randall, Author of—

19 Days on Utah Trails Nov49pl9
Panamint Pack Trip Dec49pl3
Healing Ceremonial in Monument

Valley Mar 50 p24
They're Closing the Gates at

Davis Dam May50p5
Bisnaga Quenched Our Thirst. Jun 50 p20
La Mora Canyon in Baja California

Jul 50 p4
More Profitable than Gota...Aug 50 p31
When the Boats Wouldn't Float—

We Pulled 'em Sep 50 p5
Henneberger, Bill Apr 50 plO, Jul 50 p9
Hervey, Jim (Close-ups) Nov 49 p32
Highways—

Coachella Valley to Oceanside Dec 49 p32
Mexicali to Gulf of Calif.

Jul 50 p5-8, Aug 50 p37
Mexico Central Highway May 50 p8
Trona-Death Valley Road Nov 49 p4

Hiking and camping locations in
Death Valley Nov 49 pp5-7

Hilton, John, Author of—
Big Paintings with a Little Brush

Jun 50 p27
Mining for Gunsights Oct 50 p5

Hilton, John (Close-ups) Jan50p38
Oct 50 p30

Holabird, Col. May 50 p8
Homesteading, 5-acre tracts Jul 50 pl9

Aug 50 p21, Sep 50 p29, Oct 50 p27
Homewood Canyon Jun 50 pl4
Hoover Dam....Feb 50 pp5, 11 May 50 pp5-9

Oct50ppl6-18
Howard, W. O Jul 50 p22
Huachuca Mountains, Arizona..Apr 50 p27

May50pl0, Oct50p23
Hubbell, Ramon Sep 50 p6
Humphreys, Capt. A. A Feb5Op21
Hunt, Capt. Jefferson Jun 50 p9
Hunter, Bev Dec49pl5

I
Immigrant Trail Jan50pl l
Imperial Dam May 50 p7
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Indian ceremonials—
Hopi Snake Dances Aug 50 p4
Navajo Fire Dance May50pl2
Navajo Sand Paintings Mar 50 p24

Indian dances, Gallup Aug 50 p34
Indian glyphs ..Nov 49 ppl9-23, Nov 49 pl4

Feb50pll , May50p8
Jul50p7, Sep 50 p 10

Indian life—
Apache Oct 50 pl9
Chemehuevis Ian 50pl0
Cocopahs Ian 50 p6
Hopi lul 50 pl5, Aug 50 p4
Mojave Feb 50pl8
Navajo Feb 50 pl3, lul 50 pl5
Opata Jul 50 p22, Sep 50 p31
Yumas Jan 50 p8

Indians, prehistoric...Mar 50 pi 1, Jun 50 pl2
Sep 50 pp 23-27

Indian schooling ....Nov 49 p38, Jan 50 p37
Apr50p38

Indian welfare Dec 49 pp29, 30, 33
Apr 50 p33, May 50 p33

Ian50p31,Oct50p36
Inglesby, Dr. A. L Dec 49 p4
Ives, Lt. Joseph C Ian 50 p5, Feb 50 pl7

I
lackass Mail Jan50pl3
lackling, Daniel C Jan50pl9
Jaeger, Edmund C Apr50pp20, 21
lames, George Wharton Apr 50 p22
lasper Canyon, Utah Dec 49 p5
Jeffers Ranch, Utah Dec 49 p5
Johnson, Capt. A. R Mar 50 pi 1
Johnson, Zeke Nov 49 p24
Johnson, Russell Dec49pl4
Jolley, Donal Feb50pp7-10
Jones, Alfred and Hallie May50p20
Juan, Edi Feb50p8
Julian, Calif Oct50pl5

E
Kachina Indian Village Oct50p31
Kaiparowitz Plateau Sep 50 pp7, 10
Kearny, General Jan 50 pi 1
Kelly, Charles, Author of—

Valley of the Cathedrals Dec 49 p4
Murals Painted by Ancient

Tribesmen Jun 50 pl l
Forgotten Trail of the Old
West Oct 50 pl9

Kigalia, ranger station Nov 49 p22
Kingman, Arizona ..Feb 50 plO, May 50 p6

Iul50p21
King snake Dec49pl4
King, Clarence May 50 p22
Kino, Father Eusebio Jul 50 p29
Kit Carson Memorial Park

(Proposed) Oct 50 p34
Klohr, Jim Sep5Opl3
Kuehne, Louis A Aug50p31

L

Laguna Dam May 50 p8
Lake Bonneville ....May 50 p20, Oct 50 plO
Lake Lahonton May 50 p20
Lake Mead Feb 50 pp5-8, May 50 p8

Oct50ppl6-18
Lake Mead, Silt Menace Sep 50 p27
Lake Mead Boat Co Feb 50 p8
Lake Mead Recreational area....Feb 50 pp5-7

May 50 p8
La Mora Canyon, Baja Calif Jun 50 p20

Jul 50 p4
Lamy, Bishop Apr 50 p9
Land, Dr. Edwin H Oct 50 pp5, 6
Lanz, "Dutch John" Aug 50 p28
Larabee-Aleson Exploring Expedition

Mar 50 p23
Larabee, Charles ....Jan 50pl4, Mar 50p23

Sep 50 pp5, 12

Larson, Hugh Aug 50 p32
La Sal Mountains Feb50pl6
Las Cruces, New Mexico Mar 50 p22
Las Trampas, New Mexico Apr 50 p6
Lassator, James R Ian50pl2
Leavitt, Val Nov 49 p23
Leeds, Utah Mar 50 p6
Lee's Ferry Sep 50 pp5, 12
Legends, Indian Iun50ppll , 12
LeMoigne Canyon, Death Valley Dec 49 pi3
LeMoigne, lohn Dec49pl6
Lewis, Frank Aug50p31
Lewis, Lt. Cecil P Apr50pl6
Lighthouse Rock Ian 50 p9
Lindsay, Charles Sep 50 pp6, 7
Linus, Axel Apr50p24
Little Lake, Calif Sep 50 pp23-26
Lockwood, Dean Frank C lul 50 p30
London, Herb Dec49pl4
Loper, Bert Oct 50 p29
Los Hermanos Penitentes Apr 50 pp 5, 6
Los Pastores, Christmas pageant Dec 49 pl8
Lost Mines—

Breyfogle Lost Mine Feb 50 p23
Butler also known as Buckley
Mine Oct 50 pl4
Lost Alvord Mine lun 50 pp5, 6
Lost Coconino Jul50pp21-23
Lost Dutchman ....Apr 50 pl5, Jul 50 p33
Lost Gold Pockets Oct50ppl3-15
Lost Gunsight Silver Lode lun 50 p5
Lost Padre lul 50 p22
Lost Pegleg Nov 49 p28, Jan 50 p32

Mar 50 p31, May 50 pl6, Oct 50 ppl3-15
Lost Pin Gold mine Jul50pl3
Silver Mine, Arizona Sep50p31

Lovelock Cave, Nevada May 50 p24
Lupe, John Aug50p32

M

MacKenzie, Christine B., Author of—
Adobe Maker of Scottsdale....T)ec 49 p23

Manly, William Lewis Nov 49 p4
Dec 49 p27

Manzano, New Mexico May50pl5
Marbury, Dr. William D Oct50p31
Marl Spring, Calif Feb 50 p26
Marshall, W. Taylor Jun 50 p20
Marston, Otis and Margaret Jul50pl3
Mason, James E Jan50pl4
Maverick Point, Utah Mar50pl4
Maverick Spring, Utah..... Nov 49 p23
Maynard, Ed Mar 50 p7
McCain, Arthur Dorsey Feb 50 p29
McCain, John Oct50pl5
McCloskey, Johnny Feb 50 p26
McCowen, B. E Sep 50 p26
McCulloch, Mrs. Robert Apr 50 p9
McKenney, I. Wilson, Author of—

Death Valley in '49 Dec 49 p27
He Named Lake Cahuilla Mar 50 pl l

McKenney, I. Wilson (Close-ups)
Apr 50 pl5

McLeod, Edith Rutenic, Author of—
We Found Ant Hills Covered

With Jewels Dec 49 p9
McNickle, D'Arcy May 50 p8
Mecca, Calif Apr 50 p22
Mexicali, Baja Calif Jul 50 p5
Mexican Hat, Utah Feb5Opl3
Mexican Striped Racer Jul50pl4
Minerals Engineering Co Feb50pl5
Minerals—•

Asbestos Aug 50 p31
Borax Sep 50 ppl7, 18
Calcite Oct 50 pp5-8
Carnotite and vanadium Jul50pl0
Carnotite ore Oct 50 p26
Gold Jun 50 pp5, 6, Oct 50 p26
Lead Dec 49 pl7
Lead-silver and gold Oct 50 p26
Lead-silver and zinc Oct 50 p26
Lead-zinc Nov 49 p5
Manganese Jul 50 p32

Placer gold Jul 50pl l
Potash Oct 50 p33
Silver Nov 49 p6, Mar 50 p7
Telluride Mar 50 p28
Turquoise, Arizona Mar50pl2
Uranium Dec 49 p22, Jan 50 p39

Feb50pl5,Feb50p28
May 50 p38, Oct 50 p26

Vanadium Feb 50 pl2
Mines—

Amargosa Mine Feb 50 p23
Associated Mining Co Dec 49 p22
Buckeye Mine Mar 50 p7
Cactus Rat Uranium Mine Feb50pl5
Cisco Mining Co lul 50pll
Globe Asbestos Co Aug 50 p32
Grey Eagle Mine Oct 50 p26
Harrisburg Mining District Mar 50 p7
loe Walker Mine Apr 50 p30
Kennecott Copper Corp Jan50pl9
Magma Copper Co Jan 50 p23
Ophir Mine, Death Valley Nov 49 p5
Pansy Lee Mine Feb 50 p28
Rainbow Ridge Opal Mine....Dec 49 p22
Ruth Copper Pit Jan50pl9
Ruth Gold Mine Iun50pl3
Squaw Park Mining District....Jul 50 plO
Yellow Cat Mine Feb50ppl5, 16

Mining land opened Aug 50 p26
Miracle Rock, Colo Apr 50 p l l
Mitchell, John D., Author of—

Silver Mine of the Old Opata
Indians Sep 50 p31

Moab, Utah Jul50pl0
Mojave Canyon Feb50pl8
Mojave Desert Feb 50 p26, Aug 50pl5

Sep 50 p22
Mojave River Jun 50 p6
Mollhausen, H. B Ian 50 p8
Monroe, Morgan, Author of—

Brothers in an Ancient Faith....Apr 50 p5
Monticello, Utah ....Nov 49 p25, Feb 50pl5
Monument Canyon Feb50pl7
Monument Valley Feb50pl3
Moore, Raymond C Sep50pl0
Morelos Dam ....May 50 pp7, 9, Aug 50 p36
Mosaic Canyon, Death Valley Nov 49 p8
Mountain sheep Nov 49 p30, Feb 50 p8
Mount Antero Dec 49 p42
Mower, Margaret, Author of—

Without Pawn Iul50pl5
Mower, Margaret (Close-ups) Jul5Op31
Mt. Blitzen, Nevada Ian 50 p28
Muench, loyce, Author of—

Adventures in a Desert Garden Jan 50 p21
Muir, John Mar50pl2
Mule Canyon, Calif lun 50 p6
Mulkins, Jchn Jan50pl4
Murbarger, Nell, Author of—

Printer of Old Tuscarora Ian 50 p27
Buckboard Days at Silver Reef

Mar 50 p4
Museums Aug 50 p35, Sep 50 p35
Musselman, Nancy Nov 49 p22
Musselman, Ross Nov49ppl2-25
Myer, Dillon S lul 50 p39

N

Natural Bridges National Monument
Nov 49 p23, Mar 50 ppl5, 16

Navajo Bridge Sep 50 p6
Nelson, Nevada Oct50pl8
Nevills, Mrs. Mae Nov49p31
Nevills, Norman ....Nov 49 p46, Apr 50 p22

Sep 50 pl l
Nevills, Norman and Doris Nov49p31
New River, Calif Mar50pl2
Nicholls Warm Springs, Calif lun 50 p35
Niland, Calif Apr50pl6
Notch, The, Landmark Nov 49 p24
Nye County, Nevada Ian50pl6

o
Oak Creek, Arizona Jul 50 p22
Oddie, Tasker L Apr 50 p35
Old Nicholas Canyon, Calif Oct50pl3
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Old Spanish Trail Feb 50 p23, Jun 50 p5
Oct50ppl9-22

Onate, Don Juan de Apr 50 p5
Owl Holes region, Death Valley.Jun 50 p5
Owyhee River, Nevada Ian5Op31

Paden, Mr. and Mrs. W. G Jul5Op3O
Palms, Blue Palms and Washingtonia

Filifera Jul 50 p7
Palm oasis Jul 50 pp6-8
Palm Springs, Calif Apr 50 p24
Palm Wash area, Borrego

Badlands Oct 50 pp5-8
Palomar Canyon, Baja Calif Jul 50 p4
Palominas, Arizona Sep 50 p20
Palo Verde Valley Jan50pl0
Palo Verde weir May 50 p7
Panamint City, Calif Nov 49 p6
Panamint Range, Calif Dec49pl3
Panamint Valley Nov 49 p5
Parker Dam May 50 p7
Parker Valley, Arizona Jan50pl0
Patton, Gen. George S Oct 50 pp5, 6
Peavine Canyon, Utah Nov 49 p22
Pegleg Smith Nov 49 p29, Feb 50 p29

Mar 50 pp29, 30, May 50 pl6
Oct50ppl3-15

Pegleg Smith Liar's Contest Feb 50 p29
Pena, Tonka Nov 49 p38
Perdew, Mary E. (Close-ups)....Sep 50 p34
Petroglyphs Nov 49 p23, Dec 49 pl4

Feb 50 pi l,May 50 p8, Jun 50 p l l
Jul50p7, Sep50pl0

Phillips, Guy Aug 50 p32
Photographs, contest prize winners—

Jim Hervey, John R. Hamilton Nov 49 p27
G. H. Remmerde, Ben Pope....Mar 50pl0
Art Riley, Arthur Center Apr 50 p4
Andrew Crofut,

Carson V. Ryan May 50 p25
Robert D. Mundell, Don Ollis.Jun 50 p23
Cal Montney, Tom Mulligan...Jul 50 p25

Picket Post House, Arizona Jan 50 p22
Pictographs Nov 49 ppl9-21. Mar 50 pl8
Pillsbury, Dorothy L., Author of—

Pom Poms at Christmas Dec49pl8
Pinal Mountains. Arizona Jan50p21
Pinto Basin, Calif Sep 50 p23
Pipkin, Ann and George Dec49pl4
Polaroid Oct 50 pp5-8
Poncel, Joseph May 50 p35
Powell, John Wesley May 50 p8
Putnam, George Palmer Dec49ppl3-17

Feb 50 p34
Putney Mesa May50pl4
Pyramid Canyon May 50 pp6, 9

Quail Creek, Utah Mar 50 p9
Quick, Lelande, Author of—

Amateur Gem Cutter Each Issue
Quick, Lelande (Close-ups) Nov 49 p32

Rain making ....Mar 50 p37, Apr 50 pp32,37
Jun 50 p36, Aug 50 p39

Sep 50 p36, Oct 50 pp33, 34
Ransom, Jay Ellis, Author of—

We Followed the Lure of Carnotite
Feb 50 pl2

Swamper's Gold May50pl6
Ransom, Jay Ellis (Close-ups) .Nov 49 p32
Rattlesnakes Dec 49 pl4, Oct 50 pp9-12
Redd, J. Wyley Nov 49 p23
Richards, George F Oct50p36
Richardson, Gladwell, Author of—

Lost Mine of Coconino July50p21
Riddell, Robert M., Author of—

Lure for Wildlife Nov 49 p9
Riggs, Jim Sep50pl2
Ringtail cat Jun 50 p24
Rizir, Zirist Oct 50 p26
Robinson, Capt. ..Jan 50 p7, Feb 50 ppl8, 21
Robinson's Landing Jan50p6
Rockhound Rise Aug 50 p9

Rockhouse Canyon, Calif Oct 50 pp 13-15
Rogers, John Dec 49 p27
Rogers, Marvin Nov49pl9
Roods Rock, Death Valley Dec49pl3
Roods, William Dec49pl3
Ruess, Christopher and Stella Sep 50 p5
Ruess, Everett _.Apr.50 p46, Sep 50 pp5,6,ll
Russell, Richard Joel Dec 49 p l l
Ruth, Nevada Jan50pl9

S
Sagers, Utah Jul50pl0
Salsbury, Dr. and Mrs. C. G May 50 p35
San Carlos Apache Indian Reservation

Aug 50 p32
San Cayetano Mountain Sep5Op31
San Francisco Mountains, Ariz Oct 50 p23
San Juan County, Utah Nov 49 p22
San Juan River Feb 50 pl4, Sep 50pl2
Santa Catalina Mountains, Arizona

Jun50p24
Santa Fe, New Mexico Apr 50 p6

Oct 50 pp 19, 20
Santa Rosa Mountains, Calif. Oct 50 pp 13-15
Scheyer, Betty, Author of—

Artist of Snow Creek Canyon..Apr 50 p24
Schwartz, Nicholas Oct50ppl3, 14
Scottsdale, Arizona Dec 49 p23
Searchlight, Nevada May50 pp6, 8
Searles, John W Aug50pl5
Searles Lake, Calif...Nov 49 p4, Aug 50 pl5
Secrest, Frank and Peggy Sep50pl9
Segerblom, Gene, Author of—

Desert Playground Feb 50 p5
Boatman of Eldorado Oct50pl6

Segerblom, Gene (C/ase-«ps)....Feb 50 p30
Sherrill, Bill Jun 50 p20, Jul 50 p5
Shrew Oct 50 p23
Shungopovi (Hopi Pueblo) Aug50p4
Sierra Juarez Mountains Jun 50 p20

Jul 50 p4, 5
Silver City, New Mexico Mar 50 p22
Silver Peak Mountains Sep50ppl4-16
Silver Reef, Utah Mar 50 p4, Jun 50 p22
Simer, Myrtle Mae, Author of—

When the Hopis Dance for Rain
Aug 50 p4

Simer, Myrtle Mae (Close-ups)..Aug 50 p30
Skidoo, Calif Nov49p8
Skyarch, natural arch Sep 50 pl l
Smith, Francis Marion Aug50pl6

Sep 50 pl4
Smith, Jedediah Aug 50 p29
Smith, Lloyd Mason Nov 49 p35
Smith, "Shine" Dec49p21
Snow Creek Canyon, Calif Apr50p24
South, Tanya, poems Each Issue
Spang, Pete Nov 49 p24
Spears, John S Sep50pl4
Spencer, Arthur G Jan50pl5
Spotted Skunk Jun 50 p25
Squaw Spring, Utah Nov49pl9
Squires, John Thomas Jul 50 p22
Stahl, Willy Sep 50 p23
Stauffer, Dorothy (Close-ups)....Jul 5Op31
Stetson, Henry Oct50pl7
St. Michael's Mission Dec 49 p26
Stoddard, Sheldon Feb 50 p24
Stove Pipe Wells Hotel Dec49pl3
Strahlman, Dr. and Mrs. Louis. Jan 50 p 14
Sturtevant, George Aug50pl8
Sturtevant, Pat and George, Authors of—

New Gateway to Death Valley..Nov 49 p4
Prospector of Homewood Canyon

Jun 50 pl3
Sturtevant, Pat and George (Close-ups)

Nov 49 p32
Superior, Arizona Jan5Op21
Swartz, Walter Oct50pl8

T
Tantilla, snake May50pl0
Tecumseh Ridge, Utah Mar 50 p7
Telescope Peak, Calif Nov 49 p7
Terrell, Clyde Jan50p27
Thaler, R. W Oct50p33
Thomas, Julian Nov 49 p24
Thompson, A. H Sep 50 p6

Thompson, Boyce Jan 50 p23
Thompson, Hoska Dec 49 p35
Thorndyke, Mr. and Mrs. John..Nov 49 p7
Tietjens, Marjorie Richardson..Mar 50 p22
Tonopah, Nevada .Jan 50 p27, May 50p34
Tooele County, Utah Oct 50 pp9, 10
Travertine Point, Calif Mar 50 pl l
Trona, Calif Dec 49 p32, Aug 50 pI5
Trumbo, Theron Marcus, Author of—

Her Canvases are Windows....Mar 50p21
Tubac, Arizona Sep5Op31
Tuscarora, Nevada Jan 50 p28
Twentynine Palms, Calif Aug 50 p9

u
Uintah Basin, Utah Jun50pl2
Uranium Incentive Plan Feb50pl5
U. S. Park Service ...Feb 50 p5, Oct 50pl8

Valley Wells, Calif Aug50pl9
Vanadium Corporation of America
Van Dyke, Judge Dix Feb50p24

Feb 50 pl5
Vallecito Stagecoach Station Jan50pl2
Venn, Catherine, Author of—

Diary of a Jackrabbit Homesteader
Jul 50 pl9, Aug 50 p21
Sep 50 p29, Oct 50 p27

Venn, Catherine (Close-ups) Jul5Op31
Ventana Cave, Arizona Oct50p31
Vick, Dorothy Feb 50 p29
Virginia and Truckee Railroad...Jun 50 p36

Oct 50 p34

w
Wakara, Chief Oct 50 pp 19, 20, 22
Weight, Harold O., Author of—

Grey Jewels of Bagdad Nov49pl3
In the Garnet Fields of Ely....Jan 50 pl5
Black Wood in Utah's White

Canyon Mar 50 pl4
Ridge of the Terrible Lizards..Apr 50 plO
Wonder Pebbles of Lake Lahonton

May 50 pl9
On the Trail of Alvord's Lost

Gold Jun 50 p5
Rocks Where the Rivers Meet....Ju\ 50 p9
Trails to Rockhound Rise Aug 50 p9
"Volcanic Tears" on the Nevada

Desert Sep 50pl4
Weight, Harold and Lucile (Close-ups)

Aug 50 p30
Wells Fargo Bank Mar 50 p5
Wetherill, Benjamin Alfred Mar5Op37
Wetherill, John Feb50pl4
Wetherill Memorial Apr50pl5
White, Georgia Sep50pp6-13
White Mountains Sep50pl5
White Pine County, Nevada Jan50pl6
Wickenburg, Arizona Aug 50 p28
Wild Burros Nov49p30
Willard, Ralph Oct50pp5, 8
Williams, Bill Jul50pl2
Wilson, Henry E. W May50pl7
Wilson, Henry E. W., Author of—

Gold Pockets in the Santa Rosas
Oct 50 pl3

Winslow, Arizona Aug50p4
Wolfskill, William Oct 50 pp20, 22
Woodard, M May 50 p36
Woodbury, Dr. Angus M Oct50pp9-12
Woods, Betty, Author of—

We Are Desert Gypsies May 50 p l l
Woods, Betty, (Close-ups) May 50 p27
Wright, J. Frank Apr 50 p22, Sep 50 pl2
Wright, Roscoe, Death Valley Curly

Jun 50 p36

XYZ
Yavapai County Archeological Society

Jan 50 p32
Yermo, Calif Nov 49 pl3, Jun 50 p5
Yucca Apr 50 p6
Yuha Plain, Calif Mar50pl2
Yuma, Arizona May50ppl6-18
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Between Ifou. and Me

By RANDALL HENDERSON

HAVE a great admiration for the industry and thrift
of the Mormons of Utah. They still believe in the
good old-fashioned idea that humans should provide

their own social security, and that when folks begin de-
pending on monthly checks passed out by a governmental
agency they are surrendering some of the personal free-
dom and independence which were their original heritage.

And so the Saints are mining coal, sawing wood, op-
erating stores, building warehouses and stocking them
with provisions—as insurance for the future.

Utah is richly endowed with timbered mountains and
colorful landscapes and spectacular rock formations—
but rocks do not grow good corn crops, and one cannot
eat landscapes. The Mormons have developed the limited
agricultural areas of their state by hard work. And while
they were reclaiming and cultivating their little valleys
they were schooled in the idea that their best security was
provided by the work of their own hands. The idea of
depending on the beneficence of their Uncle Sam has
never taken root in the Mormon mind.

They have a feeling—as many of the rest of us do—
that a nation cannot go on spending in excess of the
national income without getting into financial difficulties.
If trouble comes the Mormons will be ready for it.

• • •

Another desert summer has passed. Living in air-
cooled homes, the desert in summer isn't as fearful a
place as many non-dwellers imagine. Nevertheless, those
of us who remained on our desert jobs during June, July
and August are looking forward to the months ahead
when the dry crisp air of the winter months will more than
compensate for any discomfort the heat may have brought.

Those of us who like to tramp the desert canyons and
mesas in quest of minerals or rare botanical specimens or
unusual pictures—or just for the fun of 'exploring—are
looking forward to the trips we will take in the months
ahead.

At the top of my list for winter excursions is a trip
down into the Pinacate country along the Arizona-Mexico
border where at one period in the remote past more than
500 volcanic jets were spouting lava over the landscape
within an area of a hundred square miles. The fire is gone
now, but the craters are still there. For years I have been
looking forward to the opportunity to visit that region and
write the story for Desert Magazine readers. Aries Adams
and I have made definite plans for the trip this fall.

• • •

I receive an increasing number of letters from people
—often a man and wife well past middle age—who have
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discovered the charm of the desert canyons and mesas
which are not seen from the paved highways. They have
learned that by using ordinary common sense it is quite
safe to take any type of car out along many of the winding
trails which lead off from the highways in every direction.
One does not have to own a jeep to explore the side roads.
I can think of a thousand secluded camping places within
300 miles of the Southern California metropolitan area
which can be reached without special equipment. The
same is true in Arizona, Nevada, Utah and New Mexico.

Much of the desert region is still in the public domain
—and that means it belongs to you and me—to explore
and enjoy as we choose. It is good tonic for humans to go
out occasionally and spend an evening or two beside an
ironwood or a mesquite campfire. The newspapers and
radio bring us so much of human conflict, we need a bit
of association with Nature's world occasionally to keep
our sense of values.

The paved highways at night are places of blinding
lights, of raucous noises and poisonous gas—and danger.
But on the desert everywhere there are hard trails winding
off through the rocks and creosote to remote mesas and
canyons and coves, to a world undisturbed by the conflicts
of the human family. In such an environment one gets a
clearer perspective. The desert does not solve the world's
problems—but it gives spiritual strength and understand-
ing to human beings who must face those problems.

I recall a paragraph by Everett Ruess, poet-adventurer
of the desert wilderness. He wrote: "Alone on the open
desert . . . the world has seemed more beautiful to me
than ever before. I have loved the red rocks, the twisted
trees, the red sand blowing in the wind, the slow sunny
clouds crossing the sky, the shafts of moonlight on my
bed at night. I have seemed to be at one with the world.
I have rejoiced to set out, to be going somewhere, and I
have felt a still sublimity, looking into the coals of my
campfires, and seeing far beyond them. I have been happy
in my work, and I have exulted in my play. I have really
lived."

The winter months are the period when you and I may
break away for a few hours or a few days and perhaps
find the tonic we need in this desert world of quiet and
peace. For, as has been written in these pages before, "to
those who come to the desert with friendliness it gives
friendship; to those who come with courage, it gives new
strength of character. Those seeking relaxation find re-
lease from the world of man-made troubles. For those
seeking beauty, the desert offers Nature's rarest artistry.
This is the desert that men and women learn to love."
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BOOKS OF THE SOUTHWEST
COMSTOCK LODE LEGENDS
RETOLD IN ANTHOLOGY

"The Comstock was the greatest
bonanza in precious metals ever to be
uncovered in modern times and prob-
ably in all history, although the wealth
of Peru in the days of the Incas may
have rivaled or surpassed it."

This introductory sentence in Leg-
ends of the Comstock Lode, by Lucius
Beebe and Charles Clegg, explains the
foundation on which was based one
of the most colorful periods in South-
west history. With riches undreamed
of, it was inevitable that unheard of
conditions and events should follow
and intriguing personalities should de-
velop in the raw frontier atmosphere
of Virginia City and the surrounding
Nevada countryside during the bon-
anza years of the nineteenth century.

The unadorned history of the Com-
stock Lode is dramatic enough in itself.
But there were many sidelights not
generally known, and of course many
legends which developed — most of
them based on fact. And in their new
book the authors have gathered to-
gether the most arresting and dra-
matic historical aspects cf Virginia
City and the Comstock region and
present them for the first time in a
single handy volume.

The authors are anxious to point
out that they make no claim of pre-
senting any new or significant historic
material. What they have done is to
search out all possible sources, many
of them not readily available to the
general reading public, and combine
the known history of the Comstock in
a readable book.

Lucius Beebe and Charles Clegg are
a writer-photographer team who have
made southwestern Americana their
special field. Their Virginia & Truckee,
the story of the famed railroad that
was built to serve Virginia City and
the Comstock, has already gone into
its fourth edition. Legends oj the
Comstock Lode is a worthy sequel.

Published 1950 by Grahame Hardy,
Oakland, California. 80 pp., profusely
illustrated with old and new photo-
graphs. $3.00.

This book may be ordered from
Desert Crafts Shop

Palm Desert, California

LIFE IN A SIERRA
MOUNTAIN CABIN

Father Crowley, beloved padre of
California's Mojave desert, was killed
in an auto accident in 1939. At the
time of his death he was building a
spacious cabin home at the end of the
highway at Whitney Portal overlook-
ing Owens Valley.

George Palmer Putnam, seeking a
quiet place to relax and write, after
busy years as publisher and explorer,
bought the unfinished home just be-
fore fhe war. Then Putnam went into
the service and it was not until after
his return that he and Peg, his wife,
had the opportunity really to establish
the kind of mountain retreat about
which they had dreamed — Shangri-
Putnam they called it.

On January 4 this year, Putnam
died in the hospital at Trona, Cali-
fornia. Before his death he had com-
pleted the manuscript of his last book,
Up in Our Country. The book has just
come from the publishers.

Putnam wrote a light amusing story
of life at Whitney Portal—about the
birds and animals which came to the

"bird lunch counter" outside the win-
dow of their cabin, about their neigh-
bors in Lone Pine and in the moun-
tains, about the little problems of
living in an outpost where there is no
electricity and the water supply freezes
in winter.

The Putnams had names for every-
thing. There was Hopalong Cassidy,
the one-legged grouse; Petunia, the
Ford pick-up; Forget-Me-Not, the
skunk.

Those busy persons who dream of
a tranquil life in a mountain hideaway
will be more eager than ever to fulfill
their dream after reading Up in Our
Country.

Published by Duell, Sloan & Pearce,
Inc., New York. Pen sketches. 224
pp. $3.00.

This book may be ordered from
Desert Crafts Shop

Palm Desert, California

COMPARE
UES

* RAYON QUILTED
C OWING.
*EPAULETES

. 2 COLORS

. I3HOZ.GABARDINE

. 10 oz. I007.W00L QUILTED
LINING,BODY ft SLEEVES
100%WOOL FILLED

. 4'/2M MOUTON FUR COLLAR
• RESISTANT TO CREASING.

ATMOSPHERE AND LIGHT

*FULL22"BACK
•HEAVYWEIGHT-TOP QUALITY
*GREEN6AUM FRONT QUARTER

K HORSEHIDE
*MOUTON FUR COLLAR-5" WIDE-
TEASY TO REMOVE-RAYON LINED
XW^AR WITH FUR, COLLAR OR

WITHOUT

.5"WIDEMOUTi
FUR COLLAR

.ATTACHED FUR CHH*SI

. 9 oz. WATER REPELLENT
MOUNTAIN CLOTH

.100*/. ALPACA LINED

.2 OUTSIDE & 2 INSIDE
SNAP POCKETS

•UNDERARM" SWEAT PROTECTOR
PASADENA I CALIFORNIA. 5 LOCATIONS

IMPORTANT: If ordering by mail, add V i°o
sales tax. Give chest and waist size,

approximate height and weight.

PASADENA
11 E. Colorado Phone SY 3-8137

FRESNO SAN BERNARDINO
1135 Broadway 571 Fourth St.
Phone 6-3228 Phone 7-6414
SANTA ANA RIVERSIDE

420 W. 4th St. 4023 Main St.

Phon.Ki2.04« Phon. 6414 99 CAST COLORADO-SY.5-8157 OPEN 9t»6M0K.+FRI.9
BRADLET-REHRIG^
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There's a great new 16 Gasoline on sale at your
Union Oil Dealer's.

Here's what the new 76 gives you:
GREATER POWER! New 16 has a higher octane rating
than ever before.
QUICKER STARTING! Blended to fire at the first spark.
FASTER WARM-UP! The warm-up time for new 76 is
17% faster.

BETTER PERFORMANCE! Road-rated to give smoother
anti-knock performance at all speeds.

Fill your tank—feel the difference!




